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Abstract 
Aviation contributes to worldwide connectivity and the global economy; 
furthermore, the growth in recent years is forecast to continue. However, airports 
emit a range of pollutants that degrade local air quality to the detriment of human 
health, which restricts the capacity expansion required to meet future demand. 
This thesis analyses aircraft ground operations and demonstrates methods to 
evaluate the efficacy of pollutant emission reduction operating strategies at airports. 
A case study of 7,090 high-resolution flight data records (FDRs) is utilised, covering 
aircraft activities at London Heathrow, which is a major international, air quality 
critical airport. Firstly, aircraft taxiing with half of the engines deactivated after 
landing reduces both NOX and CO emissions by ~30% on average. Analysis of taxi 
operations finds that reducing the time taken to deactivate the engines by ~20 
seconds reduces NOX and CO emissions by a further 9 and 14% respectively. 
Secondly, reducing thrust to below maximum during takeoff, while accounting for 
constraints including aircraft weight, reduces NOX emissions by 42%. Analysis of the 
variation in observed takeoff thrust finds that NOX emissions could be reduced by 
~6%, when adopting thrust settings that correspond to minimum emissions. The 
results of both analyses are presented in this thesis to enable integration with aircraft 
operators’ existing procedures. Finally, locally measured NOX and CO 
concentrations, downstream of Heathrow runway activities, increase by 144 and 88% 
respectively, compared to periods of runway inactivity. This thesis presents the first 
comparison of FDRs to measured emission indices (EIs), finding that these are 
dependent on aircraft, engine and thrust setting. However considerable variation in 
EI(NOX) and EI(CO) is observed. 
This thesis provides implementable strategies to reduce emissions at airports by 
optimising aircraft ground operations, contributing to reductions in the air quality 
impacts of airports to enable further capacity expansion. 
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Chapter 1 
 Introduction 
 
 
1.1. Research context 
1.1.1. Current and future aviation utilisation 
Aviation contributes significantly to worldwide connectivity and the global economy 
(Wolfe et al., 2016). Air travel enables the transportation of people and freight over 
large distances at high speed and facilitates commerce, communication, trade and 
tourism that may not otherwise exist (Singh and Sharma, 2015). While it is 
recognised that growth in aviation is variable and subject to short term market 
trends, the number of air traffic passengers increased globally from 2.0 to 3.3 billion 
in the decade between 2004 and 2014, at an average rate of 6.0% per annum (IATA, 
2015b). This growth was largely driven by increases in emerging economy markets 
such as China (Zhou et al., 2016), India, Indonesia and Brazil (Wasiuk et al., 2016). 
The trend is expected to continue, with the number of air traffic passengers due to 
exceed 7 billion in 2034 based on forecast average annual growth rates ranging 
between 4.1% (IATA, 2015a), 4.6% (Airbus, 2015) and 4.9% (Boeing, 2014). 
Furthermore, aviation currently transports freight worth over 35% of global trade by 
value, and air cargo is expected to increase at a compound rate of 4.1% over the next 
five years (IATA, 2015c). 
In the UK, demand for air travel is expected to increase at a rate of between 1 and 3% 
per annum from 219 million passengers in 2011 to 445 million in 2050, primarily 
driven by rising economic activity (DfT, 2013). This is lower than the observed 
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historical growth rate of 5% since 1970, due to expected passenger market 
maturation and an end to declining airfares. However, this forecast growth still leads 
to major concerns regarding the capacity of many components of the air traffic 
system, including the airport (Gelhausen et al., 2013). 
Major airports in the south east of England are forecast to reach maximum capacity 
as early as 2025, including London Heathrow airport, which is currently described as 
‘full’ (DfT, 2013). London Heathrow is one of ten airports globally, identified by 
Gelhausen et al. (2013) as being capacity critical, based on high-peak hour traffic and 
a capacity utilisation index (CUI) of over 701. Further analysis of aviation capacity 
has identified airports as a likely future bottleneck of the air traffic system and finds 
that the majority of flights will soon be affected by capacity constraints (Berster et al., 
2015). Consequently, airlines will become limited in terms of flexibility when 
scheduling aircraft movements and lack the ability to provide increased levels of 
connectivity for passengers (Gelhausen et al., 2013). 
Congested European airports have not experienced similar levels of air traffic growth 
as the rest of European airspace since 2006 as they have been unable to accommodate 
the same number of additional movements (Gelhausen et al., 2013). The imminent 
operation of many airports at maximum capacity has led to additional requirements 
for measures to increase passenger and cargo throughput, such as additional 
runways and terminal space (Berster et al., 2015). Alternative solutions, which 
require no new infrastructure, have also been suggested, such as demand 
management and the utilisation of less congested airports. However, focus remains 
on the requirement for widespread increases in air traffic capacity to maximise the 
economic benefits of aviation (Gudmundsson et al., 2014). This is reflected at the 
European Union (EU) level, as the Single European Sky Air Traffic Management 
Research (SESAR) project targets the handling of double the 2012 air traffic, 
including a 10% increase in flight throughput at congested airports, by 2035 (SESAR, 
                                                      
1 CUI is the ratio of average daytime hourly flight volume relative to the 5% peak hour 
volume. 
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2015). Despite this, proposals for UK airport expansion, to meet future demand, are 
increasingly constrained due to regulatory restrictions, land planning constraints and 
environmental concerns (Upham et al., 2003). Consequently, airport operations are 
subject to scrutiny (Simonetti et al., 2015) and the need for more efficient ground 
operations and greater utilisation of available infrastructure is increasing (Weiszer et 
al., 2015).  
1.1.2. Aviation and the environment 
The forecast growth in air traffic movements, alongside air quality regulations and 
increasing public awareness, has led to environmental considerations becoming one 
of the most critical issues currently facing aviation (Mahashabde et al., 2011). 
Following the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, the International Civil Aviation Organisation 
(ICAO) (a specialised United Nations agency, which codifies aviation principles, 
techniques, practices and development) was assigned the responsibility of reducing 
the environmental impact of aviation. This is defined as the combined effect of 
perceived noise on the ground, local air quality (LAQ) and climate change (ICAO, 
2004). The ICAO instituted the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection 
(CAEP) to oversee the policy and technical work required to reduce aircraft noise 
and pollutant emissions (Mahashabde et al., 2011). 
Ambitious targets were set for reducing environmental impacts, such as by the 
Advisory Council of Aviation for Research in Europe (ACARE). These include 
cutting carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by 50%, nitrogen oxides (NOX) emissions by 
80% and perceived noise by 50% by 2020 compared to 2000 levels (ACARE, 2002). 
Working towards achieving these targets, the ICAO has recommended CO2 emission 
standards to address climate change and NOX emissions standards to reduce LAQ 
impacts (ICAO, 2008). For example, the ICAO have recently proposed the 
introduction of legally binding aircraft operation performance standards, which 
require an average 4% reduction in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions (depending 
on aircraft maximum takeoff weight (MTOW)), to be met by all new aircraft designs 
by 2028 (ICCT, 2016). 
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Despite this, the ICAO has previously received criticism from the EU for insufficient 
action (Clarke and Chagas, 2009). The EU, through SESAR, has set environmental 
impact targets alongside the target for increased capacity, specifically to promote a 
reduction in climate change through a 10% decrease in CO2 emissions via reduced 
fuel consumption, and to reduce noise and LAQ impacts by unspecified amounts 
(SESAR, 2015). As a high-level target, SESAR seeks to achieve an improvement in the 
fuel efficiency of aircraft operations at airports by 2.8% per flight through the 
optimisation of 3D aircraft trajectories (latitude, longitude and altitude) by 2020 
(SESAR, 2012). Furthermore, SESAR states that solutions towards improving other 
aspects of aviation efficiency must have no negative impact on air quality. Of these 
targets, airport operations affect LAQ and noise directly and climate change 
indirectly (Torres et al., 2011). While all three factors may restrict airport expansion, 
concerns regarding the impact of additional airport operations on LAQ have 
previously contributed to the delay and cancellation of airport expansion plans 
(Waitz et al., 2004). For example, London Heathrow airport was found to offer the 
best economic and social case for airport capacity expansion in the south east of the 
UK. However, proposals were restricted for several reasons including the 
requirement for no increase in LAQ impacts, as highlighted by the Airports 
Commission (2015). 
Airport expansion proposals involve public engagement, but expansion is typically 
opposed in order to avoid the expected adverse impacts on the local environment 
(Gelhausen et al., 2013). Often, major airports are environmentally sensitive given 
their proximity to residential areas. Therefore, aircraft sources lead to high levels of 
pollutant exposure and perceived noise (Upham et al., 2003). In recently years, one of 
the airports that has become associated with high-profile air quality issues is London 
Heathrow (Airports Commission, 2015). Several studies have found that London 
Heathrow airport is a major source of pollutant emissions (Carslaw et al., 2006, 
Stettler et al., 2011, Yim et al., 2013), and that airport operations contribute up to 23% 
of annual mean pollutant concentrations at the airport boundary and up to 15% 2 to 
3 km downwind (Carslaw et al., 2012). It is expected that airport-related air pollution 
will rise with the increasing number of aviation activities. Consequently, the 
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proposed expansion of airports in the south east of the UK is a hotly-debated 
political topic, and plans are widely criticised on the basis of expected air quality 
degradation (Yim et al., 2013). It is generally accepted that significant reductions in 
the environmental impact of airport operations are necessary if the requirements to 
meet expected long-term growth in air traffic demand is to be achieved and 
sustained (Antoine and Kroo, 2005). 
1.1.3.  Impact of airport operations on LAQ 
Recent epidemiological studies have shown that personal exposure to pollutants 
commonly emitted by airport sources can have adverse short- and long-term impacts 
on human health, while also impairing visibility and causing damage to building 
materials (Masiol and Harrison, 2014). Barrett et al. (2010) estimates that 
approximately 10,000 premature mortalities per year can be attributed to global 
aircraft activities, with approximately 20% of those due to airport operations. 
Furthermore, the adverse impacts of aviation on personal health are expected to 
increase given the forecast growth in aircraft activities (Levy et al., 2012). 
Several airport emission sources can be directly attributed to aircraft operations, 
including the aircraft engines, auxiliary power units (APUs) (these are becoming less 
of a concern due to a switch to ground power units (GPUs)), and ground service 
equipment (GSE) (Mazaheri et al., 2011). Other non-aircraft airport sources such as 
maintenance, heating and services also exist, along with airport-associated road 
traffic (Masiol and Harrison, 2014). However, these either contribute relatively small 
amounts of pollutant emissions or fall outside the direct influence of airport 
operators. Of all the airport pollutant emission sources, aircraft activities are the 
primary source of concern for many airports (Masiol and Harrison, 2014, Levy et al., 
2012). For example, based on the Airports Commission air quality assessment ‘do 
minimum’ scenario at London Heathrow airport, by 2030 aircraft are expected to 
contribute 55.1% of airport-related NOX emissions, compared to 39.3% from surface 
access sources and 5.6% from other airport sources (Jacobs, 2015). Furthermore, 
based on 2010 figures as shown in Table 1.1, when considering all airport sources 
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Heathrow Airport Ltd. (2010) estimates that aircraft on the ground emitted 54% of 
the total, airport-related ground-level NOX. The aircraft takeoff is the single biggest 
source (46%), followed by taxi activities (21%). Other NOX emissions sources include 
the APU (19%) and aircraft hold before takeoff (10%) (both of which are closely 
linked to taxi activities), the landing roll (3%) and engine testing (1%) (Heathrow 
Airport Ltd., 2010). 
Table 1.1: Total NOX emissions by airport source, based on 2010 data (Heathrow Airport Ltd., 2010). 
Source NOX emissions (t/year) 
Approach 538.33 
Landing roll 40.37 
Taxi-in 132.39 
Hold 166.21 
Taxi-out 212.78 
Takeoff roll 717.51 
Initial climb 869.62 
Climb out 1398.22 
APU 346.06 
Engine testing 22.08 
Total Aircraft 4443.59 
Airside vehicles/plant 260.49 
Car parks (etc.) 18.27 
Stationary sources 283.74 
Road network 2463.59 
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Aircraft engine pollutant emissions are generated during the combustion of jet fuel. 
The fundamental components of aircraft turbojet engines are described by the IPCC 
(1999) and include: the compressor, which increases the energy (temperature and 
pressure) of the air inflow; the combustor, in which fuel is burned; and the turbine, 
which drives the compressor. A fraction of the remaining gas is then used to propel 
the aircraft forward as it leaves the turbine. Currently, the main source of aviation 
fuel comes from the kerosene fraction of crude oil distillation and is referred to as Jet 
A (used in most of the world) and Jet A-1 (used in North America) (Masiol and 
Harrison, 2014). 
Based on pollutant mass, approximately 99.5% of aircraft turbojet exhaust emissions 
consist of oxygen (O2) and nitrogen (N2), carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O), 
which are products of complete combustion (IPCC, 1999). Secondary products of the 
combustion process include carbon monoxide (CO), sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen 
oxides (NOX) (nitrogen oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)), hydrocarbons (HC) 
and volatile (sulphate and organic carbon) and non-volatile (black carbon (BC) 
sometimes referred to as soot) particulate matter (PM) (Stettler et al., 2011, Lee et al., 
2010). The mass of these pollutants emitted is dependent on the engine and its 
operating conditions. For example, CO and HC emissions increase at low pressure 
and temperature (conditions associated with low engine thrust setting) due to the 
incomplete combustion of fuel, while NOX emissions increase at high pressure and 
temperature (conditions associated with high engine thrust setting) as described by 
the thermal NOX mechanism (IPCC, 1999). These pollutants are associated with 
varying adverse impacts to the local and global environment and to human health, 
as summarised in Figure 1.1.  
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Figure 1.1: Aviation-related pollutant emissions and associated impacts on the environment and 
personal health, adapted from Masiol and Harrison (2014). 
The mass of any pollutant, X, emitted can be calculated by integrating the product of 
the emission index (EI) and the fuel flow rate with respect to the duration of aircraft 
activity (Torres et al., 2011), as given by, 
E! g = EI(X) ∙𝑚!  d𝑡, (1.1) 
where E! is the total mass of pollutant emitted in g, EI(X) is the EI of pollutant X in 
g/kg fuel, 𝑚! is the fuel flow rate in kg/s and 𝑡 is the duration of activity in s. The EI 
is defined as the mass of a given pollutant emitted per unit mass of fuel combusted, 
given in terms of g/kg fuel. It is pollutant specific and depends on several factors. For 
example, EI(NOX) depends primarily on the atmospheric conditions, aircraft speed 
and engine fuel flow rates (Torres et al., 2011), while EI(CO2) depends on the fuel 
type (Antoine and Kroo, 2005) and EI(BC) depends on engine properties in addition 
to the factors stated above (Stettler et al., 2013). 
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1.1.4.  Airports and LAQ regulations 
To protect human health and the environment as a whole, regulations regarding 
acceptable pollutant concentrations are specified in air quality regulations. Within 
the EU, these are described in the EU Air Quality Standards (European Commission, 
2008). When considering the pollutants associated with aircraft engines, ambient 
concentrations are limited to the averages shown in Table 1.2. 
Table 1.2: EU Air Quality Standards, adapted from European Commission (2008). 
Pollutant Concentration Averaging period 
Exceedances 
permitted per year 
Nitrogen dioxide 
(NO2) 
200 µg/m3 1 hour 18 
40 µg/m3 1 year n/a 
Carbon monoxide 
(CO) 
10 mg/m3 Max. daily 8-hour mean n/a 
Sulphur dioxide 
(SO2) 
350 µg/m3 1 hour 24 
125 µg/m3 24 hours 3 
Particulate matter 
(PM2.5) 
25 µg/m3 1 year n/a 
Particulate matter 
(PM10) 
50 µg/m3 1 hour 35 
40 µg/m3 1 year n/a 
 
The limit values shown in Table 1.2 are legally binding in UK law and compliance 
must be achieved at the relevant air quality monitoring stations (the Automatic 
Urban and Rural Network (AURN) in the UK) as enforced by the Department for 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA). Any areas where the EU Air Quality 
Standards are not likely to be met must be declared as an Air Quality Management 
Area (AQMA) by the corresponding local authority (U.K. Government, 2010). The 
areas surrounding several UK airports have been designated as AQMAs given the 
exceedance of EU Air Quality Standards at monitoring stations in the AURN, 
including the Hillingdon AQMA, which encompasses London Heathrow airport and 
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the surrounding surface transport networks, as declared by the London Borough of 
Hillingdon (Masiol and Harrison, 2015). Additionally, other UK airports including 
Manchester (MAN), London Gatwick (LGW) and London Stansted (STN) are located 
close to AQMAs. Consequently, local authorities are required to develop a Local Air 
Quality Action Plan to improve LAQ, and airport operators are obliged to assist in 
meeting these targets, often through reducing airport-associated pollutant emissions. 
Airports regularly report the information regarding the pollutants of concern in the 
associated local areas. For example, in their 2010 Air Quality Strategy report, London 
Heathrow states that NO2, PM2.5 and PM10 require mitigating action, however only 
the annual average NO2 exceeds the EU Air Quality Standards locally (Heathrow 
Airport Ltd., 2010). For short-lived pollutants, such as NOX, the atmospheric impact 
depends heavily on the emission source location (Søvde et al., 2014) and it is at 
ground level that these emissions have the biggest impact on LAQ. Consequently, 
airports have introduced measures to mitigate LAQ impacts. 
1.1.5. Measures to reduce aircraft LAQ impacts at airports 
Measures to reduce the LAQ impacts of airport operations include: demand 
management, i.e. reducing the demand for air travel; fleet management, i.e. 
promoting the use of improved aerodynamic airframe design, more efficient engines 
and associated technologies; alternative and cleaner fuels; and advances in air traffic 
management (ATM) operational procedures, i.e. adopting more efficient aircraft 
movements (Mahashabde et al., 2011, Torres et al., 2011, Peeters et al., 2016). Of these 
measures, demand management is undesirable based on the economic and social 
benefits of enabling aviation growth (Wolfe et al., 2016), and may not be achievable 
given the requirement to facilitate growth in developing regions (Wasiuk et al., 
2016). Despite the reductions in environmental impact that have previously been 
achieved through evolutionary changes to airframe and engine design, potential 
further reductions are expected to be outpaced by the additional pollutant emissions 
due to the forecast growth (Antoine and Kroo, 2005). Although technological gains 
with regards to aircraft design are achievable, they will be insufficient to meet the 
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ambitious targets as set by ACARE (Graham et al., 2014). Finally, while alternative 
fuels for aviation are being developed, e.g. biofuels, the recent continued drop in the 
oil price will make such fuels financially uncompetitive in the short-term 
(Kousoulidou and Lonza, 2016). Consequently, improving the operational 
procedures of current, in-production aircraft and engines is considered to be an 
immediate solution to reduce pollutant emissions (Torres et al., 2011). For example, 
to promote the adoption of NOX-reducing operations at London Heathrow airport, 
an emission charge is in place, which requires airlines to pay £8.57 per kg of NOX 
emitted, with proposals to increase this to £16.51 per kg (Heathrow Airport Ltd, 
2015). Furthermore, improvements to aircraft operations are expected to have no 
adverse impact on noise, and may offer reductions in the order of 20 to 40% for both 
CO2 and fuel, and 10 to 30% for NOX (Sustainable Aviation, 2012). Consequently, 
various measures have been introduced at airports across the world to reduce the 
associated LAQ impacts of aircraft operations.  
Referring to Equation 1.1, reducing the mass of aircraft pollutant emissions using 
operational management requires the minimisation of aircraft engine fuel 
consumption (by reducing the fuel flow rate and/or duration of activity) and the 
corresponding pollutant EIs. To achieve this, strategies for the mitigation of LAQ 
impacts have been adopted as aircraft standard operating procedures (SOPs), such as 
reduced thrust takeoff, single engine taxi (SET), continuous climb/approach, 
electrification of aircraft operations and aircraft holding at stand (Guo et al., 2014). 
When considering the adoption of these mitigation measures, it is critical that 
informed decisions are made regarding other key performance areas of the aviation 
system such as safety and capacity (Mahashabde et al., 2011). 
The complex nature of the interdependencies between LAQ impacts and operational 
performance in other areas such as safety and capacity means that the costs and 
benefits of such mitigation measures are difficult to evaluate (Mahashabde et al., 
2011). Consequently, to assess the impact of measures for reducing pollutant 
emissions, quantification methods are required. The need for tools and metrics to 
quantify and communicate the impacts of emission reduction operations have been 
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suggested to the U.S. Congress (Waitz et al., 2004) and various approaches have been 
adopted for this purpose. However, the selected approach must be justified 
(Kurniawan and Khardi, 2011), as the suitability of each method is governed by the 
end user modelling requirements and is driven by data availability (Masiol and 
Harrison, 2014). Many previous studies have faced limitations regarding data 
availability, and have subsequently failed to evaluate the impacts of pollutant 
mitigation operating strategies at a sufficient resolution. In this context, high-
resolution analysis is defined as enabling the characterisation of variability in aircraft 
operations, i.e. the spatial and temporal variation of factors including fuel flow rate, 
thrust setting, pollutant emissions and activity duration. This facilitates analysis of 
the trade-offs between these factors, to identify the most efficient (least fuel 
consuming/pollutant emitting) aircraft operations. To achieve this, input data that 
accurately reflects aircraft activities is increasingly sought and made available by 
airport and aircraft operators for the modelling of pollutant emissions. 
1.2. Data context 
The aforementioned data limitations have been addressed at London Heathrow 
airport, which was named as a partner in the recent Sensor Network for Air Quality 
(SNAQ) project (University of Cambridge, 2011). London Heathrow airport is the 
busiest two-runway airport in the world and is seeking planning permission for a 
third runway, given that it currently operates at close to maximum capacity (DfT, 
2013). Consequently, evaluation of the impact of aircraft operations on LAQ at 
London Heathrow airport may hold significant consequences for airport capacity in 
the south east of the UK. 
The SNAQ project led to the deployment of a network of high-resolution, low-cost 
sensor nodes, to measure a number of pollutant concentrations, within the 
boundaries of London Heathrow airport. The sensor network was operational 
during 2012 and 2013. The overarching aim of the project was to evaluate measured 
air quality data relative to a corresponding aircraft emission inventory, leading to 
improvements in both emissions inventory modelling and air quality measurement. 
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To enable the development of an aircraft emission inventory, London Heathrow 
airport released flight activity schedule data. Additionally, an airline, referred to as 
‘Airline A’, made available 8,331 flight data records (FDRs) at a high-resolution, i.e. 
that enables the identification of variation in aircraft activities (4-dimensional 
trajectory including recorded fuel flow rates at 1 Hz temporal, ~10 m spatial), for the 
period between 4th November 2012 and 18th November 2012. This thesis utilises the 
FDR and air quality sensor data for London Heathrow airport made available 
through the SNAQ project as a case study, which provides a clear opportunity to 
achieve the primary aim and objectives of this thesis, as described in Section 1.3. 
1.3. Research aim and objectives 
In light of the research context, it is recognised that aviation provides considerable 
economic and social benefits at global and local levels. However, aviation is 
associated with significant environmental issues, including the degradation of LAQ, 
which limits the desired growth. Airports and the associated aircraft ground 
operations contribute significantly to pollutant emissions, and operational 
management is an immediate solution to mitigating this. Consequently, there is a 
clear and identified need to evaluate the contributions of current and future aircraft 
activities to LAQ at airports if the economic and social benefits are to be maximised. 
The aim of this thesis is to analyse aircraft activities at a resolution that enables the 
evaluation of operating strategies to minimise fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions at airports. 
To achieve this, the following objectives have been formulated for the evaluation of 
aircraft emissions, using a London Heathrow airport case study: 
1. Quantify the impact of using high-resolution aircraft movement data on fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions estimation, relative to low input data 
resolution; 
2. Evaluate the potential of single engine taxi (SET) operations to reduce fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions; 
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3. Evaluate the potential of reduced thrust takeoff operations to reduce fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions; 
4. Quantify the extent to which aircraft activities impact measured NOX and CO 
concentrations, and compare modelled and measured emission indices for a 
range of aircraft types while incorporating thrust setting variability. 
This thesis focuses on the analysis of a London Heathrow airport case study, given 
the data availability discussed in Section 1.2. Furthermore, the use of this case study 
facilitates the evaluation of observed emission mitigation operations of SET (taxi 
using a reduced number of the installed aircraft engines, therefore reducing fuel flow 
rate) and reduced thrust takeoff (takeoff using the minimum allowable thrust setting 
based on a number of constraints including aircraft takeoff weight (TOW), thereby 
reducing the fuel flow rate and NOX emission indices). Both of these operations are 
extensively used at London Heathrow airport, and therefore, provide suitable 
empirical case study opportunities. Additionally, both are ground-level operations, 
and Underwood et al. (2010) states that focus should be placed on the accurate 
representation of emissions from ground-level aircraft operations, as pollutants 
emitted over 200 m are unlikely to have a significant impact on ground-level 
pollutant concentrations. 
1.4. Thesis structure 
This thesis is organised into six further chapters, as described below. 
Chapter 2: Quantification methods for aircraft pollutant emissions at airports 
Chapter 2 reviews the existing methods for quantifying pollutant emissions from 
aircraft operations at airports. This covers both emission modelling and pollutant 
concentration measurement methods. For each, the required input data, modelling 
techniques, advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Consequently, a case study 
aircraft emission inventory is estimated for London Heathrow airport. The step-by-
step process to estimate thrust setting, NOX, CO, HC and BC emissions is described 
along with the quality assurance process, leading to a high-resolution (1 Hz) 
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emission inventory. This forms the basis of analysis in subsequent chapters. Chapter 
2 also describes the pollutant concentration data, measured as a component of the 
SNAQ project, which is used in Chapter 6 to investigate the extent to which 
measured pollutant concentrations are affected by aircraft operations. 
Chapter 3: Impacts of input data resolution on aircraft emission estimation 
Chapter 3 presents an investigation into the impacts of varying input data resolution 
when modelling emissions from aircraft operations at airports. The emission 
inventory developed in Chapter 2 is treated as the observed fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions. The purposes of this chapter are two-fold. Firstly, the 
percentage errors between the observed data and results from the low input data 
resolution approaches are quantified for fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. 
Secondly, the importance of using high-resolution input data when seeking to 
evaluate variability in aircraft operations (i.e. thrust setting and activity duration) for 
the purposes of minimising pollutant emissions is highlighted. This will identify the 
data requirements to evaluate single engine taxiing (SET) in Chapter 4 and reduced 
thrust takeoff in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 4: Evaluation of single engine taxi operations 
The fourth chapter is the first of two chapters that evaluate the use of aircraft 
operating strategies, which have the potential to minimise fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions at airports. In this chapter, an analysis of SET using the London 
Heathrow airport case study is presented. SET operations are defined based on 
empirical evidence, which enables a quantification of current fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions relative to non-SET operations. The development and 
demonstration of a novel method for the evaluation of proposed SET optimisation 
strategies is presented. 
Chapter 5: Evaluation of reduced thrust takeoff operations 
Chapter 5 presents an empirical analysis of reduced thrust takeoff at London 
Heathrow airport. This involves the quantification of the observed fuel consumption 
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and pollutant emissions produced during takeoff operations, and a comparison of 
these values to operations without the use of reduced thrust. A method for 
estimating aircraft takeoff weight (TOW) is presented, and used to analyse the trade-
off between the adopted reduced thrust setting and TOW. The impact of this trade-
off is investigated, and thrust settings associated with minimum fuel consumption 
and pollutant emissions are presented. 
Chapter 6: Impacts of aircraft operations on measured pollutant concentrations 
The primary objective of Chapter 6 is to investigate the extent to which aircraft, 
engine and thrust setting variability, as captured by the modelled emission 
inventory, can explain variation in measured NOX and CO pollutant concentrations, 
using London Heathrow airport as a case study. Firstly, measured pollutant 
concentrations are characterised and related to corresponding periods of aircraft 
activity and inactivity to quantify impacts. Secondly, NOX and CO pollutant 
concentration time series are compared to EU Air Quality Limits to investigate 
compliance. Finally, measured EI(NOX) and EI(CO) are estimated using the ratios of 
measured NOX and CO to CO2. These values are compared to modelled EI(NOX) and 
EI(CO) values, based on factors in the ICAO EEDB, and the impact of aircraft-engine 
combination and thrust setting is evaluated. 
Chapter 7: Conclusions and further work 
The final chapter in this thesis summarises the conclusions of preceding chapters and 
recommends themes for future work in the research field. The practical implications 
of the results are highlighted, including industry and academic applications, and the 
expected benefits from reducing airport pollutant emissions are discussed. 
1.5. Research publication 
The content presented in Chapter 5 is under review for publication in the Journal of 
Transportation Research Part D: Transport and Environment. Chapters 4 and 6 are 
currently being modified for journal submission. Preliminary analysis for Chapter 5 
is under review for publication in the Journal of Air Transport Management.  
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Chapter 2 
 Quantification methods for aircraft 
pollutant emissions at airports 
 
 
2.1. Introduction 
Chapter 1 established the requirement to evaluate aircraft operations at airports in 
order to reduce fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. This will relieve the local 
air quality (LAQ) pressures around airports, which currently contribute towards 
constraining the expansion that is required to meet the forecast growth in air traffic 
movements. The accurate and reliable quantification of the fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions associated with current and proposed aircraft operations, at a 
sufficiently high spatial and temporal resolution, is of critical importance in order to 
achieve these goals. This then facilitates analysis of variability in aircraft operations 
(i.e. adopted thrust settings, activity duration, fuel flow and emission rates), which 
enables identification of the most efficient (least fuel consuming/pollutant emitting) 
aircraft operations. This chapter reviews the methods available for the quantification 
of aircraft pollutant emissions at airports; the most suitable methods are established 
and their step-by-step applications are described for the case study analyses at 
London Heathrow airport, as presented in this thesis. These methods enable the 
evaluation of proposed aircraft operations, as will be demonstrated in subsequent 
chapters. 
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2.1.1. Research context 
The ability to quantify the LAQ impacts of airport operations has become an integral 
component in airport management. Currently, legislation exists in the form of engine 
emission standards (ICAO, 2011) and air quality regulations (the EU Air Quality 
Standards in Europe), as discussed in Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.4 respectively. However, 
current pressures are often motivated by public concern and lead to airports being 
held responsible for air pollution in nearby residential areas (Mahashabde et al., 
2011). Consequently, while trying to meet the forecast growth in air traffic 
movements for economic and social reasons, the requirement to manage and 
minimise the LAQ impacts of airports has also increased in recent years.  
Numerous methods have been adopted for the analysis and quantification of aircraft 
operations at airports, which are referred to as the landing and takeoff (LTO) cycle 
(IPCC, 1999), typically corresponding to all activities below 3,000 ft. However, the 
adoption of differing approaches due to varying analysis requirements, data 
availability and data accuracy, can lead to considerable uncertainty in the pollutant 
emission estimates (Kurniawan and Khardi, 2011). Consequently, an important step 
prior to undertaking aircraft pollutant emission analysis is to review the available 
methods in order to establish the most appropriate current approach or identify the 
requirement for a novel approach. 
As defined by the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), methods for the 
quantification of aircraft LTO cycle LAQ impacts can be broadly categorised as either 
the measurement of pollutant concentrations, or the modelling of pollutant emission 
sources, which allow the concentrations of dispersed pollutants to be estimated. For 
air quality assessments, the approach should be driven by the analysis requirements, 
and may lead to either method being selected for the quantification of airport-related 
emissions. However, adopting a combination of both quantification methods may 
also be deemed most appropriate to enable both emission source and air quality 
receptor evaluation. These methods lead to an improved understanding of the issues 
facing LAQ at airports, which can subsequently be used to inform mitigation 
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strategies towards the reduction of these impacts. Figure 2.1 provides an overview of 
the principal components of LAQ assessments. 
 
Figure 2.1: Airport LAQ quantification elements and corresponding interactions, adapted from ICAO 
(2011). 
2.1.2. Outline of chapter 
This chapter is divided into four further sections. Section 2.2 reviews methods for the 
measurement of pollutant concentrations at airports including previous applications. 
Section 2.3 reviews methods for the modelling of aircraft emission inventories at 
airports, including data requirements and previous applications. Section 2.4 
describes the modelling of aircraft pollutant emissions using flight data records 
(FDRs), and describes the measured pollutant concentration data for the London 
Heathrow airport case study. This includes an overview of the datasets, a description 
of the methods and finally the treatment of error sources. Section 2.5 summarises the 
key points of this chapter. 
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2.2. Review of airport LAQ measurements 
Pollutant concentration measurements, through the monitoring or sampling of 
ambient conditions, have been widely used to evaluate LAQ at airports. This enables 
the characterisation of airport emission sources, as introduced in Section 1.1.3, and 
the associated ambient meteorological conditions. However, when using these 
techniques at a low sample resolution (i.e. coarse granularity spatially and/or 
temporally), many studies have either failed to consider the contributions of specific 
airport sources (e.g. aircraft) to LAQ (Yu et al., 2004, Westerdahl et al., 2008, Hu et al., 
2009), or have done so at low temporal resolutions (1 hour or more) (Dodson et al., 
2009, Carslaw et al., 2006). This is often insufficient for evaluating the LAQ impacts 
of airport emission sources for two reasons. Firstly, they fail to capture the complex 
and rapidly changing characteristics of the airport emission sources (Hsu et al., 2012); 
and secondly, they are unable to distinguish between airport emission sources and 
contributions from other local and distant pollutant sources. The latter was identified 
in the study by Yu et al. (2004), where monitoring sites were considerably affected by 
roadway vehicle emissions, therefore presenting the issue of source apportionment. 
Carslaw et al. (2006) highlights the difficulty in conducting source apportionment for 
specific airport emission sources, especially for pollutants with complex mixing 
chemistry such as NOX. Consequently, when measuring air quality at airports, it is 
often preferable to limit the number of sources to reduce the requirement for source 
apportionment. For example, Carslaw et al. (2012) took advantage of the closure of 
London Heathrow airport during the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in April 2010 to 
quantify NOX concentrations with and without airport-related emissions, and found 
that the airport contributes up to 23% of the total measured NOX at the airport 
boundary. However, such studies are rarely possible when monitoring airport 
emissions, and hence, the measurements of aircraft-related pollutant concentrations 
at low spatial and temporal resolutions are difficult to interpret, introducing a desire 
to adopt higher-resolution approaches. 
Building on this, several studies have sought to measure pollutant concentrations at 
a higher temporal resolution and to relate their findings to known aircraft 
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operations. Zhu et al. (2011) measured ultra-fine particle (UFP) concentrations at 1 
Hz resolution downwind from aircraft takeoff activities at Los Angeles International 
airport (LAX), and observed a correlation (coefficient of determination, R2, up to 
0.66) between takeoff events and peaks in UFP concentration. Hsu et al. (2012) 
identified a statistically significant relationship between UFP concentrations and 
flight activity at both T.F. Green Airport (PVD) and LAX (Hsu et al., 2013). However, 
again, both of these studies acknowledge the impacts of other emission sources as a 
limiting factor on their findings. Further research by Carslaw et al. (2008) used pairs 
of monitoring stations to measure upstream and downstream NOX concentrations, 
therefore isolating the airport emission source. However, the stations were a 
considerable distance from each other (one to the north and one to the south of 
London Heathrow airport), therefore distinguishing between different airport 
sources, for example, aircraft and ground support equipment (GSE), was achieved by 
assigning specific plumes to the time of observed activities. Additionally, the impact 
of meteorology considerably limited the reliability of the results in this, and similar 
studies, due to the effect of pollutant emission dispersion, as also highlighted by Ren 
et al. (2016). 
In an attempt to reduce the error introduced by pollutant emission dispersion when 
using LAQ monitoring methods, other studies have attempted to determine aircraft 
emission indices (EIs) (which give the mass of each pollutant emitted per unit mass 
of fuel burnt) for specific aircraft types during known operating modes. This 
facilitates source apportionment by measuring the ratios of pollutant emissions 
relative to CO2 (which has a relatively constant EI of 3,160 ± 15 g/kg fuel (Hileman et 
al., 2010) depending on the fuel type), and comparing these values to the expected 
EIs, taken from the ICAO Exhaust Emission Databank (EEDB) for known activities. 
Using monitoring stations located close to aircraft activities, studies including 
Herndon et al. (2008) and Klapmeyer and Marr (2012) were able to identify EIs for 
NOX corresponding to aircraft taxi and takeoff. In general, their results showed 
agreement with the expected EIs from the ICAO EEDB (average percentage 
differences between measured and ICAO EI(NOX) were -35 to -10% during takeoff 
and -20 to 14% during taxi). However, considerable variation in measured EIs was 
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identified for the same engine type (up to ±23% during taxi and up to 41% during 
takeoff) and assigned to variability in aircraft operations (i.e. the use of thrust 
settings different from those given in the ICAO EEDB). Other measurement 
campaigns have sought to measure the EIs of aircraft exhaust plumes, using methods 
such as remote sensing, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) emission spectroscopy and 
open path devices (Schäfer et al., 2003, Schürmann et al., 2007). However, the results 
of these studies have identified a much higher level of variation in measured EIs 
relative to those expected and provide information regarding the magnitude of 
pollutant emission rates from observed activities. These results are also useful for the 
validation of modelled EIs against those measured. However, these methods require 
further information regarding the location and duration of aircraft activities in order 
to quantify the overall impacts of the associated pollutant emissions. 
Consequently, LAQ monitoring techniques are generally regarded as being sufficient 
for (ACRP, 2012):  
i. Judging compliance and/or progress towards achieving EU Air Quality 
Standards. 
ii. Observing pollutant trends. 
iii. Providing data for the evaluation of land use. 
iv. Validation of emission dispersion models. 
Points (i) and (ii) are investigated further in Chapter 6. However, monitoring 
techniques are limited in terms of evaluating and quantifying the pollutant emissions 
originating from specific aircraft operations at airports. This is primarily due to the 
complexity of pollutant emission sources and difficulties in source apportionment, 
arising from low data resolution and external influencing factors such as 
meteorology. Consequently, when seeking to quantify and minimise the pollutants 
from aircraft operations, aircraft emission sources should be evaluated using 
modelling approaches. Furthermore, the forecasting of pollutant emissions from 
future aircraft LTO cycle activities is valuable when seeking to quantify the air 
quality impacts of potential operating strategies. This is critical in the planning of 
airport operations, in order to minimise fuel consumption and/or pollutant 
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emissions. The quantification of air quality impacts for future airport operations is 
limited when using pollutant concentration measurement, as activities must be 
observed in order to measure their impacts (ICAO, 2011). 
2.3. Review of emission inventory modelling methods 
Airport emission inventories provide the mass of pollutant emissions corresponding 
to associated airport sources over a given time period. Additionally, spatial and 
temporal distributions can be calculated at varying resolutions depending on the 
availability of data regarding the source location and time of emission. While other 
airport emission sources exist, such as Auxiliary Power Units (APUs), ground 
support equipment (GSE) and associated road traffic, as described in Section 1.1.3, 
the methods presented in this section aim to estimate emissions from the main 
aircraft engines only, which are the dominant source of airport-related emissions 
(Masiol and Harrison, 2014). Furthermore, other sources are either outside the direct 
influence of airport operators, such as road traffic, or contribute relatively small 
amounts of pollutant emissions. 
Emission inventories are used for a variety of purposes including dispersion 
modelling input, quantifying air quality impacts, estimating human 
exposure/mortality incidence and conducting analysis for operational optimisation. 
Consequently, uncertainties are propagated and potentially compounded with each 
subsequent stage of analysis, when using the modelled emission inventory 
(Mahashabde et al., 2011). Therefore, it is of high importance that emission 
inventories are not only fit for the purpose of current analyses but also for those 
added subsequently, which may be used for reporting and compliance with air 
quality regulations (e.g. EU Air Quality Standards) or LAQ impact mitigation 
planning (ICAO, 2011). The Project for the Sustainable Development of Heathrow 
(PSDH)2 found that uncertainty in emission inventory estimation is a regular cause of 
                                                      
2 A 2006 UK Government report into ways for strengthening the assessment of air quality 
around London Heathrow airport. 
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air quality assessment inaccuracy, with particular emphasis placed on the 
uncertainty in pollutant emission estimation from the LTO cycle (DfT, 2006).  
Guidelines for the development of aircraft LTO cycle emission inventories have been 
published by various organisations including the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) (Eggleston et al., 2006), the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO, 2011) and the European Environment Agency (EEA, 2009). 
These cover a range of aircraft emission modelling approaches where the emissions 
inventory can be developed at various levels of sophistication. However, there are 
considerable similarities between the emission inventory modelling methods 
published by the different organisations, which largely rely on the same input data 
and are very similar in terms of their fundamental approaches to analysis 
(Kurniawan and Khardi, 2011). Consequently, these are reviewed with regards to the 
ICAO approaches, which are the most widely used in academia and industry (Fleuti 
and Polymris, 2004, Kesgin, 2006, Stettler et al., 2011, Mazaheri et al., 2011, Winther 
et al., 2015, Airports Commission, 2015, Grampella et al., 2016, Zhou et al., 2016). 
Each of the aforementioned aircraft LTO cycle emission inventory modelling 
approaches requires the use of several input data components, including the activity 
schedule, aircraft trajectories and fuel flow/EI factors, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of ICAO modelling approaches and corresponding input data components. 
Figure 2.2 presents a flow chart of the ICAO approaches at three distinct levels of 
sophistication, from the ICAO Simple Approach (most simplistic) to the ICAO 
Sophisticated Approach (most sophisticated). For each input data component (e.g. 
‘Activity schedule’, ‘Aircraft trajectory’), the associated resolution increases from left 
to right. The required input data resolution is dependent on the level of 
sophistication at which the emission inventory is modelled, which should be defined 
based on the emission inventory end use. These components are discussed in turn in 
Section 2.3.1. 
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When developing aircraft emission inventories, the available data will correspond to 
an associated error (Mazaheri et al., 2011). Consequently, the accuracy of an emission 
inventory, with regards to absolute emissions and the corresponding spatial and 
temporal distributions, are defined by the accuracy of the input data and the 
associated modelling approaches adopted (ICAO, 2011). While the approaches are 
often referred to independently, the ICAO recommends hybrid approaches. These 
are regularly used in practice, and allow the analyst to incorporate the most accurate 
available data from all sources in order to satisfy the analysis requirements (Fleuti 
and Maraini, 2012). 
2.3.1. Input data components 
The following section describes the sources of input data required to conduct aircraft 
emission inventory modelling with explicit reference to the varying levels of input 
data resolution. 
2.3.1.1. Activity schedule 
The fundamental component of the ICAO emission inventory modelling approaches 
shown in Figure 2.2 is the activity schedule. At the most simplistic level (ICAO 
Simple Approach), the aircraft schedule refers to the number of LTO cycles 
associated with specific aircraft groups (e.g. all A320s, B747s), where the most 
commonly fitted engine across the industry is assigned to each aircraft group (Fleuti 
and Maraini, 2012). This leads to a high level of uncertainty with regards to the use 
of correct ICAO EEDB factors in subsequent modelling (Kurniawan and Khardi, 
2011). At the most sophisticated level (ICAO Sophisticated Approach), the activity 
schedule increases in detail to specify information including aircraft type, engine 
assignment, tail number and the type (arrival or departure) of each individual 
activity. 
2.3.1.2. Aircraft trajectory 
An aircraft LTO cycle trajectory is defined as the aircraft 4-dimensional movement 
(latitude, longitude, altitude and time), along with the associated thrust settings, fuel 
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flow rates and EIs. As with the activity schedule, aircraft trajectory data may be 
available at different resolutions and will fall in the range of no data availability 
(ICAO Simple Approach) to individual, high-resolution, aircraft movement data (e.g. 
FDRs) for each specific activity (ICAO Sophisticated Approach). With regards to the 
aircraft trajectory, aircraft pollutant emissions are dependent on the variables of 
thrust, fuel flow rate and activity duration (Timko et al., 2010b). 
As a component of aircraft pollutant emission regulations, the ICAO has specified 
the LTO Reference Cycle for engine emission certification purposes (Kurniawan and 
Khardi, 2011). Where no recorded aircraft trajectory data is available, such as when 
adopting the ICAO Simple Approach, the ICAO recommends the adoption of the 
LTO Reference Cycle as an input data surrogate for emission inventory modelling. 
In the LTO Reference Cycle, operations are categorised into the following five 
phases: landing; taxi-in; taxi-out; takeoff; and initial climb, as shown in Figure 2.3. 
Each phase corresponds to an associated thrust setting, expressed as a percentage of 
the thrust used by the aircraft engines (F), relative to the maximum rated thrust that 
each engine is capable of generating (F!!), and is represented by the ratio F F!!. Each 
phase is also associated with a constant phase duration, which is referred to as the 
time-in-mode (TIM). When using the LTO Reference Cycle trajectory, it is assumed 
that the thrust setting (F F!!) is maintained for the full TIM of each phase. The thrust 
settings defined in the LTO Reference Cycle align with the values reported in the 
ICAO EEDB, which give engine-specific fuel flow rates and EIs to each phase of 
activity, as discussed in Section 2.3.1.3. 
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Figure 2.3: LTO Reference Cycle, including thrust setting and TIM values, adapted from Masiol and 
Harrison (2014) (map data © Google 2016). 
The parameters of thrust setting and TIM in the LTO Reference Cycle represent an 
approximation of aircraft LTO cycle operations and are highly simplified. 
Consequently, these values are unlikely to be representative of observed operating 
procedures, which are subject to variation based on many factors including pilot 
technique/preference, aircraft fleet, airport layout and flight traffic (Masiol and 
Harrison, 2014). Additionally, the standard operating procedures (SOPs) of many 
airports and airlines require aircraft operators to optimise activities for various 
reasons, including measures to reduce noise, engine wear, fuel consumption, and 
pollutant emissions. In these cases, aircraft operations are selected (with variation in 
terms of the adopted aircraft thrust setting and TIM) to minimise the associated 
impacts. Such operations include reduced thrust takeoff, reduced engine taxi, reverse 
thrust on landing and aircraft hold/taxiway queuing, as discussed in Section 1.1.5 
(Masiol and Harrison, 2014). 
The start and end of the LTO cycle is generally taken as 3,000 ft (~914 m) above 
ground level (Masiol and Harrison, 2014). This altitude roughly corresponds to the 
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atmospheric mixing height, below which ground-level pollutants mix rapidly and 
can have an effect on LAQ concentrations (Schäfer et al., 2006, Simonetti et al., 2015). 
However, mixing height is known to be seasonally and diurnally variable (Davies et 
al., 2007), depending on the airport and meteorological conditions. Therefore, a 
method to adjust the LTO Reference Cycle TIM for the phases of initial climb and 
approach is specified by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1992) as, 
TIM!"# s = TIM H3000 , (2.1) 
where TIM!"# is the adjusted TIM in s, TIM is the LTO Reference Cycle TIM in s and H 
is the airport mixing height in ft. This method assumes a constant rate of ascent or 
descent. 
At the most sophisticated input data level, aircraft trajectories consist of thrust 
settings and/or fuel flow rates for individual flight movements. These should be at a 
resolution that enable the identification of variation due to differing operations, such 
as required for the ICAO Sophisticated Approach (Kurniawan and Khardi, 2011). 
High-resolution input data may be obtained in the form of FDRs (Khadilkar and 
Balakrishnan, 2012, King and Waitz, 2005, Turgut et al., 2013, Patterson et al., 2009) 
or may be modelled based on an understanding of aircraft operations and dynamics 
(Schuster et al., 2012, Duchene, 2006). The use of high-resolution aircraft trajectory 
input data is expected to overcome many of the limitations faced, when using the 
LTO Reference Cycle to estimate pollutant emissions. This is due to the used fuel 
flow rates, thrust settings and emission rates being specific to each second of activity 
for each operation and are therefore representative of observed operating 
procedures. Furthermore, variation due to operational factors including pilot 
technique/preference, aircraft fleet, airport layout and SOPs are captured. However, 
data becomes more difficult and expensive to obtain as the required quality increases 
(i.e. of higher spatial, temporal and sampling resolution and including more 
parameters). Consequently, studies that model fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions at the highest resolution are often limited to small numbers of activities 
(<50) (King and Waitz, 2005, Turgut et al., 2013), a small number of aircraft-engine 
combinations (Patterson et al., 2009) and/or specific phases (Khadilkar and 
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Balakrishnan, 2012). These studies and other previous applications covering the 
aforementioned range of input trajectory data are reviewed in Section 2.3.2. 
2.3.1.3. ICAO Exhaust Emission Databank (EEDB) 
The ICAO EEDB is the only database of factors that describe the relationships 
between the fuel flow rate, thrust setting and EIs for the pollutant species of NOX, 
CO and HC (described as EI(NOX), EI(CO) and EI(HC)) (ICAO, 2015). The ICAO 
EEDB is certified, regulated and recommended for use with the aforementioned 
aircraft engine exhaust emission inventories modelling approaches by the ICAO 
(Patterson et al., 2009) and has also been used extensively in literature, e.g. 
(Sidiropoulos et al., 2005, Kesgin, 2006, Fleuti and Polymris, 2004, Stettler et al., 2011, 
Fleuti and Maraini, 2012, Winther et al., 2015, Turgut et al., 2013, King and Waitz, 
2005). Additionally, it is used in the development of emission inventories for 
industry dispersion models such as the ‘Airport’ module of Atmospheric Dispersion 
Modelling System (ADMS) model as recommended by the PSDH (DfT, 2006), and 
the Federal Aviation Authority’s (FAA) Aviation Environmental Design Tool 
(AEDT), which replaced the Emissions and Dispersion Modelling System (EDMS) as 
of May 2015 (FAA, 2014a). 
The ICAO EEDB was initially developed in the 1970s for aircraft engine 
manufacturers to demonstrate compliance with airport regulations (IPCC, 1999). The 
engine manufacturers, who are solely responsible for its accuracy, compile and 
submit a ‘standard engine data sheet’ to report information regarding the engine 
identification, the test environment, fuel flow rates and EIs for the pollutant species 
of NOX, CO, HC and soot (reported as the Smoke Number (SN)) (Fleuti and 
Polymris, 2004). The emission certification testing methods are described for engine 
manufacturers in Annex 16 (Volume 2) of the Convention on International Civil 
Aviation (ICAO, 2008) in an effort to ensure that a standardised procedure is used 
across all engine types. The procedure consists of measuring various parameters, 
including the fuel flow rate and pollutant emissions, of uninstalled engines at a 
calibrated, static test facility. Measurements are taken at a number of thrust settings 
(typically >10) and corrected to account for reference engine performance and 
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atmospheric conditions, to ensure that all values submitted to the ICAO correspond 
to International Standard Atmosphere (ISA). This is a requirement of all aircraft 
engines that have entered production with a rated output greater than 26.7 kN. For 
context, International Aero Engines (IAE) V2522-A5 engines, which are commonly 
installed on Airbus A319 aircraft, have a maximum rated output of 102.7 kN each. 
The data are compiled into a publicly available database (referred to as the ICAO 
EEDB) and is freely accessible online (ICAO, 2015). Fuel flow, NOX, CO and HC 
emission rates are given at thrust settings corresponding to those in the LTO 
Reference Cycle of 7%, 30%, 85% and 100%. Other engine characteristics are reported 
such as engine pressure ratio (ratio of total pressure at the exit or the engine 
propelling nozzle to the total pressure at the entry to the compressor) and maximum 
rated thrust. When estimating fuel flow and emission rates for intermediate thrust 
settings, the Boeing Fuel Flow Method 2 (BFFM2) (ICAO, 2011, Kim and Rachami, 
2008) and the Formation Oxidation (FOX) method (Stettler et al., 2013) may be used. 
These methods are described in detail with application to the FDR dataset in Section 
2.4.3. 
In general, ICAO EEDB factors are expected to provide a good estimation of fuel 
flow rates at the four thrust settings for which they are stated (DfT, 2006), and have 
shown agreement to measured EIs across various engine types in several studies 
(Popp et al., 1999, Herndon et al., 2004, Herndon et al., 2008, Klapmeyer and Marr, 
2012). However, other studies have identified differences in measured and modelled 
EIs (Schäfer et al., 2003, Schürmann et al., 2007), which may be explained by the 
variation in engine-to-engine performance not being captured by the static testing 
procedure used to populate the ICAO EEDB. Consequently, in some cases, it may be 
necessary to account for the uncertainty associated with these factors. 
Pratt & Whitney (1988), a major manufacturer of aircraft engines, state that during 
testing, fuel flow rates reported in the ICAO EEDB must fall within a tolerance of 
±5%. This error is relatively small, however, it is likely to be reflected as an 
uncertainty in the thrust setting to fuel flow factors stated. Furthermore, ageing 
characteristics, operating conditions, atmospheric conditions and changes in the fuel 
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content lead to uncertainty in both the fuel flow rate and EI factors stated in the 
ICAO EEDB (IPCC, 1999), and will be investigated in Chapter 6. Several studies have 
adjusted the ICAO EEDB values to account for these potential sources of uncertainty. 
For example, Curran (2006) reviewed existing studies to derive corrections for NOX 
and fuel flow rates for the implementation of the PSDH. NOX and fuel flow rates 
were increased by 4.5% and 4.3% respectively, based on the expected impacts of 
engine deterioration due to ageing. These values were also adopted for the air 
quality analysis of the Airports Commission (2015). However, the use of constant 
correction factors is not representative of all engine-related uncertainties. Other 
studies, such as Stettler et al. (2011), have accounted for these errors using ranges of 
parametric uncertainty, which were quantified by Wood et al. (2008) and Timko et al. 
(2010a) through a comparison of measured EIs to those stated in the ICAO EEDB EIs 
for a total of six unique engine types. Expected parametric uncertainties of ±10% for 
fuel consumption, ±30% for EI(NOX) and ±60% for EI(CO) were incorporated into 
emission inventory modelling assuming triangular or uniformly distributed error, 
combined with a Monte Carlo approach3, to estimate pollutant emissions and 
associated confidence intervals for UK-wide aircraft activities. Consequently, 
distributed errors sampled using a Monte Carlo approach will be adopted where 
necessary, as stated in this thesis (e.g. Chapter 5), and discussed in the remaining 
chapters. 
2.3.2. Review of previous applications 
The approach selected to model aircraft emission inventories in previous studies has 
been largely driven by data availability. Using the LTO Reference Cycle, Winther et 
al. (2015) combined fleet information and the total number of activities, in line with 
the ICAO Simple Approach, to estimate pollutant emissions at Copenhagen airport 
(CPH). Other coarse scale emission inventory models have also used the LTO 
Reference Cycle as input data, including forecasting aviation-related CO2 emissions 
                                                      
3 In this thesis, the Monte Carlo approach relies on repeated random sampling to obtain 
numeric results in the form of probability distributions. 
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in China (Zhou et al., 2016), quantifying the LAQ impacts of 40 Turkish airports 
(Kesgin, 2006) and evaluating the environmental costs for a subset of European 
airports (Grampella et al., 2016). However, differences have been identified between 
the values for thrust setting and TIM in the LTO Reference Cycle and the observed 
activities of different aircraft-engine combinations at different airports (Masiol and 
Harrison, 2014). As a result, the use of the LTO Reference Cycle in these studies is 
expected to give unreliable estimates for the fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions of aircraft activities. 
The use of airport, aircraft, engine and phase specific values are suggested to correct 
the LTO Reference Cycle input data a provide a more accurate estimate of fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions from LTO operations (Sherry, 2015). These 
values have been applied in previous studies, for example, Mazaheri et al. (2011) 
combined the LTO Reference Cycle thrust settings with airport specific TIMs to 
calculate pollutant emissions for Brisbane airport (BNE). Fleuti and Polymris (2004) 
used phase specific TIMs and corrected fuel flow and NOX emission rates, based on 
flight specific data, for the takeoff phase. Stettler et al. (2011) estimated UK wide 
pollutant emissions using corrected input data for TIM and thrust setting, including 
a corresponding uncertainty factor for each parameter. The most high-profile airport 
emission inventory in recent years was calculated for London Heathrow airport as a 
component of the Airport Commission’s review (Airports Commission, 2015), for 
which the LTO Reference Cycle was corrected to estimate fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions from current and future operating strategies. Input data 
consisted of correcting thrust setting values for the takeoff (from 100% to between 76 
and 83%) and initial climb phases (from 85% to between 76 and 83%) depending on 
aircraft-engine combination. Specific taxi TIM values were also used, depending on 
the runway-stand combination, but without distinguishing for taxi-in and taxi-out 
operations. The input data in these studies is still expected to correspond to errors 
regarding the accuracy of emission estimation (when using the airport, aircraft-
engine and phase specific corrected input data), due to the considerable variability 
identified in the fuel flow/thrust setting and TIM patterns of flight operations as 
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observed by Patterson et al. (2009). This will lead to differences between estimated, 
modelled emission inventories and the emissions from observed operations.  
Attempts to improve upon the LTO Reference Cycle trajectory data have been made 
by some studies through the introduction of additional phases into the LTO cycle in 
an attempt to better represent specific aircraft operations. To introduce additional 
phases, trajectory data should consist of TIM measurements, estimated or observed 
thrust settings and fuel flow rates during all phases. Additional data requirements 
may include meteorology, to enable the impact of ambient conditions on aircraft 
engine performance to be accounted for, and the frequency of use of operational 
strategies such as reduced thrust takeoff and reduced engine taxiing to enable the 
representation of variation in aircraft activities. Such studies include Nikoleris et al. 
(2011) where taxi activities were divided into periods of braking, accelerating and 
turning. The authors were able to offer insights into fuel consumption during each of 
these periods. Fleuti and Maraini (2012) introduced an Operational Aircraft LTO 
cycle, which uses six phases corresponding to taxi-out, takeoff roll, initial climb, 
approach, landing roll and taxi-in, to better represent aircraft activities at airports. 
However, thrust settings and TIMs for these phases require performance based 
modelling and therefore assumptions are made regarding the associated aircraft 
movements. Consequently, the adoption of these methods is either relatively data 
intensive or still relies on assumptions regarding the expected activity, therefore 
offering little in terms of improvement on the LTO Reference Cycle. 
At the highest input data resolution, several studies have analysed aircraft 
operations using FDR data in line with the ICAO Sophisticated Approach. King and 
Waitz (2005) analysed the impact of operational procedures, including reduced 
thrust takeoff, on NOX, CO and HC emissions at London Heathrow and London 
Gatwick airports using recorded fuel flow rates, the ICAO EEDB and the BFFM2 
method. Considerable differences of up to 50% between the LTO Reference Cycle 
and FDR estimates for NOX emissions were calculated. However, the sample size 
was relatively small (36 activities), and only one aircraft-engine combination was 
analysed (B777-Trent 892). Turgut et al. (2013) also analysed FDR data, using 
recorded fuel flow rates to estimate NOX emissions using linear interpolation 
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between factors in the ICAO EEDB for intermediate thrust settings. Variation in the 
NOX emissions was quantified as between 22 and 31 kg per takeoff and climb, which 
would have not been identified using the LTO Reference Cycle input data. However, 
again, this study was limited by its sample size, as just ten Boeing 737-800 activities 
with CFM56 engines installed were analysed. 
Other studies have analysed an increased number of FDRs. Khadilkar and 
Balakrishnan (2012) analysed 2,300 FDRs recorded during 2004 for nine unique 
aircraft types to assess the significance of certain taxi parameters, including aircraft 
acceleration, stopping and turning, on fuel consumption. Considerable differences 
(up to ~30%) between the fuel flow rates when using FDR and LTO Reference Cycle 
input data were calculated. However, this study was limited to the taxi phase and no 
attempt to model pollutant emissions was made. Patterson et al. (2009) analysed 
recorded fuel flow rates for 2,824 FDRs covering 80 airports, five airlines and 14 
aircraft-engine combinations for all LTO cycle phases. Fuel flow rates and TIMs were 
found to be highly variable during both arrival and departure activities and for 
many phases, the LTO Reference Cycle overestimated total fuel consumption. Again, 
the purpose of this study was to investigate fuel consumption, therefore no attempt 
was made to estimate pollutant emissions. 
In summary, emission inventory models commonly use methods in line with the 
ICAO Simple Approach, based on data restrictions and end use requirements. 
However, use of the LTO Reference Cycle as trajectory input data is associated with 
considerable errors, when compared to observed activities. Several methods to 
correct the LTO Reference Cycle have been adopted (e.g. correcting thrust setting 
and TIM, introducing additional LTO cycle phases). However, the benefits of these 
have not been evaluated, relative to observed activities (as addressed in Chapter 3). 
Consequently, the emission inventory modelling approach used in this thesis is 
based on the ICAO Sophisticated Approach, as described in Section 2.4. Given the 
review of methods and previous applications presented in this section, this approach 
is judged to provide the most accurate estimate of observed pollutant emissions. This 
is also performed at a resolution that facilitates the identification of variability in 
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aircraft thrust setting, TIM, fuel flow rate and emission rates, enabling the evaluation 
of operations. 
2.4. Materials and methods in this thesis 
2.4.1. Activity schedule 
The activity schedule in this thesis conforms to a high level of sophistication, as 
described below. It was obtained for a case study at London Heathrow airport, in the 
form of a database referred to as the Business Objective Search System (BOSS). The 
BOSS activity schedule database contains information regarding each activity that 
took place at the airport, and was made available for the time period between the 4th 
and 18th November 2012. During this period 18,770 aircraft activities occurred. 
Information includes the type of activity (arrival/departure), scheduled date/time, 
actual date/time, airline, aircraft type, engine type, aircraft tail number, 
origin/destination airport, aircraft maximum passenger number, aircraft maximum 
takeoff weight (MTOW), stand number and runway number. 
The BOSS data was available as a comma-separated values (.csv) file, which was 
loaded into a database using open-source software PostgreSQL, managed using 
PGAdmin (version 1.18.1.). This allows querying of the data using Structured Query 
Language (SQL). Alongside the loading of BOSS data, indexing was used to assign 
each activity with a unique identifier to aid query speed. To ensure data reliability, 
the third-party JP Airlines Fleet database BUCHAIR (Buchair UK Ltd., 2012) was 
used to confirm each tail number against the airline, aircraft and engine type 
assignment. No differences were identified between the two datasets. 
2.4.2. Aircraft trajectory 
To facilitate meeting the objectives of this thesis, on-board recorded, high-resolution 
aircraft FDRs were utilised for the London Heathrow airport case study. The total 
number of FDRs available was 8,309 covering both arrivals and departures for 
Airline A. This accounted for approximately 45% of activities stated in the BOSS 
database activity schedule and corresponded to a total of 7,919,748 data rows. Each 
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FDR covers either an arrival or departure (to/from stand and down from/up to 
approximately 3,000 ft in altitude) and included the information shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Data fields and corresponding units available in the FDR dataset. 
Type Variable Units Resolution 
Temporal Date  dd/mm/yy n/a 
Time  hh/mm/ss ± 1 s 
Time from engine start  s ± 1 s 
Ground speed  kts ± 0.25 - 2 kts4 
Spatial Latitude °, ‘, “ ± 0.0001717 ° 
Longitude °, ‘, “ ± 0.0001717 ° 
Altitude  ft ± 0.125 ft 
Ambient Air temperature  °C ± 0.125 °C 
Air pressure  hPa ± 0.001 hPa 
Engine 
information 
Fuel flow (per engine)  kg/s ± 0.001 kg/s 
Engine pressure ratio (per engine) n/a ± 0.0625 
Turbine gas temperature (per engine) °C ± 1 °C 
 
Airline A also provided details on the data collection method. The FDRs are 
compiled by the on-board Quick Access Recorder (QAR), which reads data directly 
from the aircraft data busses at 1 Hz temporal resolution. Fuel flow rate is recorded 
by the fuel-metering unit, which measures the mass flow rate of the high-pressure 
fuel into the engine. Altitude is recorded by a static aneroid barometer. Latitude and 
longitude are measured by the aircraft’s high accuracy Global Positioning System 
(GPS), however, loss of signal is reported to occur in some areas by the airline. 
At London Heathrow airport, the resolution of recorded latitude and longitude 
corresponds to approximately ± 20 m and ± 12 m respectively. Many of the variables 
are recorded in imperial units, which is often the industry standard in aviation (e.g. 
                                                      
4 Ground speed resolution varies with aircraft type. 
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altitude in ft, ground speed in kts). These have been converted to metric as stated 
where necessary, and are otherwise discussed in the recorded units. 
Each FDR was available as a .csv file. These files were loaded into the PostgreSQL 
database alongside the BOSS activity schedule data. Each FDR was linked to the 
corresponding event in the BOSS activity schedule using the unique identifier based 
on the actual departure date/time, aircraft tail number and the type of activity. The 
data was consequently stored for querying, using SQL and managed using 
PGAdmin. 
The high volume of data facilitates the empirical characterisation of aircraft activities 
at a resolution that enables the identification of variation in the recorded data at 1 Hz 
temporal resolution, as shown in Table 2.1. However, these are limited to a case 
study covering a single airline operating at London Heathrow airport. Consequently, 
a limitation of the research presented in this thesis may be in the generality of the 
associated results. Further work should ensure the transferability of these results 
(discussed in Section 7.3). 
2.4.3. Thrust setting and EI estimation 
This section describes the data available and methods adopted to estimate thrust 
settings and the EIs of EI(NOX), EI(CO), EI(HC) and EI(BC) from the FDR observed 
fuel flow rates and factors given in the ICAO EEDB. 
2.4.3.1. Estimation of thrust setting 
Fuel flow rates given in the ICAO EEDB correspond to the four LTO Reference Cycle 
phases and the associated thrust settings of 7%, 30%, 85% and 100%. Therefore, 
interpolation is required to estimate fuel flow rate for intermediate thrust settings. 
The ICAO recommended method of interpolation between ICAO EEDB fuel flow 
rates is the Boeing Fuel Flow Method II (BFFM2), as stated in the ICAO Airport Air 
Quality Manual (ICAO, 2011). The BFFM2 method was originally developed for the 
estimation of fuel flow rates during reduced thrust takeoff activities, where thrust 
settings range from 60 to 100% (ICAO, 2011). However, the method has been 
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extended and evaluated by Kim and Rachami (2008) for use at thrust settings as low 
as 0%. ICAO EEDB factors corresponding to thrust setting values below 7% have 
been estimated in previous studies using the BFFM2 method (e.g. Wasiuk et al. 
(2015)). The application of the BFFM2 method is described in this section. 
For fuel flow rate, the BFFM2 method uses a twin quadratic curve to interpolate 
between factors stated in the ICAO EEDB. This involves plotting the fuel flow rate 
versus the thrust setting and fitting two quadratic equations to ICAO EEDB values, 
which estimate the fuel flow rate for different thrust setting ranges and intersect at 
85% thrust. For thrust settings between 85% and 100%, the fitted quadratic equation 
is based on the values of fuel flow rate at 30%, 85% and 100% thrust. For thrust 
settings between 0 and 85% thrust, the fitted quadratic equation is based on the 
values of fuel flow rate at 7%, 30% and 85% thrust, as shown in Figure 2.4 for IAE 
V2522-A5 engines. 
 
Figure 2.4: BFFM2 interpolation of ICAO EEDB factors to estimate fuel flow rate from thrust setting for 
V2522-A5 engines. Dashed line represents the intersection point of the two quadratics at 85% thrust. 
Given the recorded data available in the case study, thrust setting is estimated using 
a twin quadratic equation based on fuel flow. Recorded fuel flow rate is used to 
estimate the associated thrust setting for each second of activity, as given by,  
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F F!!  % = A ∙𝑚!! + B ∙𝑚! + C, (2.2) 
where F F!! is the thrust setting to maximum rated thrust ratio, 𝑚! is the recorded 
fuel flow rate in kg/s, and A, B and C are engine specific constants derived by fitting 
quadratic models to factors in the ICAO EEDB. Different engine specific constants 
are used depending on whether the recorded fuel flow rate is above or below the fuel 
flow rate corresponding to 85% thrust in the ICAO EEDB. Each quadratic is based on 
three points; therefore the curve fits to each ICAO EEDB factor exactly to enable 
interpolation between these values. Values of A, B, and C were calculated, as shown 
in Table I.1 (Appendix I), for each engine type and each range of thrust settings, then 
imported into the SQL database where processing was conducted. It is assumed that 
the maintenance procedures across the entire Airline A aircraft fleet follow the same 
cycle. Therefore variation in fuel flow rate relative to thrust setting caused by engine 
ageing is assumed to be negligible compared to aircraft operational variation (e.g. the 
adopted thrust settings). 
2.4.3.2. Estimation of EI(NOX), EI(CO) and EI(HC) 
As with fuel flow, EI values in the ICAO EEDB correspond to the four LTO 
Reference Cycle phases and the associated thrust settings of 7%, 30%, 85% and 100%. 
Again, interpolation is required to estimate EI(NOX), EI(CO) and EI(HC) for 
intermediate thrust settings. The BFFM2 enables interpolation of ICAO EEDB EIs to 
estimate EI(NOX), EI(CO), EI(HC), as stated in the ICAO Airport Air Quality Manual 
(ICAO, 2011) and is described in this section. 
To estimate EI(NOX), ICAO EEDB values are linearly interpolated on a log-log scale 
of EI(NOX) versus fuel flow rate. The log values of fuel flow rate and EI(NOX) are 
taken at each thrust setting (7%, 30%, 85% and 100%) and linearly interpolated 
between each pair of ICAO EEDB points to give values of EI(NOX) for intermediate 
fuel flow rates. These correspond to all thrust settings between 0 and 100%, as shown 
in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5: BFFM2 interpolation of ICAO EEDB factors to estimate EI(NOX) from recorded V2522-A5 
fuel flow rate. Dashed lines shows the linear fitting between ICAO EEDB factors. 
EI(HC) and EI(CO) are estimated for intermediate thrust settings using two linear 
curves between the ICAO EEDB values for fuel flow rate and EI. For both EI(HC) 
and EI(CO), the linear model is based on the values at 7% and 30% thrust, until the 
log of the EI reaches a lower limit threshold, defined as the average of the values at 
85% and 100% thrust, as shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 for EI(CO) and EI(HC) 
respectively. 
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Figure 2.6: BFFM2 interpolation of ICAO EEDB factors to estimate EI(CO) from recorded V2522-A5 fuel 
flow rate. Dashed lines show linear fitting between ICAO EEDB factors and threshold value. 
 
Figure 2.7: BFFM2 interpolation of ICAO EEDB factors to estimate EI(HC) from recorded V2522-A5 fuel 
flow rate. Dashed lines show linear fitting between ICAO EEDB factors and threshold value. 
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Consequently, for thrust settings falling within the ranges represented by a linear 
model fitted to the ICAO EEDB factors, the estimated EI for pollutant X is calculated 
for each second of FDR data, given by, 
EI X  gkg fuel = 10!(!"# !! )!! , (2.3) 
where EI X  is the EI for pollutant X in g/kg, 𝑚! is the recorded fuel flow rate in kg/s, 
and 𝑚 and 𝑐 are constants depending on the pollutant, thrust setting and engine 
type. As with the constants for thrust setting calculation, the constants 𝑚 and 𝑐 were 
calculated for each engine type, range of thrust settings and pollutant type. These 
values are shown for EI(NOX) in Table I.2, EI(CO) in Table I.3 and EI(HC) in Table I.4 
(Appendix I). Once again, constants 𝑚 and 𝑐 were imported into the SQL database to 
facilitate the calculation of EI values. 
When considering CO and HC emissions, Equation 2.3 is true while the EI for 
pollutant X is above the threshold value, as shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 
respectively. 
Using the calculated EI, the emission rate of each pollutant is calculated for each 
second of the FDR database, given by, 
E! X  gs = 𝑚! ∙ EI X , (2.4) 
where E! X  is the emission rate for pollutant X in g/s, 𝑚! is the recorded fuel flow 
rate in kg/s, and EI X  is the EI for pollutant X in g/kg fuel. Computation of the 
emission rates was conducted in SQL. 
To calculate total fuel consumption or pollutant emissions for a specific activity, the 
corresponding rates are summed for the activity duration, giving the total mass of 
fuel consumed in kg or pollutant emissions in g. 
2.4.3.3. Estimation of EI(BC) 
The Formation OXidation (FOX) method was developed by Stettler et al. (2013) to 
estimate EI(BC). As with the BFFM2, the FOX method requires data for engine thrust 
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setting and fuel flow rate, in addition to the engine pressure ratio, all of which are 
available in the ICAO EEDB. The FOX method can be used with varying levels of 
input data sophistication, from the LTO Reference Cycle to individual flight 
movement data. 
For the FDR dataset, EI(BC) is estimated for each engine during each second of 
activity, as given by, 
EI BC  mgkg fuel = 𝐶!" ∙ 𝑄, (2.5) 
where 𝐶!" is the concentration of BC in the engine exhaust, and 𝑄 is the volume of 
exhaust gas per kg of fuel burned. 𝐶!" and 𝑄 are given by Equations 2.6 and 2.7 
respectively, 
𝐶!"  mgm! = 𝑚!(356e !!"#$!!" − 608 ∙ AFR ∙ e !!"##$!!" , (2.6) 
𝑄 m!kg fuel = 0.776 ∙ AFR + 0.877, (2.7) 
where 𝑇!" is the flame temperature in K and AFR is the air-to-fuel ratio in kg air/kg 
fuel. These values are derived from the ICAO EEDB engine pressure ratio and the 
FDR thrust setting (Equation 2.2), using constant parameters estimated by Stettler et 
al. (2013). 
Variation in ambient conditions is relatively small. All activities correspond to a two-
week time period in November 2012 at London Heathrow airport. At the 5th and 95th 
percentile, the ranges of recorded atmospheric variables are 992 to 1023 hPa for air 
pressure and 5.5 to 14.6 °C for air temperature. All events correspond to a single 
airport (London Heathrow) therefore no considerable variation in altitude is 
identified. No rainfall or other adverse weather events that impacted SOPs were 
observed. Furthermore, the method to correct for ambient conditions (Baughcum et 
al., 1996) has not been validated by the ICAO and does not account for engine-to-
engine variability (which is reported to significantly increase uncertainty and the 
data required to account for this is not publicly available (Underwood et al., 2010)). 
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Consequently, atmospheric conditions will have a negligible relative impact on 
emissions.  
2.4.3.4. Estimation of EI(CO2) 
Under the complete combustion of jet fuel, EI(CO2) falls in the range of 3,148 to 3,178 
g/kg of fuel, depending on fuel type (Hileman et al., 2010). All FDRs are provided by 
a single airline operating at London Heathrow airport therefore it is assumed that the 
fuel type used for all activities is the same. Consequently, no impact on pollutant 
emissions due to variation in fuel content is expected. At low thrust settings, EI(CO2) 
decreases due to incomplete combustion, and EI(CO) and EI(HC) increase non-
linearly (Wey et al., 2006). However, at very low thrust settings (<2%) the relative 
proportions of carbon emitted as CO (<6%) and HC (<8%) is relatively small 
compared to the mass of CO2 emitted, for the aircraft types analysed. Consequently, 
in this thesis, EI(CO2) is taken to be a constant value of 3160 g/kg of fuel, as adopted 
by Simone et al. (2013). 
2.4.4. FDR quality assurance 
To identify and treat errors in the FDRs, quality assurance (QA) procedures were 
conducted as described in this section. This involved analysis of:  
i. Each of the recorded variables in the FDR. 
ii. Step changes in the recorded variables. 
iii. Bivariate analysis of interrelated variables. 
For the numeric data fields, preliminary analysis was conducted using histogram 
and scatterplots to characterise the data and identify possible errors, as shown in the 
supporting figures in this section, where appropriate. Variables where errors were 
found are described below along with the corresponding treatment method. For the 
identification of errors and all subsequent analyses, the open-source statistical 
computing software ‘R’ (version 3.1.1) was used. Treatment was applied to the FDR 
database using SQL. 
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Variables representing date and time were recorded using the aircraft GPS. In the 
first instance, the recorded dates and times were compared to the BOSS activity 
schedule to ensure consistency. Further QA identified the occasional existence of two 
error types in the recorded time series. The first such error corresponded to the 
misalignment of the ‘minute’ and ‘second’ fields, and manifested as the ‘minute’ field 
changing value either one second early or late. This was corrected using a query to 
identify the type of error and perform a simple step change to realign the time series. 
The second type of error corresponded to the ‘second’ field containing the same 
value for consecutive rows. To correct this error, the step change was calculated from 
one row to the next; if the step change was not equal to +1 then the record was 
corrected accordingly. This process was repeated twice to ensure that rows were not 
repeated. The field for ‘time from engine start’ was checked against the ‘date’ and 
‘time’ fields to ensure consistency. 
The distributions of recorded altitude at ground level across different aircraft types 
are shown in Figure 2.8. The average altitude for each aircraft-engine combination 
was calculated where the aircraft ground speed is 0 kts (to ensure that the aircraft 
was stationary and therefore at ground level). Differences in average altitude 
between the aircraft types are expected to be due to the varying location of the on-
board GPS recorder, and these values were used to correct the recorded altitude of 
all FDRs for alignment at the same Heathrow-specific datum, treated as 0 ft. Altitude 
correction factors are shown in Table 2.2. 
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Figure 2.8: Recorded altitude while aircraft is at ground level pre- (top) and post- (bottom) QA 
treatment. 
Table 2.2: Aircraft-specific recorded altitude correction factors. 
Aircraft Altitude correction (ft) 
A319 +0.364 
A320 +0.657 
A321 -0.858 
B747 +7.685 
B777 +9.518 
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This ensured comparability between the different aircraft-engine combinations when 
considering phase assignment and evaluation of operations in subsequent chapters. 
Once corrected for average altitude, undulation across the airport surface resulted in 
a range of altitudes corresponding to ground level (-2.5 ft to 2.5 ft), with a mean 
average of 0 ft. 
Several additional error sources were identified in the ‘altitude’ field. Firstly, 
erroneously low altitude values were identified using histogram plotting and rows 
with recorded altitudes of less than -2.5 ft were flagged. Secondly, high altitudes 
(>3,000 ft) were flagged as these have been deemed outside of the LTO cycle. Finally, 
a number of altitude peaks were judged to be erroneous. For these altitude error 
types, the flagged data rows were corrected by taking the average of the preceding 
and following altitudes. These errors were not visually clear when using density 
plotting (not shown) due to their very low occurrence, and are therefore shown in 
Figure 2.9. 
Combined errors between altitude and ground speed were also identified. Data rows 
were flagged where the altitude is greater than 2.5 ft (i.e. above ground level) and the 
ground speed is less than 100 kts. This criterion was defined on the basis of the 
physical capabilities of the aircraft and the aforementioned scatter plotting, as shown 
in Figure 2.9. As with altitude treatment, the flagged data rows were corrected by 
replacing the erroneous data with the average of the preceding and following 
ground speed and altitude. 
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Figure 2.9: Combined errors for recorded altitude and ground speed pre- (top) and post- (bottom) 
quality control. 
Errors in recorded latitude and longitude were identified using several steps. Firstly, 
data are flagged if the activity occurs outside of an extended bounding box 
corresponding to the maximum distance from the airport at the end or start of the 
LTO activities. Secondly, data are flagged if the aircraft is on the ground (altitude less 
than 2.5 ft) and the latitude and longitude correspond to a position outside the 
bounds of the airport surface. Thirdly, data are flagged if the altitude is greater than 
2.5 ft or the ground speed is greater than 100 kts (physical properties, which 
correspond to non-taxi events when analysing the FDR data as shown in Figures 2.8 
and 2.9), while the latitude and longitude corresponds to activities within the taxi 
areas. Finally, 15 further flights were flagged manually based on a visual analysis to 
identify potentially erroneous data. Once again, the flagged data rows were 
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corrected by replacing the erroneous data with the average of the preceding and 
following recorded latitudes and longitudes. The impact of the various cleaning 
steps on recorded latitude and longitude are shown in Figure 2.10. 
 
Figure 2.10: Results of latitude and longitude cleaning process. 
In some cases, systematic measurement error was identified in consecutive rows, for 
which there is increased uncertainty in the treatment process. As the occurrences of 
these events were infrequent for the majority of aircraft types, FDRs with consecutive 
errors were removed. However, systematic measurement errors in recorded latitude 
and longitude affected more than 80% of Boeing 767 activities, therefore all of these 
FDRs were removed from the dataset. 
Analysis of the distribution of altitude and ground speed step change values 
identified the existence of potential erroneous values, as shown in Figure 2.11. 
Altitude rows, where the difference between the preceding and the following values 
was less than -50 or greater than 100 ft, were flagged. For ground speed, the 
maximum step change value was set to ±5 m/s. As with previous errors, single errors 
were treated with the average of the preceding and following values, while FDRs 
with errors in consecutive rows were discarded. 
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Figure 2.11: Distributions of step change values in altitude and ground speed including (top) and 
excluding (bottom) erroneous values. Dashed lines represent the upper and lower limits for each 
variable. 
While no further errors were identified in the remaining fields, maxima and minima 
values were applied on the basis of the physical properties of the aircraft, ambient 
conditions and recorded data to ensure robustness of the QA. 
The QA steps presented in this section give high confidence in data reliability. 
Ultimately, a total of 3,510 arrivals and 3,580 departures were selected as the final, 
cleaned FDR database, corresponding to approximately 39% of all activities during 
the two-week period (resulting in an FDR data loss of approximately 8.7%). This 
covered five different aircraft types with a total of six unique engine types installed. 
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Each unique aircraft-engine combination was assigned an identifier to enable more 
concise discussion in subsequent chapters as shown in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3: FDR dataset post-QA processing. 
Aircraft type Engine type 
No. of 
engines 
Arrival 
count 
Departure 
count 
Identifier 
Airbus A319 V2522-A5 2 1,345 1,383 A319 
Airbus A320 V2527-A5 2 1,086 1,129 A320 
Airbus A321 V2533-A5 2 411 421 A321 
Boeing 777 GE90-85B 2 212 209 B777 
Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G 4 215 206 B747a 
RB211-524G-T 4 241 232 B747b 
 
This range of aircraft types represents a variety of different characteristics. Airbus 
A319 aircraft are small- to medium-range, narrow-body aircraft that carry up to 160 
passengers with a MTOW of approximately 75 t. The Airbus A320 and A321 aircraft 
are larger than the A319 in terms of passenger numbers and MTOW, while still 
serving short to medium haul routes. All Airbus aircraft are fitted with engines from 
the IAE V2500 family with increasing maximum rated thrust. The Boeing 777 aircraft 
is a long-range, wide-body aircraft that can carry up to 320 passengers with a MTOW 
of approximately 300 t and GE90 engines installed. All four of these aircraft types are 
two-engine aircraft. The final aircraft type in the dataset is the Boeing 747, which is a 
long-range, wide-body aircraft that can carry up to 420 passengers with a MTOW of 
approximately 410 t. All of the Boeing 747 aircraft are fitted with four RB211 engines, 
however, there are two variants of this engine used in the dataset. This is due to the 
process of aircraft retrofitting, where Airline A is replacing the older RB211-524G 
engine with the newer RB211-524G-T engine for the purposes of reduced NOX 
emissions (by up to 50% at a thrust setting of 100%) due to the use of a new 
combustor. 
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2.4.5. LTO cycle phase assignment 
Many previous LTO emission modelling studies have relied on the phases of the LTO 
Reference Cycle as aircraft trajectory input data, while others have corrected these 
phases using observed thrust settings and TIMs, as discussed in Section 2.3.2. 
Consequently, it is valuable to assign these LTO cycle phases to the FDRs to evaluate 
the benefits of using high-resolution pollutant emission modelling, as described in 
Section 2.4.3, relative to lower resolution approaches. FDR phase assignment 
facilitates phase aggregation of the FDR dataset to enable direct comparison of the 
data used in this thesis, to those previously adopted in literature and industry. 
Furthermore, this enables the identification of variability in thrust setting and TIM 
within specific phases. The phases assigned to the FDRs follow the Operational 
Aircraft LTO Cycle specified by Fleuti and Maraini (2012), which can be aggregated to 
represent the LTO Reference Cycle as shown in Table 2.3. 
In the first instance, ICAO standard phase definitions (ECCAIRS Aviation, 2013) and 
flight operations guidelines (Midkiff, 2004) were used to identify transition points 
between LTO Reference Cycle phases. However, transition points between different 
phases are not explicitly defined, except for the end of the takeoff roll/start of initial 
climb, which occurs at 35 ft. Consequently, LTO cycle phase assignment was 
predominantly achieved through an analysis of the FDR data. This method was 
adopted by Patterson et al. (2009), who used manual analysis of recorded altitude and 
fuel flow rate (thrust setting) profiles plotted against time, to identify transition points 
that were used to ‘break’ 2,824 FDRs into the corresponding LTO Reference Cycle 
phases. Analysis of aircraft ground speed, fuel flow rate and thrust setting profiles 
versus time was also adopted by Khadilkar and Balakrishnan (2012) to assign periods 
of hold, acceleration and turning to the taxi phase of 2,300 FDRs. 
The adopted process is described below. Each row was assigned the phase associated 
with the corresponding criteria. The same criteria were used for all aircraft-engine 
combinations. To assist in discussion, example departure and arrival events are 
shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13 respectively.  
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As stated by Khadilkar and Balakrishnan (2012), taxi-out begins at aircraft pushback 
from stand. This is assumed to occur at the engine start-up, which corresponds to the 
start of the FDR. Taxi-out activities may be further separated into periods of hold 
(ground speed <1 kts) and movement (ground speed >1 kts), as shown in Figure 2.12, 
however periods of taxi movement and hold are treated as a single taxi-out phase. 
The taxi-out phase continues until the start of the takeoff roll. The start of takeoff roll 
is deemed to occur at engine power up, assumed to be the point at which all engines 
exceed a thrust setting of 21%. This value corresponds to the highest thrust setting 
observed during the taxi-out phases, when manually analysing aircraft departure 
operations, as shown in Figure 2.12. Thrust setting has been used to assign the 
transition between the taxi-out and takeoff roll phases, as opposed to ground speed, 
as engine power-up is most appropriately allocated to the takeoff phase, which often 
occurs while the aircraft is stationary on the runway. The takeoff roll continues until 
the aircraft exceeds 35 ft in altitude, as stated in the flight operations guidelines 
(Midkiff, 2004) and in the Airports Commission air quality report (Jacobs, 2015). The 
initial climb is defined as starting at the end of the takeoff roll (35 ft altitude) until the 
aircraft exceeds the London Heathrow airport specific mixing height. This is taken as 
1,500 ft, (as opposed to 3,000 ft in the LTO Reference cycle) as adopted by Underwood 
et al. (2010) and to ensure comparability with the Airports Commission air quality 
assessment (Jacobs, 2015). 
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Figure 2.12: An example FDR departure activity. 
For aircraft arrival activities, aircraft approach is assumed to begin at 1500 ft (the 
London Heathrow airport specific mixing height), and continues until the aircraft 
descends to ground level (<2.5 ft), as stated by Midkiff (2004). The landing roll 
corresponds to the period of aircraft braking, during which ground speed is reduced 
to taxi speed, however no ground speed threshold limit for taxi activity is defined. 
Consequently, the landing phase is assumed to occur below 2.5 ft (while the aircraft 
is on the ground) and continues until the aircraft ground speed is reduced to 30 kts, 
which is identified as above the maximum recorded ground speed during taxi 
activity, as shown in Figure 2.13. The maximum ground speed during taxi was 
identified using a subset of FDR data limited to the spatial extent of the taxiway 
areas. At the end of the landing roll (below 30 kts), the aircraft is assumed to begin 
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the taxi-in procedure. The taxi-in phase continues until the aircraft arrival on stand, 
which is judged to correspond to engine shut-down and the end of the FDR. Thrust 
setting was not used to assign phases during aircraft arrival as it has been observed 
within the recorded dataset that pilots often adopt relatively low thrust settings, 
similar to taxi thrust settings as shown in Figure 2.13, during the approach and 
landing roll phases. 
 
Figure 2.13: An example FDR arrival activity. 
The phases assigned are used in Chapter 3 when comparing phase-specific average 
thrust setting, duration, fuel consumption and pollutant emissions to the LTO 
Reference Cycle. Furthermore, this process isolates the phase-specific data for 
evaluation of taxiing and takeoff activities in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. The 
above phase assignment criteria is summarised in Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4: Summary of phase assignment criteria. 
Arrival/ 
departure 
LTO 
Reference 
Cycle 
Operational 
Aircraft LTO 
Cycle 
Criteria 
D
ep
ar
tu
re
 
Taxi-out Taxi-out hold Altitude <35 ft 
Average thrust setting ≤21% of max. 
Ground speed ≤1 kts 
Taxi-out Altitude <35 ft 
Average thrust setting ≤21% of max. 
Ground speed >1 kts 
Takeoff Takeoff roll Altitude <35 ft 
Average thrust setting >21% of max. 
Ground speed >1 kts 
Initial climb Initial climb Altitude >35 ft 
Altitude <1500 ft 
A
rr
iv
al
 
Approach Approach Altitude <1500 ft 
Altitude ≥2.5 ft 
Taxi-in Landing roll Altitude <2.5 ft 
Ground speed >30 kts 
Taxi-in Altitude <2.5 ft 
Ground speed ≤30 kts 
Ground speed >1 kts 
Taxi-in hold Altitude <2.5 ft 
Ground speed <30 kts 
Ground speed ≤1 kts 
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2.4.6. Measured LAQ concentrations 
The pollutant concentration measurements utilised in this thesis were collected as a 
component of the Sensor Network for Air Quality (SNAQ) at London Heathrow 
project, funded by the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC). A 
consortium of academic and industry partners including Imperial College London, 
Cambridge University, Cambridge Environmental Research Consultants Ltd. (CERC) 
and London Heathrow airport were involved in meeting the deliverables of the 
SNAQ project. These deliverables included the deployment of a low-cost, high-
density network of sensor nodes measuring a range of air quality metrics at London 
Heathrow airport, with a view to source apportionment of air quality measurements 
and the evaluation of the sensor network against a high-resolution aircraft emission 
inventory. 
The electrochemical sensor nodes deployed in this project are low-power, low-cost, 
and use well-known amperometric sensor methodologies to detect pollutant 
concentrations at parts per million (ppm) and parts per billion (ppb) level mixing 
ratio, with low noise and high linearity. These sensor nodes have been tested 
extensively and their cross-sensitivities explored, resulting in pollutant concentration 
measurements suitable for the analysis of urban air quality (Mead et al., 2013). 
Measurements were made available for the London Heathrow case study between 
the 4th and the 18th November 2012, for up to 27 simultaneously active sensor nodes. 
Measured data includes meteorological variables (e.g. temperature, wind direction, 
wind speed) and pollutant concentrations at 1 sample per 20 s (0.05 Hz resolution), 
including NO, NO2 and CO in ppb and CO2 in ppm. NOX is the sum of NO and NO2. 
The sensor data has been extensively calibrated and evaluated, as described above, 
thus no further validation or quality control has been carried out as part of this 
thesis. 
The spatial density of the air quality measurement network is higher than has been 
available for previous studies (e.g. Carslaw et al. (2008)) and it is therefore expected 
to improve upon those limitations in two main areas. Firstly, the sensor nodes are 
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located closer to the emission source than in previous studies. Therefore, it is 
expected that the impact of pollutant emission dispersion, which can dilute the 
strength of pollutant signals, will be reduced. Secondly, the sensor nodes are used in 
pairs, either side of an emission source. This enables the isolation of aircraft 
emissions, therefore reducing the requirement for source apportionment. Analyses 
using these data are presented in Chapter 6. 
2.5. Conclusions 
This chapter has presented an extensive review of methods for evaluating aircraft 
emissions at airports. Both air quality measurement and pollutant emission 
modelling methods were investigated along with the associated data/instrument 
requirements, advantages and disadvantages, as well as previous applications of 
both methods. While measurement methods are often the preferred option for 
demonstrating compliance with air quality regulations, emission inventory 
modelling facilitates the analysis of pollutant emissions from both current and 
proposed aircraft operations. It is often advantageous to combine both methods 
when seeking to evaluate air quality at airports. 
Following the review of methods, this chapter has described the approach used to 
estimate the aircraft emission inventory for a case study of 7,090 high-resolution 
FDRs from London Heathrow airport. This description includes an overview of the 
data availability, adopted methods, QA steps, and LTO cycle phase assignment. The 
process is described step-by-step to enable application to similar emission inventory 
modelling schemes in the future. Previous studies analysing aircraft emissions using 
FDRs have been limited by relatively small sample sizes, few aircraft-engine 
combinations and/or data for limited numbers of LTO cycle phases. Consequently, 
the primary methodological advantage between the method described in this 
chapter, compared to previous studies, is the use of high-resolution fuel flow rates to 
accurately estimate pollutant emissions. This also enables the capture of variability in 
thrust setting and activity duration for a large number of activities covering six 
aircraft-engine combinations and all LTO cycle phases.  
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Emission inventory modelling using the ICAO approaches may be conducted at 
varying levels of sophistication, depending on the input data resolution and end use 
requirements. Previous studies have stated that modelling using the LTO Reference 
Cycle will lead to considerable errors in estimated pollutant emissions. Conversely, 
the use of FDRs is expected to give a more accurate estimate of pollutant emissions, 
while also capturing variation in aircraft trajectory caused by the adoption of 
different operations. However, this has yet to be quantified. Consequently, Chapter 3 
quantifies the impact of input data resolution on pollutant emission accuracy, 
relative to the high-resolution emission inventory. The emission inventory modelled 
in this chapter is also the fundamental component for analyses in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 
Chapters 4 and 5 use the emission inventory to evaluate single-engine taxi (SET) and 
reduced thrust takeoff operations respectively. Chapter 6 investigates the impact of 
aircraft activities on measured pollutant concentrations, and evaluates the 
relationship between measured EIs to those calculated in the modelled emission 
inventory.  
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Chapter 3 
 Impacts of input data resolution on 
aircraft emission estimation 
 
 
3.1. Introduction 
Chapter 2 discussed the benefits and limitations of the available pollutant emission 
modelling approaches and described the application of the approach adopted. This 
method uses high-resolution fuel flow rates from the flight data record (FDR) dataset 
to estimate the pollutant emission inventory for a London Heathrow airport case 
study. 
As stated in Section 2.3, aircraft landing and takeoff (LTO) cycle emissions modelling 
may be conducted at varying input data resolutions depending on thrust setting and 
time-in-mode (TIM). However the performance of these approaches have yet to be 
sufficiently evaluated, relative to observed emissions, for a large number of aircraft 
activities covering different aircraft-engine combinations. Consequently, the 
requirement of using high-resolution data to evaluate aircraft operations for reduced 
pollutant emissions (Chapters 4 and 5) has not been clearly justified. Given this, 
Chapter 3 seeks to address Objective 1 presented in Section 1.3, which is to: 
Quantify the impact of using high-resolution aircraft movement data on fuel consumption 
and pollutant emissions estimation, relative to low input data resolution. 
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3.1.1. Research context 
Aircraft LTO cycle fuel consumption and emissions modelling commonly rely on the 
use of International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) approaches for both 
academic and industry purposes (Sherry, 2015), as discussed in Section 2.3.2. 
Generally, these methods seek to use the most detailed input data available. 
However, restrictions, often due to sensitivity, result in the modelling approaches 
utilising input data for engine assignment, thrust settings and TIMs, at varying 
spatial and temporal resolutions. Input data varies from the LTO Reference Cycle 
(low-resolution) to the more high-resolution use of aircraft movement data in the 
form of FDRs. 
Input data that is relatively low-resolution, such as the LTO Reference Cycle, is 
expected to decrease the reliability of fuel consumption and pollutant emission 
estimates through an increase in the associated uncertainty. This has implications for 
the end uses of emission inventories as described in Section 2.3. In addition to 
uncertainties regarding accuracy, input data that correspond to average aircraft 
trajectory values (i.e. average thrust setting/TIM per LTO cycle phase), fail to capture 
variability in the trajectories of LTO activities. This may obscure inefficiencies in LTO 
cycle activities, which would otherwise enable the identification of optimal LTO 
cycle operations for reduced fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. Despite the 
sources of uncertainty, these levels of data input resolution are still widely adopted 
(Zhou et al., 2016, Kesgin, 2006, Winther et al., 2015). Furthermore, given the 
requirement to demonstrate compliance with air quality regulations, there are 
significant economic, social and regulatory motivations for quantifying the impact of 
data resolution on the accuracy of emission inventory models, relative to observed 
emissions (Patterson et al., 2009). Consequently, before adopting a specific emission 
inventory modelling approach, the trade-off between the costs of obtaining 
increasingly high-resolution input data and benefits for the accurate and reliable 
modelling of airport fuel consumption and pollutant emissions must be evaluated. 
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Several studies have investigated the accuracy of the ICAO emission modelling 
approaches when using varying input data resolution. Romano et al. (1999) found 
that estimates of fuel consumption and NOX emissions were 69% and 40% higher 
when using the LTO Reference Cycle input data compared to those found using 
aircraft-engine and phase specific TIMs and thrust settings. Fleuti and Maraini (2012) 
also quantified this relative difference as 33% and 40% for fuel consumption and 
NOX emissions respectively, for a different set of engines. However, both of these 
studies failed to quantify percentage errors relative to observed fuel consumption 
and pollutant emissions. King and Waitz (2005) quantified the error in NOX 
emissions as 50.7%, when using the LTO Reference Cycle to estimate emissions at 
London Heathrow and London Gatwick (LGW) airports, relative to that observed 
using FDR data. However, analysis was limited to just 36 takeoff activities and only 
one aircraft-engine combination. 
3.1.2. Outline of chapter 
Given the research context, this chapter seeks to quantify the error associated with 
the ICAO modelling approaches, and their corresponding varying levels of input 
data resolution, relative to observed fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. This 
will be achieved for the London Heathrow airport case study using the high-
resolution emission inventory described in Chapter 2. To ensure unambiguous 
discussion, the pollutant emission inventory will be referred to as the ‘observed’ 
emissions. Varying input data is represented in this chapter through the use of four 
different scenarios, which are described in Section 3.2.2. The analysis presented in 
this chapter will be used to identify the input data resolution requirements when 
seeking to evaluate the impact of aircraft operations on pollutant emissions. 
This chapter is split into three further sections. Section 3.2 describes the data and 
methods used to estimate fuel consumption and pollutant emissions for each 
scenario, and the corresponding observed values from the emission inventory. 
Section 3.3 presents the results and discussion of analyses in four subsections, which: 
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i. Investigate the differences in observed thrust setting and TIM compared to 
the LTO Reference Cycle. 
ii. Quantify the error in fuel consumption using each scenario for each activity, 
depending on the aircraft-engine combination and LTO cycle phase. 
iii. Quantify the error when estimating total fuel consumption, NOX and CO 
emissions for the case study period using the four scenarios. 
iv. Investigate the impact of varying sample size on error in fuel consumption 
and pollutant emission estimation. 
Finally, Section 3.4 will provide concluding remarks and describe the implications 
for future emission inventory modelling. 
3.2. Methodology 
3.2.1. Observed fuel consumption and pollutant emissions 
Fuel consumption and pollutant emissions were available for 7,090 activities (arrivals 
and departures) in the emission inventory as described in Chapter 2. Observed fuel 
consumption is as recorded, while observed NOX and CO emissions were estimated 
using the ICAO Exhaust Emission Databank (EEDB) and Boeing Fuel Flow Method II 
(BFFM2). The phases of approach and taxi-in were assigned to each arrival activity, 
and the phases of taxi-out, takeoff and initial climb were assigned to each departure 
activity, as described in Section 2.4.5. For both arrival and departure activities, the 
upper altitude boundary was taken as 1500 ft. 
The analyses in this chapter focus on fuel consumption, NOX and CO emissions. 
Estimated BC emissions are not included, as the Formation OXidation (FOX) method 
performs less well for EI(BC) at low thrust settings (i.e. those used for taxi 
operations) (Stettler et al., 2013). Insufficient EI(HC) data was available in the ICAO 
EEDB for two of the engines (RB211-524G and RB211-524G-T), therefore HC 
emissions have not been calculated. 
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While it is acknowledged that pollutant emissions are estimated, fuel consumption, 
NOX and CO emissions from the emission inventory will be referred to as observed 
to avoid ambiguity in discussion. 
3.2.2. Varying input data scenarios 
To meet the objectives of this chapter, NOX and CO emissions are estimated for a 
case study of six aircraft-engine combinations operating for a single airline at 
London Heathrow airport. Four scenarios are used, encompassing varying input 
data, based on the ICAO modelling approaches introduced in Chapter 2. The error in 
these scenarios will be quantified relative to observed fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions. These scenarios are based on input data consisting of: 
A. LTO Reference Cycle thrust settings and TIMs; 
B. LTO Reference Cycle thrust settings and corrected TIMs; 
C. Corrected thrust settings and LTO Reference Cycle TIMs; 
D. Both corrected thrust settings and TIMs 
Scenario A is designed to quantify the impact of using LTO Reference Cycle input 
data on the error in estimated fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. Scenarios B 
and C will be used to quantify the errors associated with using the LTO Reference 
Cycle values for either thrust setting or TIM individually, with corrected average 
aircraft-engine and phase specific input data for either TIM (Scenario B) or thrust 
setting (Scenario C). Scenario D uses corrected values for both thrust setting and TIM 
simultaneously. The corrected input data are calculated as the average of the high-
resolution FDRs for each aircraft-engine combination during each phase as described 
in Section 3.2.2.3. These scenarios are summarised in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Input data sources for each scenario. 
The use of these scenarios allows quantification of the impacts associated with 
obtaining and utilising increasingly high-resolution input data, specifically on the 
percentage error for estimated fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. This 
research is subsequently expected to inform input data requirements, based on the 
specified end use of the emission inventory. 
3.2.2.1. Engine assignment 
Where no engine assignment data is available, the LTO Reference Cycle assumes a 
different engine type to the one actually installed for the aircraft types in this thesis, 
as shown in Table 3.1. For the analyses in this chapter the actual installed engine 
assignment is known, as stated in Section 2.4.1. This gives six unique aircraft-engine 
combinations, each of which will be treated as a separate case. 
  
Thrust 
setting 
TIM 
Thrust 
setting 
TIM 
A 
B 
C 
D 
Average phase specific 
Average airport/aircraft-
engine phase specific 
Aircraft trajectory	 Scenario	Data source	
LTO 
Reference 
Cycle 
FDR 
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Table 3.1: Comparison of actual and LTO Reference Cycle engine assignment. 
Identifier LTO Reference Cycle Actual 
A319 CFM56-5A5 V2522-A5 
A320 CFM56-5A1 V2527-A5 
A321 CFM56-5B3/P V2533-A5 
B777 Trent 892 GE90-85B 
B747a 
CF6-80C2B1F 
RB211-524G 
B747b RB211-524G-T 
 
The analyses in this chapter use the actual engine type installed on each aircraft at 
London Heathrow airport for all scenarios, as opposed to the LTO Reference Cycle 
assignment. Incorrect engine assignment may result in the use of incorrect fuel flow 
rates and emission indices (EIs), as defined in the ICAO EEDB, which will lead to 
error in the estimation of both fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. However, 
the error associated with incorrect engine assignment is unique to the differences in 
specific engine types and is not reflective of aircraft activities. Therefore, a 
quantification of the associated error offers limited benefits in terms of the 
transferability of these results and is consequently not considered in this chapter. 
3.2.2.2. LTO Reference Cycle input data 
As stated previously, where recorded aircraft TIM and thrust setting data is 
unavailable, the ICAO recommends the use of the LTO Reference Cycle TIM and 
thrust setting values for the five LTO cycle phases. In this chapter, the use of the LTO 
Reference Cycle input data is represented by Scenario A. This is used for each 
scheduled activity, as shown in Figure 2.3 in Section 2.3.1.2. Fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions are estimated based on the number of activities and the aircraft-
engine combinations associated with those activities, provided by Airline A, as 
described in Table 2.3. 
To ensure consistency with the observed fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, 
the LTO Reference Cycle phases of approach and initial climb have been modified to 
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align with the start of approach and end of initial climb phases of the emission 
inventory, which occurs at the London Heathrow specific mixing height of 1500 ft 
(Underwood et al., 2010), as described in Section 2.4.5. Using the method specified in 
Equation 2.1, the modified TIM of the approach and climb LTO Reference Cycle 
phases are calculated as 120 and 66 s respectively. These values for TIM are used in 
Scenarios A and C, where the LTO Reference Cycle TIM is adopted. 
3.2.2.3. Corrected thrust setting and TIM calculation 
Previous studies have corrected the LTO Reference Cycle input data to incorporate 
airport, aircraft-engine and phase specific average thrust setting and TIM (Fleuti and 
Polymris, 2004, Mazaheri et al., 2011, Stettler et al., 2011, Airports Commission, 2015). 
This is based on recorded aircraft activity data and/or assumptions regarding aircraft 
operations as described in the studies reviewed in Section 2.3.2. In comparison to the 
LTO Reference Cycle input data, this is expected to reduce the error between the 
observed and estimated fuel consumption and pollutant emissions (Romano et al., 
1999, Fleuti and Maraini, 2012). 
TIMs and average thrust settings are calculated for each individual FDR from the 
high-resolution thrust settings and timestamps for each LTO cycle phase assigned in 
Section 2.4.5. The TIMs and average thrust settings are then categorised based on 
aircraft, engine and phase, with the median values being calculated for each specific 
aircraft-engine combination during the approach, taxi-in, taxi-out, takeoff and initial 
climb phases of activity. The median was chosen as the indicator for average activity 
as, for several phases, the observed TIMs and thrust settings were found to be non-
normal, as discussed in Section 3.3.1.3. These values are quantified in Section 3.3.1. 
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3.3. Results and discussion 
3.3.1. Comparison of emission modelling input data 
This section presents the aircraft-engine combination and phase specific TIMs and 
average thrust settings, as observed in the FDR database, and compares these values 
to the LTO Reference Cycle assumptions. This enables the identification of 
differences associated with the input data used for Scenarios A, B, C and D. Table 3.2 
summarises the LTO Reference Cycle thrust setting and TIM for each phase, as used 
for the analysis in this chapter. This will be compared to the observed TIM and thrust 
setting values in the following sections. 
Table 3.2: LTO Reference Cycle adapted for London Heathrow airport mixing height. 
LTO Reference Cycle phase TIM (s) Thrust setting (%) 
Approach 120 30 
Taxi-in 540 7 
Taxi-out 1020 7 
Takeoff 42 100 
Initial climb 66 85 
 
The calculated, corrected airport, aircraft-engine combination and phase specific 
average thrust settings and TIMs from the FDRs are shown in Table 3.3. The median 
values are used to estimate fuel consumption and pollutant emissions for Scenarios 
B, C and D (as shown in Figure 3.1) for analysis in subsequent sections. In addition to 
median values, upper and lower quartiles are calculated and shown in Table 3.3 to 
indicate ranges of the associated values. 
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Table 3.3: Median, lower and upper quartiles of observed TIM and average thrust setting. 
LTO 
Phase 
Identifier 
Median 
TIM (s) 
TIM 
lower 
quartile 
(s) 
TIM 
upper 
quartile 
(s) 
Median 
thrust 
(%) 
Thrust 
lower 
quartile 
(%) 
Thrust 
upper 
quartile 
(%) 
A
pp
ro
ac
h 
A319 124 120 129 25.1 23.4 27.0 
A320 118 115 122 26.2 23.6 28.6 
A321 114 111 118 23.7 21.6 26.0 
B747a 110 107 115 25.1 23.6 26.8 
B747b 109 106 113 23.4 21.7 24.6 
B777 117 113 121 23.4 21.7 25.4 
Ta
xi
-in
 
A319 401 327 509 5.6 5.2 6.3 
A320 386 309 483 5.0 4.5 5.7 
A321 417 341 502 4.3 4.0 4.9 
B747a 497 401 644 3.0 2.8 3.3 
B747b 494 416 655 3.3 3.0 3.6 
B777 458 394 541 4.0 3.7 4.3 
Ta
xi
-o
ut
 
A319 936 775 1162 6.7 6.4 7.0 
A320 962 805 1171 5.6 5.3 5.9 
A321 1012 821 1229 5.0 4.8 5.3 
B747a 1136 965 1350 3.4 3.1 3.7 
B747b 1104 951 1281 3.7 3.5 4.0 
B777 1104 956 1286 4.0 3.9 4.2 
Ta
ke
of
f 
A319 44 41 46 79.0 76.3 82.0 
A320 41 39 44 84.7 82.2 87.4 
A321 41 38 45 79.3 77.7 81.2 
B747a 55 50 57 74.6 72.5 78.4 
B747b 54 50 56 73.2 71.2 76.7 
B777 44 42 45 79.4 76.6 82.2 
In
iti
al
 C
lim
b 
A319 41 38 43 86.0 83.6 88.7 
A320 38 34 44 91.3 89.8 93.2 
A321 33 31 36 84.8 83.7 86.1 
B747a 56 49 63 83.6 82.1 86.7 
B747b 57 50 62 81.4 80.1 84.5 
B777 39 36 42 89.2 85.5 92.3 
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3.3.1.1. Thrust setting analysis 
Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of observed average thrust setting for each aircraft-
engine combination during each phase of the LTO cycle. These are plotted relative to 
the LTO Reference Cycle values, which are represented by the dashed line. 
The median observed thrust setting is regularly lower than stated in the LTO 
Reference Cycle. The average thrust setting (shown in Table 3.3) ranges from 23.4 to 
26.2% during approach, 3.0 to 5.6% during taxi-in, 3.4 to 6.7% during taxi-out, 73.2 to 
84.7% during takeoff and 81.4 to 91.3% during initial climb, depending on the 
aircraft-engine combination. Therefore, the LTO Reference Cycle thrust setting 
overestimates the average observed thrust setting by 13 to 22% for approach, 20 to 
57% for taxi-in, 5 to 52% for taxi-out and 15 to 27% for takeoff, depending on aircraft-
engine combination, as shown in Figure 3.2. No consistent over or underestimate is 
identified in the thrust settings used during initial climb, for all aircraft-engine 
combinations. Percentage differences fall in the range of -4 to 7%, relative to the 85% 
thrust setting specified in the LTO Reference Cycle. Consequently, average fuel flow 
and pollutant emission rates are likely to be overestimated when using the LTO 
Reference Cycle for the phases of approach, taxi-in, taxi-out and takeoff. However, 
they may be either underestimated or overestimated for the initial climb phase. 
As shown in Figure 3.2, variations around the median observed thrust settings are 
identified for each aircraft-engine combination during each LTO cycle phase. When 
investigating the lower and upper quartiles, percentage variation below and above 
the median thrust setting ranges from -10 to 9% for approach, -10 to 14% for taxi-in, -
8 to 9% for taxi out and -4 to 5% for takeoff. For all aircraft-engine combinations 
during the takeoff phase, the LTO Reference Cycle thrust setting overestimates the 
99th percentile of observed takeoff thrust settings. This is also true for four aircraft-
engine combinations during taxi-in, four during taxi-out and three during approach. 
These results suggest that aircraft activities for Airline A regularly use thrust settings 
that are considerably less than stated in the LTO Reference Cycle for the approach, 
taxi and takeoff phases of LTO activities at London Heathrow airport. 
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of observed, phase-specific thrust setting for each aircraft-engine combination 
relative to the LTO Reference Cycle (dashed line). Boxplots show the median, lower and upper 
quartiles, and minimum and maximum (1st and 99th percentile) of observed values respectively. 
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As stated previously, the use of lower thrust settings correspond to reduced fuel flow 
rates and EIs. However, this may not reduce total fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions, as TIM may increase if the aircraft travels or climbs slower. This is 
investigated in the following section. 
3.3.1.2. TIM analysis 
Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of observed TIMs for each aircraft-engine 
combination during each phase of the LTO Cycle. These are plotted relative to the 
LTO Reference Cycle values, which are represented by the dashed line. The LTO 
Reference Cycle TIM has been modified for the London Heathrow airport specific 
mixing height as stated in Section 3.2.2.2. 
The median observed approach thrust setting is considerably lower than stated in 
the LTO Reference Cycle. The corresponding TIM of approach activities is often 
higher, but not consistently so. Approach TIM ranges from 109 to 124 s across all 
aircraft-engine combinations compared to 120 s in the LTO Reference Cycle, shown 
in Figure 3.3. Clearly there are considerable differences between the LTO Reference 
Cycle approach phase and those observed. The corresponding impact on fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions will be investigated in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. 
Observed initial climb TIM is shorter than stated in the LTO Reference Cycle, and 
ranges from 33 to 57 s, corresponding to percentage differences in the range of -14 to 
-50% across all aircraft-engine combinations. This may be explained by the average 
thrust settings adopted, which are similar to the 85% stated in the LTO Reference 
Cycle and may reflect operational choices. For example, it is important at capacity 
constrained airports, such as London Heathrow, for aircraft to clear the runway in a 
minimal time to maximise runway throughput. As the initial climb is a high thrust 
phase, it may also be advantageous to adopt a relatively high thrust setting to 
maintain a steep climb gradient and reduce TIM as shown in Figure II.2 (Appendix 
II). This may reduce local impacts on noise, which is particularly important for 
airports such as London Heathrow that are located close to densely populated urban 
areas. 
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of observed, phase-specific thrust setting for each aircraft-engine combination 
relative to the LTO Reference Cycle (dashed line). Boxplots show the median, lower and upper 
quartiles, and minimum and maximum (1st and 99th percentile) of observed values respectively. 
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The observed taxi thrust settings are considerably lower than stated in the LTO 
Reference Cycle. However, this does not correspond to a consistent change in 
average TIM when compared to the LTO Reference Cycle. The range of percentage 
differences in the TIM of the taxi-in and taxi-out phases (both -11 to -18%) suggest 
that the average taxi TIM is relatively short for the lighter aircraft (A319, A320, 
A321), which use a higher median thrust setting. Conversely, the TIM of taxi-in and 
taxi-out is relatively long for the heavier aircraft (B744, B777), which use a lower 
median thrust setting, compared to the LTO Reference Cycle. Lower taxi time is due 
to shorter average taxi distances (based on stand-runway allocation), and higher 
average ground speeds as identified in the FDR data (which may be due to increased 
aircraft manoeuvrability). This is shown in Table 3.4 and Figure II.1 in Appendix II. 
Table 3.4: Average, aircraft-engine specific ground speed and taxi distance. 
 
Average ground speed (m/s) Average distance (m) 
Identifier Taxi-in Taxi-out Taxi-in Taxi-out 
A319 9.3 3.0 3755.6 2893.1 
A320 9.6 3.0 3626.9 2907.4 
A321 9.5 2.9 3928.8 2950.0 
B747a 8.2 2.7 4250.6 3148.8 
B747b 7.9 2.8 4268.6 3151.0 
B777 8.5 3.1 4100.7 3464.9 
 
For takeoff operations, observed thrust settings are consistently less than the 100% 
specified in the LTO Reference Cycle. A considerable increase in takeoff TIM is 
identified for B747 takeoff operations (takeoff TIM is equal to 55 s (31% increase) and 
54 s (29% increase) for the B747a and B747b combinations respectively). However, 
the range of takeoff TIM used by the A319, A320, A321 and B777 aircraft, is between 
41 and 44 s, which suggests that no considerable increase in the takeoff TIM is 
identified, relative to the 42 s specified in the LTO Reference Cycle (percentage 
differences range from -2 to 5%). This is expected to be due to the use of reduced 
thrust takeoff operations at London Heathrow airport, which allow pilots to reduce 
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the takeoff roll thrust setting relative to the aircraft takeoff weight (TOW) for 
individual events. This has the potential to reduce fuel flow and emission rates 
without increasing takeoff roll TIM, which is analysed in Chapter 5. 
While these results reflect the general trends, there is considerable variation around 
the median observed TIMs. The interquartile ranges, as a percentage of the median 
TIM, are 10 to 15% for approach, 35 to 58% for taxi-in, 29 to 36% for taxi-out, 7 to 17% 
for takeoff and 8 to 21% for initial climb, depending on aircraft-engine combination. 
The distributions associated with this variation are investigated further in Section 
3.3.1.3. Furthermore, the trade-offs identified between average thrust setting and 
TIM will have an impact on total fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, which 
will be examined through the analysis of taxiing and takeoff operations in Chapters 4 
and 5 for respectively. As discussed in this section, considerable differences have 
been identified in the observed trajectories depending on the aircraft-engine 
combinations. Consequently, each combination will be treated as a unique case in 
future chapters, to ensure the consideration of explanatory variables that are aircraft 
and engine specific. 
3.3.1.3. Comparison of thrust setting and TIM distributions 
Results in Sections 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.1.2 found that the median observed thrust setting 
and TIM used for activities at London Heathrow airport are often considerably 
different from those stated in the LTO Reference Cycle. However, the interquartile 
ranges of observed values show that there is considerable variation above and below 
the median observed thrust settings (-10 to 14%) and TIMs (-35 to 58%) across the 
different LTO cycle phases. 
To allow further characterisation of the variation in measured thrust setting and 
TIMs, Figure 3.4 shows the associated variability through the use of probability 
density functions (PDFs). Each PDF is estimated using kernel density estimation for a 
Gaussian kernel and smoothing bandwidth ‘nrd’ as specified by Scott (1992). The 
different colours represent the unique aircraft-engine combinations and the dashed 
line is used to represent the LTO Reference Cycle estimate. 
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Figure 3.4: PDFs of average thrust settings and TIM for observed activities, where coloured lines 
represent different aircraft-engine combinations. Dashed line represents the LTO Reference Cycle value. 
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The LTO Reference Cycle is a poor characterisation of aircraft operations in terms of 
TIM and thrust setting; average values of observed thrust settings and TIMs are often 
incorrect, depending on the aircraft-engine combination and phase. This reduces the 
accuracy and reliability of the corresponding fuel consumption and pollutant 
emission estimation when using the LTO Reference Cycle. The implications of these 
errors depend on the further use of the estimated emission inventory. If the 
estimated emissions are to be used as input for further modelling, such as dispersion 
modelling, the associated errors will propagate. In these cases, the error is expected 
to vary depending on the required emission sample rate (e.g. often one hour or one 
year for dispersion modelling), and therefore the number of activities. The error 
associated with varying numbers of activities will be investigated in Section 3.3.4. 
Accounting for specific aircraft-engine combinations, the average values fail to 
capture the variability in the observed thrust settings and TIMs. This indicates that 
using such input data will also fail to capture the variability in observed fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions. This loss of information limits analysis of the 
interdependencies between the operations used during individual activities, and the 
corresponding impacts on fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. For example, 
operational variability in the form of a range of adopted thrust settings for the same 
aircraft-engine type during the same phase will result in a range of TIMs, fuel flow 
and emission rates. To optimise operations, the analyst may investigate the trade-off 
between these factors, to identify the thrust setting that corresponds to the TIM, fuel 
flow and emission rates that result in minimum pollutant emissions. 
Consequently, it is not possible to use estimation methods based on average thrust 
settings and TIMs to evaluate the impacts of variability in thrust setting and TIM for 
reduced fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. Therefore, Chapters 4 and 5 will 
maintain the use of the high-resolution emission inventory, corresponding to a 
resolution that enables the identification of this variability, to evaluate the potential 
for optimisation of taxiing and takeoff activities respectively, with regards to 
minimising fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. 
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3.3.2. Phase-specific fuel consumption error for individual activities 
Averaged data is unsuitable for evaluating observed aircraft activities at a resolution 
that enables the identification of variability in thrust setting and TIM, with a view to 
reducing pollutant emissions. However, the estimation of total pollutant emissions 
for a schedule of aircraft activities using averaged data remains often utilised for 
regulation compliance and operational assessment purposes, such as by the Airports 
Commission (2015), as described in Section 2.3.2. Consequently, it is valuable to 
quantify the associated error in the application of these models. 
This section quantifies the error when using these approaches to estimate the fuel 
consumed during each LTO cycle phase for the six aircraft-engine combinations 
presented in Table 2.3, relative to the range of observed fuel consumptions for the 
same LTO cycle phase. To estimate the fuel consumption for these approaches the 
four scenarios shown in Figure 3.1 are utilised. Recall, these scenarios estimate fuel 
consumption using the ICAO approach and input data corresponding to: A) the LTO 
Reference Cycle input data, B) the LTO Reference Cycle thrust settings and corrected 
TIMs, C) corrected thrust settings and LTO Reference Cycle TIMs and D) corrected 
thrust settings and TIMs. Corrected values are taken as shown in Table 3.3. 
The percentage error between each scenario and the observed fuel consumption is 
shown in Figure 3.5 for each LTO cycle phase, categorised by the aircraft-engine 
combinations. A difference of 0% indicates that the modelled fuel consumption is 
equal to the observed fuel consumption. Error bars represent the percentage error 
relative to the upper and lower quartiles of observed fuel consumption. 
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Figure 3.5: Percentage error between observed and estimated fuel consumption for each aircraft-engine 
combination and each LTO phase for individual activities. Error bars represent the percentage error 
between the upper and lower quartiles of observed fuel consumptions. 
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Table 3.5: Percentage error between LTO Reference Cycle and mean observed fuel consumption for 
individual activities across all aircraft-engine combinations. Square brackets show percentage error to 
lower and upper quartiles of observed fuel consumptions respectively. 
 
Percentage error between LTO Reference Cycle and mean [lower, 
upper quartile] observed fuel consumption (%) 
Phase Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D 
Approach 27 [18, 39] 19 [11, 30] 5 [-2, 15] -1 [-8, 8] 
Taxi-in 27 [18, 70] 41 [31, 89] -3 [-10, 31] 8 [0, 45] 
Taxi-out 30 [15, 61] 24 [9, 53] 4 [-8, 29] -2 [-13, 22] 
Takeoff 17 [8, 28] 39 [29, 53] -17 [-23, -8] -1 [-9, 8] 
Initial climb 33 [21, 51] 1 [-10, 13] 33 [21, 51] -2 [-11, 12] 
 
Scenario A overestimates fuel consumption for all LTO phases and aircraft-engine 
combinations. The magnitude of the overestimate depends on the LTO phase and 
falls in the range of 11 to 36% for approach, 13 to 38% for taxi-in, 20 to 35% for taxi-
out, 11 to 35% for takeoff and 17 to 95% for initial climb, depending on the aircraft-
engine combination. Therefore, using the LTO Reference Cycle input data provides a 
conservative (overestimate) of total fuel consumption. When considering all aircraft 
types, Scenario A overestimates fuel consumption for an individual activity in the 
range of 17 to 33%, depending on phase, as shown in Table 3.5. 
Correcting for TIM, Scenario B, leads to percentage errors in the range of 10 to 23% 
for approach, 19 to 57% for taxi-in, -2 to 31% for taxi-out, 19 to 45% for takeoff and -
11 to 4% for initial climb, depending on the aircraft-engine combination. Across all 
aircraft types, Scenario B overestimates fuel consumption for an individual activity 
in the range of 1 to 41%, depending on phase. Correcting for average thrust setting, 
Scenario C, leads to percentage errors in the range of -28 to -23% for landing, -1 to 
40% for taxi-in, -1 to 18% for taxi-out, -24 to 2% for takeoff and 16 to 95% for initial 
climb, depending on the aircraft-engine combination. Across all aircraft types, 
Scenario C estimates fuel consumption for an individual activity in the range of -17 
to 33%, depending on phase. Generally, these two scenarios reduce the percentage 
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errors in fuel consumption estimation relative to using the LTO Reference Cycle 
input data. However, the associated percentage errors when estimating fuel 
consumption for Scenarios B and C depend heavily on the differences between the 
LTO Reference Cycle and observed values for thrust setting (B) and TIM (C), as 
shown in Section 3.3.1. 
Correcting for both TIM and average thrust setting, Scenario D, reduces the 
percentage error to within ±3%, for all phases excluding taxi-in. These errors fall in 
the range of -3 to 0% for landing, -2 to 21% for taxi-in, -3 to -1% for taxi-out, -1 to 1% 
for takeoff and -3 to 1% for initial climb (depending on the aircraft-engine 
combination) therefore offering a considerable improvement relative to using the 
LTO Reference Cycle input data. Across all aircraft types, Scenario D estimates fuel 
consumption for an individual activity in the range of -2 to 8%, depending on phase. 
The relatively high percentage error for taxi-in fuel consumption can be explained by 
the use of single engine taxi (SET) at London Heathrow, during which one engine is 
inactive for a period during taxi. However, the average fuel quantification methods 
used in this section fail to capture these activities and this is discussed in Chapter 4. 
Scenario D is able to estimate the average fuel consumption to within -2 to 8% for an 
individual activity across all aircraft-engine combinations during a certain LTO cycle 
phase. However, when analysing the upper and lower quartiles, there remains a 
considerable range of values for fuel consumption from any individual event (-13 to 
45% relative to the average, depending on phase). This is captured by the error bars 
in Figure 3.5 and is caused by the variation in observed TIMs and average thrust 
settings identified in Section 3.3.1. Errors in the estimation of fuel consumption for 
individual aircraft activities are likely to have less impact when estimating the fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions for a large number of events (as opposed to a 
small number of events), as the law of averages states that these errors are likely to 
cancel out. This is investigated in Section 3.3.4. 
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3.3.3. Fuel consumption and pollutant emission estimation error for 
all activities 
Given the errors identified in estimating fuel consumption for individual activities, 
the scenarios used in this chapter require evaluation for their suitability in 
quantifying total aircraft LTO cycle fuel consumption, NOX and CO emissions for a 
known activity schedule. These scenarios are regularly adopted for this purpose as 
indicated in Section 2.3.2. However, depending on the availability and resolution of 
input data, results for fuel consumption and pollutant emission estimation may be 
inaccurate. 
This section evaluates the error when using these methods to quantify fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions for a case study schedule of LTO cycle 
activities. To achieve this, fuel consumption, NOX and CO emissions are estimated 
using the same four scenarios shown in Figure 3.1 for all 7,090 activities recorded 
during the two-week period at London Heathrow airport, as shown in Figure 3.6. 
These are categorised by aircraft-engine combination and the results are presented 
for all LTO cycle phases combined. The range of percentage errors across the 
different aircraft-engine combinations is shown in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.6: Range of percentage errors depending on aircraft-engine combination. 
 Range of percentage errors depending on aircraft-engine combination (%) 
 Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D 
Fuel 23.9 to 40.6 10.4 to 32.9 -3.0 to 18.3 -1.4 to 1.4 
NOX 34.7 to 67.7 11.8 to 51.2 -9.4 to 26.0 -8.4 to 3.3 
CO -44.2 to 21.6 -44.3 to 3.4 1.9 to 26.3 -0.2 to 7.8 
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Figure 3.6: Percentage error between observed and estimated total fuel consumption, NOX and CO 
emissions for each of the four scenarios. 
For total fuel consumption, Scenario D (with corrected input values for thrust and 
TIM) leads to the smallest percentage error across all aircraft-engine combinations, 
compared to Scenarios A, B and C, as shown in Figure 3.6 and Table 3.6. The reduced 
percentage error, when correcting for both thrust setting and TIM, represents 
considerable improvements in the accuracy of fuel consumption estimates across the 
aircraft types analysed, relative to the other scenarios modelled. Furthermore, the 
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small range of errors is adjudged to represent increased reliability in fuel 
consumption estimation across all aircraft types. 
Scenario D also leads to the smallest percentage errors of NOX emissions for all 
aircraft-engine combinations, compared to Scenarios A, B and C respectively, as 
shown in Table 3.6. However, when using Scenario D to estimate NOX, percentage 
errors are higher than those calculated when estimating fuel consumption, on 
comparison with observed values. This difference is due to the dependency of both 
fuel flow rate and EI(NOX) on average thrust setting. Consequently, an 
underestimate of thrust setting will decrease both fuel flow rate and EI(NOX) non-
linearly, therefore accentuating the error identified in total fuel consumption when 
estimating total NOX emissions, as shown in Equation 1.1. 
For CO emissions, the scenario that leads to the smallest percentage error is 
dependent on the aircraft-engine combination. For A319, A320 and A321 this is 
Scenario B (corrected TIM), while Scenario C (corrected thrust) leads to the smallest 
percentage error for B744a and B744b activities. Scenario D (corrected thrust setting 
and TIM) results in the smallest percentage error for B777 aircraft and the smallest 
range of errors across all aircraft types, in comparison to the other scenarios, as 
shown in Table 3.6. Scenario D does not consistently lead to the smallest percentage 
error, as EI(CO) increases non-linearly with a decrease in thrust setting. Therefore, 
phases where the adopted thrust setting is low (i.e. aircraft taxi) contribute the 
largest proportional mass of CO emissions. The adoption of average thrust setting 
fails to capture very low thrust setting events, as the variability cannot be observed 
as discussed in Section 3.3.1. Therefore, CO emissions from these events are 
underestimated. However, in some cases, the LTO Reference Cycle overestimates the 
median observed taxi TIM phase, which compensates for the underestimate due to 
thrust setting and leads to a reduced percentage error for the other scenarios. 
As expected, this section finds that using corrected TIM and thrust setting (Scenario 
D) results in the smallest percentage error for total fuel consumption, NOX and CO 
emissions of 0.2%, -6.0% and 4.5% respectively relative to observed estimates, when 
considering all aircraft-engine combinations. In comparison, percentage errors for 
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Scenario A are 28.0%, 41.4% and -19.8% for fuel consumption, NOX and CO 
respectively. Scenario B (corrected TIM) leads to percentage errors of 21.1%, 34.2% 
and -23.5% and Scenario C (corrected average thrust setting) leads to percentage 
errors of 8.7%, 7.6% and 9.2% for fuel consumption, NOX and CO emissions 
respectively. Consequently, if data regarding only one variable (thrust setting or 
TIM) can be collected, efforts should be made to ensure that thrust setting is 
accurately represented. Independently correcting for thrust setting reduces 
percentage error (relative to the average observed) by a greater magnitude than 
when only correcting for TIM. However, across all aircraft-engine combinations, the 
use of corrected thrust setting and TIM data provides the most accurate estimate of 
fuel consumption, NOX and CO emissions. 
Fleuti and Maraini (2012) and Romano et al. (1999) compared input data of the LTO 
Reference Cycle to average thrust setting and TIM as discussed in Section 3.1.1. In 
this chapter, this is the equivalent of the percentage difference between Scenario A 
(LTO Reference Cycle) and Scenario D (corrected thrust setting and TIM). Therefore, 
to compare the results calculated in this section to previous studies, the percentage 
difference between Scenarios A and D is calculated. Resulting percentage differences 
range from 22.2 to 40.0% for fuel consumption and 42.0 to 77.8% for NOX emissions, 
depending on the aircraft-engine combination. These results are similar to those 
calculated by Fleuti and Maraini (2012) of 33% and 40% for fuel consumption and 
NOX emissions respectively. Romano et al. (1999) also estimated a 40% difference in 
NOX emissions but a higher percentage difference in fuel consumption of 69%, which 
may be explained by the different engine types analysed. In general, these results 
show relatively strong agreement. Furthermore, in this section, the difference 
identified in estimated NOX emissions for B777 aircraft using Scenario A is 47.3%, 
which is in close agreement to the 50.7% identified by King and Waitz (2005) for the 
same aircraft type, despite the different engine types analysed. 
In this section, the percentage error between the ICAO emission modelling 
approaches (represented by Scenarios A to D) is quantified relative to observed fuel 
consumption, NOX and CO emissions. These scenarios estimate pollutant emissions 
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based on thrust setting. However, it may be possible to use additional variables 
when modelling pollutant emissions in the form of aircraft-engine and phase specific 
fuel flow rates and EIs. This will reduce the error in pollutant emission estimation, 
compared to deriving values using the average thrust setting. 
3.3.4. Impact of sample size on modelling error 
Section 3.3.2 enabled quantification of the error in fuel, NOX and CO estimation for 
individual aircraft activities using a London Heathrow airport case study. While the 
presence of error is consistent when estimating pollutant emissions, the sign and 
magnitude of these errors is variable. It is also recognised that there are categorical 
differences based upon the aircraft-engine combinations. Inventories of aircraft 
emissions and air quality assessment (i.e. through dispersion modelling) are 
necessarily concerned with estimating pollutant emissions from a larger number of 
activities. For example, environmental assessment carried out as part of the Airports 
Commission (2015) appraisal considered the air quality impacts at London Heathrow 
airport from nearly 500,000 aircraft activities. Given the scale of air traffic 
movements, a Monte Carlo approach has been applied in order to gauge how errors 
at the individual aircraft level, as discussed in Section 3.3.2, may propagate to a real-
world scenario. 
Consequently, this section uses the four scenarios introduced in Section 3.2.2 to 
estimate the fuel consumption, NOX and CO emissions for varying numbers of 
aircraft activities. An activity is defined as either an arrival (approach and taxi-in) or 
departure (taxi-out, takeoff and initial climb) of one of the six aircraft-engine 
combinations shown in Table 3.1. Samples of 1, 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000 and 100,000 
activities were drawn from the FDR database, shown in Table 2.3, in a process 
repeated 10,000 times (i.e. Monte Carlo 10,000 ensemble as used by Stettler et al. 
(2011)). This allows the calculation of a mean, 5th and 95th percentiles of percentage 
error. This process is used to identify the relationship between the associated 
average, and variation in, percentage error as sample size increases. This enables the 
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evaluation of real-world implications for the estimation of errors in pollutant 
emissions and LAQ assessments at large international hub airports. 
Figure 3.7 shows the overall trend between increasing number of activities and 
percentage error graphically. This is quantified in Table 3.7, to facilitate the 
application of the associated percentage errors to previous and future emission 
inventory schemes. 
Table 3.7: Mean, 5th and 95th percentiles of percentage error for fuel consumption, NOX and CO 
emissions for the four scenarios with increasing sample size. 
  Mean scenario error [5th, 95th percentile] (%) 
Sample 
Size 
A B C D 
Fu
el
 c
on
su
m
pt
io
n 
1 31.9 [-8.3, 73.0] 25.2 [-17.1, 71.5] 13.3 [-23.9, 56.7] 5.1 [-27.3, 36.0] 
10 28.9 [12.4, 44.4] 21.4 [4.4, 39.6] 10.0 [-6.0, 25.6] 0.9 [-11.7, 13.1] 
100 28.1 [22.4, 33.6] 21.2 [15.5, 27.1] 8.9 [3.4, 14.2] 0.3 [-4.1, 4.6] 
1,000 28.0 [26.3, 29.6] 21.1 [19.4, 22.8] 8.7 [7.1, 10.2] 0.2 [-1.1, 1.5] 
10,000 28.0 [27.4, 28.5] 21.1 [19.3, 23.0] 8.7 [8.1, 9.2] 0.2 [-0.2, 0.7] 
100,000 28.0 [27.8, 28.1] 21.1 [21.0, 21.3] 8.7 [8.5, 8.8] 0.2 [0.1, 0.4] 
N
O
X E
m
is
si
on
s 
1 38.0 [-3.1, 84.3] 34.5 [-4.9, 91.5] 5.4 [-34.8, 50.6] -3.3 [-27.9, 23.1] 
10 42.4 [22.9, 63.9] 33.0 [13.1, 61.2] 10.1 [-10.8, 28.6] -5.0 [-17.3, 8.2] 
100 41.6 [33.0, 49.7] 34.1 [25.3, 43.3] 8.0 [-0.1, 15.6] -5.9 [-11.4, -0.6] 
1,000 41.4 [38.5, 44.1] 34.2 [31.2, 37.0] 7.7 [5.2, 10.0] -6.0 [-7.9, -4.3] 
10,000 41.4 [40.4, 42.3] 34.2 [33.2, 35.1] 7.6 [6.8, 8.5] -6.0 [-6.7, -5.4] 
100,000 41.4 [41.1, 41.7] 34.2 [33.8, 34.5] 7.6 [7.4, 7.9] -6.0 [-6.2, -5.9] 
C
O
 E
m
is
si
on
s 
1 20.4 [-44.1, 87.0] 7.7 [-46.0, 64.3] 37.1 [-24.0, 108.0] 23.7 [-33.7, 94.1] 
10 -9.0 [-42.1, 27.1] -14.6 [-44.7, 16.8] 16.3 [-14.7, 50.4] 10.0 [-18.4, 45.9] 
100 -18.8 [-29.8, -6.4] -22.6 [-33.0, -11.1] 9.9 [-1.9, 21.4] 5.1 [-6.2, 16.5] 
1,000 -19.7 [-23.0, -16.3] -23.4 [-26.5, -20.2] 9.2 [5.9, 12.7] 4.6 [1.3, 7.9] 
10,000 -19.8 [-20.9, -18.6] -23.5 [-24.5, -22.4] 9.2 [8.0, 10.4] 4.5 [3.4, 5.7] 
100,000 -19.8 [-20.1, -19.4] -23.5 [-23.8, -23.1] 9.2 [8.8, 9.5] 4.5 [4.1, 4.9] 
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Figure 3.7: Impact of sample size on the average, and variation in, percentage error of fuel consumption, 
NOX and CO emission estimation. Dashed lines represent the number of activities during an hour, a day 
and a month at London Heathrow based on 2015 figures. 
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As expected, Scenario D (corrected thrust setting and TIM) is associated with the 
smallest percentage error in estimated fuel consumption with 0.2% at the largest 
sample size of 100,000. This is followed by Scenario C (corrected thrust), Scenario B 
(corrected TIM) and Scenario A, with associated percentage errors of 8.7%, 21.1% and 
28.0% at a sample size of 100,000, respectively. Furthermore, the average percentage 
error decreases as the sample size increases. The biggest percentage errors are 
identified when estimating the fuel consumption for 1 activity, with 31.9%, 25.2%, 
13.3% and 5.1% for Scenarios A, B, C and D respectively, as shown by the solid lines 
in Figure 3.7. For NOX emissions, the average percentage error neither increases nor 
decreases consistently with increasing sample size. As with fuel consumption, 
Scenario D (corrected thrust setting and TIM) leads to the smallest percentage error 
for all sample sizes analysed. When considering the estimation of CO emissions, 
Scenario D leads to the smallest error for large sample sizes (100+ activities), however 
Scenario B (corrected TIM) performs best when estimating CO emissions for one 
activity. The higher error associated with the estimation of single activities are likely 
to be due to the increased impact of relatively high individual TIM or thrust setting 
values. 
For fuel consumption, NOX and CO emissions, the range of percentage errors 
decreases as the sample size increases. This is indicated by the convergence of the 5th 
and 95th percentiles towards the average percentage error in Figure 3.7, for all four 
scenarios analysed. For example, when considering Scenario D (corrected thrust 
setting and TIM), the difference between the 5th and 95th percentiles when estimating 
fuel consumption is 63.4% for 1 activity, 24.8% for 10 activities, 8.6% for 100 
activities, 2.6% for 1,000 activities, 0.9% for 10,000 activities and 0.3% for 100,000 
activities, as shown in Table 3.7. This represents an increased confidence in the 
reliability of the estimated fuel consumption. For example, using Scenario D to 
calculate the fuel consumption for one activity, the average percentage error is 5.1%, 
and the analyst has confidence that 90% of the activities modelled will fall between -
27.3% and +36.0%. However, using the same approach to calculate the fuel 
consumption for 100,000 activities gives a reduced average percentage error of 0.2%, 
and a reduction in the range of 0.1% to 0.4%, when considering the 5th and 95th 
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percentiles. When estimating fuel consumption for 1,000 or more activities, the 5th 
and 95th percentiles fall within ±5% of the average percentage error. These results 
are also identified when analysing the models used to estimate NOX and CO 
emissions, as summarised in Table 3.7.  
The decreasing range between the 5th and 95th percentiles of percentage error as the 
total number of activities increases is caused by the cancelling out of individual 
errors. The likelihood of an equal number of under and overestimates, relative to 
average observed thrust setting and TIM increases with sample size, therefore the 
errors will tend towards the average percentage error. This holds considerable 
implications for the future development of emission inventories in terms of 
quantifying uncertainty. While it was expected that the variability in the percentage 
error associated with the ICAO approaches decreases with increasing sample size, it 
is now possible to quantify both the percentage error and associated variability for 
various input data resolutions and numbers of activities, given the research 
presented in this section. These percentage error ranges may be applied to future and 
previous studies and are expected to be reflective of operations and aircraft fleet 
compositions at major international airports such as London Heathrow airport, 
which was adopted as the case study. However, further research should be used to 
ensure that the current confidence limits are applicable for other airports, as 
discussed in Section 7.3. 
The range of the 5th and 95th percentiles may be regarded as confidence limits and 
consequently can be applied to cases where emission inventories are used as the 
input for subsequent analysis. For example, if the results of Scenario D are used as 
input for dispersion modelling, the associated error depends on the sample number 
of activities in the emission inventory. When calculating NOX emissions for one hour 
of activity at London Heathrow (approximately 80 activities based on 2015 figures) 
using Scenario D, the average error is -5.9%, and the 5th and 95th percentiles are 
estimated as -12.0 and +0.2%. However, when calculating NOX emissions for one 
week of activity (approximately 9,000 activities), the 5th and 95th percentiles narrow to 
–6.7 and -5.4%. Furthermore, when estimating NOX for one year of activities, the 
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associated error is -6.05% with 5th and 95th percentiles of -6.14 and -5.96%. These 
associated errors may be used to develop upper and lower bounds for emission 
inventory end uses. Once again, these results are specific to the variation in thrust 
setting and TIM observed in the London Heathrow airport case study. It is expected 
that these results will be reflective of major international hub airports, however, 
further work should seek to investigate the transferability of these results. 
3.4. Conclusions 
This chapter addresses the first research objective of this thesis, which was to: 
Quantify the impact of using high-resolution aircraft movement data on fuel consumption 
and pollutant emissions estimation, relative to low input data resolution. 
Based on a London Heathrow airport case study, the average percentage error 
between the LTO Reference Cycle approach estimates and observed values of fuel 
consumption, NOX and CO are quantified as 28.0%, 41.4% and -19.8% respectively. 
Using corrected input data to account for average, aircraft-engine and phase specific 
thrust setting and TIM, considerably reduces this percentage error to 0.2%, -6.0% and 
4.5% for total fuel consumption, NOX and CO emissions respectively. Correcting for 
either TIM or average thrust setting independently holds relatively little benefit for 
reduced error. The reduction in percentage error is due to accounting for the 
differences between the LTO Reference Cycle thrust setting and TIM values, relative 
to those observed for the six aircraft-engine combinations. These findings should be 
used to justify data collection exercises depending on the required accuracy for fuel 
consumption and pollutant emission estimation. For example, this chapter finds that 
when seeking to estimate average pollutant emissions, corrected TIM and thrust 
setting values for each aircraft-combination will result in relatively low percentage 
errors. However, to accurately estimate emissions for individual activities, FDRs 
should be used. 
To ensure transferability of these results, the uncertainty is quantified when 
estimating fuel consumption, NOX and CO emissions for varying numbers of aircraft 
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activities (as conducted in previous emission inventory studies). The modelling 
approaches, with different input data resolution, are repeated for different activity 
sample sizes, with errors being quantified in the form of 5th and 95th percentiles. 
Across all input data resolutions, the 5th to 95th percentile range decreases 
considerably as sample size increases from 1 to 100,000 activities. The error ranges 
are presented, and should be applied to any past or future emission inventory 
developments to indicate confidence in fuel consumption, NOX and CO emission 
estimations. This is particularly important for the end uses of emission inventories, 
such as dispersion modelling input, where estimation errors will propagate. In this 
case, the error ranges may be adopted to represent upper and lower bounds for LAQ 
impacts. These results have been calculated with the aircraft operations and fleet 
composition for London Heathrow airport, so are expected to be representative of 
large international hub airports. However, future work should seek to analyse the 
transferability of these results by applying the methodology described in this chapter 
to other case study airports (discussed in Section 7.3). 
Improvements are identified for pollutant emission modelling estimations when 
correcting for aircraft-engine specific average thrust setting and TIM. However, the 
use of low input data resolution fails to capture the thrust setting and duration 
variability, as observed in aircraft LTO cycle operations. The use of averaged values 
obscures information regarding the trade-offs between thrust setting, TIM, fuel flow 
and pollutant emission rates. Consequently, the ability to accurately quantify 
changes in pollutant emissions due to the adoption of emission reduction strategies 
is lost, as these trade-offs are not suitably characterised. This thesis finds that use of 
the observed high-resolution emission inventory is critical when seeking to evaluate 
aircraft activities. High-resolution input data facilitates the evaluation of variability 
in aircraft thrust setting and TIM. This enables identification of the most efficient 
operations (associated with the minimisation of pollutant emissions) taxiing 
(Chapter 4) and takeoff activities (Chapter 5).  
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Chapter 4 
 Evaluation of single engine taxiing 
operations 
 
 
4.1. Introduction 
The preceding chapters in this thesis identified the requirement to enable airport 
expansion, through reduced landing and takeoff (LTO) cycle pollutant emissions, in 
order to meet the forecast future aviation demand. Chapter 2 presented the 
development of a high-resolution pollutant emission inventory, and Chapter 3 
quantified the benefits of adopting this to evaluate aircraft operations compared to 
low input data resolution alternatives. 
As stated previously, certain aircraft operations have been introduced in recent 
years, which are expected to contribute towards reduced pollutant emissions at 
airports. One such operation, single engine taxiing (SET), is used at London 
Heathrow airport. However, SET has not yet been evaluated at a resolution that 
enables the identification of its associated impacts on taxi thrust setting and time-in-
mode (TIM). As a result, the trade-offs between thrust setting and TIM have not been 
investigated with regards to reducing fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. 
Consequently, Chapter 4 seeks to address Objective 2 presented in Section 1.3, which 
is to: 
Evaluate the potential of single engine taxi (SET) operations to reduce fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions. 
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4.1.1. Research context 
At airports, aircraft LTO operations are a major source of pollutant emissions (Yim et 
al., 2013). Consequently, mitigation measures have been proposed, such as 
continuous climb/descent, reduced thrust takeoff and SET (Guo et al., 2014). Aircraft 
taxiing contributes significantly to airport-related fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions (Mishra, 2013). Deonandan and Balakrishnan (2010) notes that it accounts 
for between 10 to 30% of total flight time in Europe. Stettler et al. (2011) calculated 
that, on average, during the LTO cycle across all UK airports 36% of fuel is 
consumed and 12% of NOX, 89% of CO and 91% of HC are emitted during aircraft 
taxi operations. Taxi times are forecast to increase alongside the growing number of 
air traffic movements, primarily due to airport congestion (Goldberg and Chesser, 
2008). Consequently, increased fuel consumption and pollutant emissions are 
expected. 
Standard operating procedures (SOPs) for many airlines state that all engines operate 
at an ‘idle’ thrust setting during aircraft taxiing, often assumed to be 7% of maximum 
rated engine thrust (Guo et al., 2014). However, certain airlines, including many 
operating at London Heathrow, have adopted SET. This allows pilots to reduce the 
number of engines used during taxiing (most commonly with one engine off for a 
two-engine aircraft and with two engines off for a four-engine aircraft) (Kumar et al., 
2008). London Heathrow airport have estimated that taxi-related fuel consumption 
could be reduced by up to 40% and NOX emissions by up to 30% through the 
adoption of SET (Heathrow Airport Ltd., 2012). In the air quality assessment of the 
Airports Commission, it was stated that the extent to which SET is used at London 
Heathrow airport is unknown. However, NOX emission reductions of up to 25% are 
expected (Jacobs, 2015). 
Several studies have sought to quantify the impacts of SET using emissions 
modelling. Guo et al. (2014) calculated reductions of up to 50% in both fuel 
consumption and NOX emissions due to SET operations using activity schedule data 
for ten of the busiest U.S. airports. Fuel consumption and pollutant emissions were 
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estimated using the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Exhaust 
Emission Databank (EEDB) factors and the LTO Reference Cycle assumption of 7% 
taxi thrust setting. Airport specific aggregated taxi times were adopted and for the 
SET scenario it was assumed that the secondary engine was switched off for the full 
taxi duration (no engine warm-up time during taxi out and no post-landing checks 
during taxi-in). Kumar et al. (2008) identified the potential reductions in pollutant 
emissions through several operational changes including SET. NOX emissions were 
estimated for Orlando International airport (MCO) and New York LaGuardia airport 
(LGA) using activity schedule data and assumptions regarding aircraft trajectory, 
such as the LTO Reference Cycle and ICAO EEDB constant fuel flow rates and taxi 
emission indices (EIs) per unique aircraft type. During SET, it was assumed that the 
thrust in the secondary engine is set to 0% for full taxi duration. Relative to total 
airport emissions, reductions in NOX emissions of 26% and 45% were found at MCO 
and LGA respectively. Deonandan and Balakrishnan (2010) highlighted the general 
trend between increasing taxi time and increasing pollutant emissions. Both fuel 
consumption and total NOX emitted were calculated for 20 U.S. airports. However, as 
with Kumar et al. (2008) and Guo et al. (2014), this was based on the assumption of a 
7% taxi thrust setting, where the secondary engine is set to 0% during SET 
operations. It was estimated that fuel consumption, HC and CO emissions are 
reduced by 25 to 40% each, depending on the airport. 
Yim et al. (2013), using previous work by Stettler et al. (2011), estimated that SET 
could avert 12 early deaths per year if it were implemented at the 20 busiest airports 
in the UK. During SET it was assumed that half of the installed engines were 
operational at 10% thrust setting while the other half were inactive; when not using 
SET, both engines were assumed to be operational at 4 to 7% thrust setting. Each of 
the above studies lacked high-resolution aircraft trajectory data encompassing SET 
activities. Therefore, they required assumptions regarding taxi thrust settings and 
TIMs during SET in order to analyse its impacts on fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions. These assumptions were based on the LTO Reference Cycle or a 
theoretical understanding of SET, which were not validated against observed data. 
Consequently, these studies are unlikely to fully capture the observed impacts of SET 
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on taxi duration, the time spent using SET and the thrust settings for both engines 
(Masiol and Harrison, 2014, Nikoleris et al., 2011). Any errors or uncertainties would 
propagate to estimated fuel flow and pollutant emission rates which, in turn, leads to 
uncertainty in the calculated benefits of SET (Kurniawan and Khardi, 2011, Hao et 
al., 2015). 
A different approach to estimating taxi emissions was demonstrated by Nikoleris et 
al. (2011), using varying thrust setting values to calculate fuel consumption and NOX 
emissions for components of taxiing, such as accelerating, turning and braking. Their 
results showed that the commonly adopted LTO Reference Cycle assumption of 7% 
thrust during taxi phases overestimated fuel consumption by 16% at Dallas Fort 
Worth airport (DFW) compared to their more detailed methodology. Ravizza et al. 
(2013) adopted the same methodology to estimate that fuel consumption is reduced 
by 1.2% at Zurich airport (ZRH), when optimising aircraft taxi activities for taxi time 
or fuel consumption efficiency. However, the detailed methodology used in these 
studies still requires assumptions to estimate taxi duration and average thrust 
setting. Furthermore, specific analysis of SET was not conducted. Khadilkar and 
Balakrishnan (2012) demonstrated that the mitigation of such modelling limitations 
is achieved by using high-resolution aircraft trajectory data. Using over 2,300 flight 
data records (FDRs) from several airports globally, taxiing trajectory parameters such 
as taxi time, brake, turning and acceleration events were estimated and used to 
calculate fuel consumption to a higher level of accuracy than in previous methods. 
Of all estimated parameters, taxi time was found to be the most significant 
contributor to taxi fuel consumption (assuming accurate fuel flow rate estimation), 
and other parameters mainly influenced fuel consumption in terms of increasing taxi 
time. Again, the impact of SET operations on pollutant emissions was not evaluated 
and optimisation of taxi operations was not investigated. 
4.1.2. Outline of chapter 
Given the research context, the purpose of this chapter is to define SET empirically 
and develop a model to quantify its impacts on fuel consumption and pollutant 
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emissions, using taxi operations at London Heathrow airport as a case study. This 
will be achieved through the analysis of the high-resolution emission inventory 
described in Chapter 2. 
This chapter is split into three further sections. Section 4.2 describes the data and 
methods used to define SET operations empirically. Section 4.3 presents the results 
and discussion of analyses in three subsections, which: 
i. Compare the difference between observed fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions to scenarios based on simplified assumptions of 7% engine thrust 
setting and no SET. 
ii. Develop a model for estimating the fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions associated with SET operations, which is validated against the 
observed emission inventory. 
iii. Quantify the potential for further reductions in fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions. Specifically, the model will be used to investigate the 
effects of reducing the time before initiating SET after landing, reducing the 
thrust setting during taxiing and a combination of both. 
Finally, Section 4.4 will provide concluding remarks and describe the implications of 
the findings. 
4.2. Methodology 
4.2.1. SET data subset 
The analyses in this chapter focus on a subset of the high-resolution emission 
inventory. Preliminary investigations showed that during the analysis period, SET 
was not used for taxi-out operations; the data considered is therefore limited to taxi-
in operations. Ultimately, 3,510 taxi-in activities covering six distinct aircraft-engine 
combinations, as shown in Table 4.1, were analysed. 
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Table 4.1: Aircraft-engine combinations and number of associated FDR observations. 
Identifier Aircraft type Engine type Taxi-in count 
A319 Airbus A319 V2522-A5 1345 
A320 Airbus A320 V2527-A5 1086 
A321 Airbus A321 V2533-A5 411 
B747a Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G 215 
B747b Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G-T 241 
B777 Boeing 777-A GE90-85B 212 
 
The analyses presented in this chapter focus on fuel consumption, NOX, CO and HC 
emissions. Estimated BC emissions are not included as the Formation OXidation 
(FOX) method performs less well at low thrust settings, as used for taxi operations 
(Stettler et al., 2013). Low thrust settings are also associated with low BC emission 
rates. Furthermore, insufficient EI(HC) data was available in the ICAO EEDB for the 
engines of the B747 aircraft (RB211-524G and RB211-524G-T), therefore HC emissions 
for these engine types have not been calculated. 
4.2.2. Definition of SET operations 
Initially, it is necessary to define SET operations using the observed aircraft FDRs. 
For taxi-in, SET is initiated (the engine(s) are turned off) after the post-landing checks 
are completed. All taxi-in operations are formed of two components: first, after 
wheels-down, engines are set to a suitable thrust setting for aircraft taxiing as chosen 
by the pilots. This is maintained while the mandatory post-landing checks are 
completed. During the post-landing checks, the pilots establish if the use of SET is 
appropriate. Subsequently, SET may begin with the switching off of one or more 
engines for the remaining taxi duration. FDR analysis shows that for two-engine 
aircraft, this involves switching off one engine, while for four-engine aircraft, this 
involves turning off two engines (as found by Guo et al. (2014)). Both of these cases 
are referred to as SET to ensure consistency in discussion, while taxiing with all 
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engines active is referred to as total engine taxi (TET). This is shown 
diagrammatically in Figure 4.1 for a two-engine aircraft. 
 
Figure 4.1: Diagrammatic representation of the taxi-in process. 
During the period of time before SET is initiated (associated with post-landing 
checks) the aircraft is effectively using TET, with both engines operating at the active 
taxi-in thrust setting. It is assumed that this thrust setting remains constant, as stated 
by Khadilkar and Balakrishnan (2012), who observed that pilots prefer to control 
aircraft ground speed with the brakes, rather than reducing the engine thrust setting 
each time the aircraft is required to stop. Once the post-landing checks have been 
completed, and if operations allow, the secondary engine(s) is turned off until arrival 
at stand. SET may only be used if all safety factors are met; operational constraints 
including crew workload, implications on aircraft systems and breakaway thrust 
levels must all be considered (Heathrow Airport Ltd., 2012). There are many 
conditions under which SET is not possible, or utilised to a reduced extent, 
including: aircraft operational and technical limitations; airport restrictions such as 
taxiway/ramp gradients; weather conditions; and taxiway/ramp contamination 
(IFALPA, 2013). Therefore, to calculate the duration of SET taxiing activity, the 
number of seconds each taxi-in activity operated with half of the engines inactive, i.e. 
with a thrust setting less than 1%, was counted. 
While the work in this chapter is limited to the empirical observation of SET during 
taxi-in, it is expected that similar trends would be identified during taxi-out. 
However, an additional time for engine warm-up is required. Typically for SET 
during taxi-out, engines remain switched off after pushback from stand, and are then 
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subsequently turned on at a minimum of 2 minutes before takeoff (5 minutes if the 
engine had previously been off for more than 2 hours) (Kumar et al., 2008, Khadilkar 
and Balakrishnan, 2012, Guo et al., 2014). The current study should be extended to 
include taxi-out operations in future, as discussed in Section 7.3. 
 
Figure 4.2: Observed fuel consumption versus taxi duration for individual TET and SET operations for 
A319 aircraft. Also shown are the two engine on fuel consumption (dot-dash line) and one engine on 
fuel consumption (dash line) versus taxi duration. 
The use of SET during taxi-in is observed in the FDRs, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, 
which shows the relationship between fuel consumption and taxi duration for 
Airbus A319 activity. The TET line represents the fuel consumption versus taxi 
duration when taxiing with all engines active. The gradient of the line corresponds to 
the fuel flow rate of both engines being used (dot-dash line), which is dependent on 
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thrust. The four remaining lines correspond to SET activities with varying pre-SET 
durations (i.e. differing times taken before SET is initiated). The fuel flow rate (equal 
to the gradients of the plotted lines) is similar across all four categories of SET and 
similar to the fuel flow rate of a single engine (dashed line). Consequently, it is 
concluded that total fuel consumption is a function of the fuel flow rate, the taxi 
durations and the time spent operating with TET before SET initiation. 
Two distinct categories for taxi-in activities exist: those operating for less than 20 s 
(A319 as shown in Figure 4.3, A320, A321) or less than 50 s (B747 and B777) with one 
engine off; and those with a higher duration of operating with one engine off. For 
events with less than 20 or 50 s of operating with one engine off, this time 
corresponds to the engine shutdown procedures on stand. These events are therefore 
classified as TET. The remaining activities are categorised as SET. However, when 
conducting SET, the proportion of time spent with one engine inactive is variable, as 
shown in Figure 4.3. This is different from the representation of SET in previous 
studies as discussed in Section 4.1.1. 
 
Figure 4.3: Distribution of SET durations for Airbus A319 activities. Dashed line indicates 20 s, where 
activities with less than 20 s of SET are classed as TET operations. 
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4.2.3. Definition of model for SET fuel consumption and pollutant 
emission estimation 
Given the operational definition in Section 4.2.2, the following model has been 
derived empirically to estimate fuel consumption for SET operations, 
FC kg =  𝑚! ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑡!"! + 12 𝑡! − 𝑡!"! , (4.1) 
where FC is the estimated fuel consumption from a taxi-in event in kg, 𝑚! is the fuel 
flow rate corresponding to the average aircraft thrust setting (𝐹 𝐹!!) for the active 
engines during taxiing, for a specific engine type in kg/s, 𝑛 in the number of engines 
installed on the aircraft, 𝑡!"! is the time before SET is initiated in s, and 𝑡! is the total 
taxi-in duration in s. To calculate emissions, the fuel flow rate is multiplied by the 
pollutant-specific EI, which is estimated using the aircraft thrust setting for the active 
engines and the engine type, as described in Section 2.4.3. The model in Equation 4.1 
is derived to preserve generality, and subsequently may be transferable between 
other airports. 
The application of the model, to calculate fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, 
involves estimating the input variables of taxi-in duration (𝑡!), time before SET 
initiation (or the time spent in TET) (𝑡!"!) and average thrust setting (𝐹 𝐹!!) in the 
active engine(s) for all activities, which determines the fuel flow rate (𝑚!). The use of 
constant values for each input variable may be a suitable assumption. However, in 
the current analyses, input variables are estimated using probability distribution 
functions (PDFs). In this section, PDFs are calculated from the FDR data. For 
application to other case studies, the PDFs calculated in this chapter may be 
appropriate, otherwise they may be corrected based on the expected taxi thrust 
settings and activity durations for the specific case. 
The PDFs are fitted to the FDR dataset using the maximum likelihood estimation 
(MLE) method (Stephens, 1984) to calculate the mean and standard deviation 
corresponding to each input variable and aircraft-engine combination, as shown in 
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Appendix III. These distributions are then sampled to estimate the values of thrust 
setting, taxi-in duration and time before SET initiation, for each activity. 
Several continuous PDFs were tested for each variable and the goodness-of-fit of 
each distribution was quantified using the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) 
test, as demonstrated by Corlu et al. (2016), and Efron’s pseudo-R2 correlation 
coefficients, as described by Laitila (1993). The KS test is a nonparametric test that 
enables quantification of the likelihood that the observed data are from a different 
distribution to the one specified. For this purpose, the KS ‘P’ statistic gives the 
probability that the maximum difference between a recorded, continuous cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) is not explained by the assumed PDF. This is supported 
by pseudo-R2 values, which are calculated based on the residuals between the MLE 
fitted distribution and the histograms of each variable (evaluated at the midpoints of 
each histogram bin), as shown in Appendix III, Figures III.1 for taxi duration, III.2 for 
taxi thrust setting and III.3 for time before SET initiation. 
To represent taxi-in duration and the time before SET initiation, lognormal 
distributions are used. The KS P values lie in the range of 0.05 to 0.16 for taxi-in 
duration and 0.05 to 0.20 for the time before SET initiation, depending on aircraft-
engine combination. This is supported by pseudo-R2 values in the range of 0.80 to 
0.98 for taxi-in duration and 0.84 to 0.98 for time before SET initiation. For any event 
where the estimated time before SET initiation is greater than the estimated taxi-in 
duration, it is assumed that the activity has no SET component for the entire 
estimated taxi-in duration (i.e. if 𝑡!"! > 𝑡!, then set 𝑡!"! = 𝑡!). 
The average thrust setting of the active engine is represented with a normal 
distribution, given KS P statistics in the range of 0.05 to 0.14 and pseudo-R2 values in 
the range of 0.76 to 0.98, depending on aircraft-engine combination. To ensure no 
unfeasibly high or low thrust setting values are sampled from the normal 
distribution (as normal distributions form an asymptote with the x-axis), the 
maximum and minimum observed thrust settings for each aircraft-engine 
combination are used as upper and lower limits respectively. Fuel flow rate and 
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pollutant-specific EIs are calculated for each estimated thrust setting using the 
BFFM2 method, as described in Section 2.4.3. 
The estimated KS P values give low probabilities (<20%) that the differences between 
the CDFs for taxi-in duration, time before SET initiation and average thrust setting 
are not explained by the assumed PDFs. This is supported by relatively high pseudo-
R2 values (>0.76), which indicates a high likelihood that the variation in the observed 
input variables can be predicted using the associated PDFs. 
The values for the mean, standard deviation, maximum and minimum extents 
corresponding to the distributions fitted to each of the variables described above are 
shown in Table 4.2 for each aircraft-engine combination. This enables the adoption of 
these values for other case studies where appropriate. The value of adopting PDFs 
for the three input variables of the model in Equation 4.1 lies in accurately 
representing the thrust setting and durations for a schedule of taxi activities, while 
maintaining relatively low data requirements. 
Table 4.2: Mean and standard deviation corresponding to the distributions fitted to each of the input 
variables. 
Aircraft-
engine 
combination 
Taxi duration 
(s) 
Thrust setting (%) 
Time before 
SET initiation 
(%) 
log(µ) log(σ) µ σ max min log(µ) log(σ) 
A319 5.926 0.443 7.181 0.632 5.78 10.37 4.908 0.442 
A320 5.844 0.501 6.216 0.737 4.67 9.11 4.881 0.391 
A321 5.948 0.436 5.324 0.608 3.92 9.90 4.989 0.464 
B747a 6.183 0.422 4.515 0.928 2.24 8.13 4.802 0.500 
B747b 6.238 0.474 4.847 0.829 2.98 8.50 4.812 0.513 
B777 6.100 0.408 4.185 0.503 3.33 6.18 5.673 0.438 
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4.3. Results and discussion 
4.3.1. Comparison between observed and estimated taxi-in fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions 
The observed fuel consumption and pollutant emissions from the high-resolution 
emission inventory are compared to two scenarios that have been widely used to 
estimate fuel consumption and pollutant emissions from taxi operations. These are: 
A. 7% thrust scenario: all engines are assumed to operate at a constant thrust 
setting of 7% for the entire taxi-in duration, as previously used by Deonandan 
and Balakrishnan (2010) and Guo et al. (2014). 
B. TET scenario: all engines are assumed to operate at the TET thrust setting for 
the entire taxi-in duration (i.e. the thrust setting of the active engine), as 
conducted by Kumar et al. (2008) and Stettler et al. (2011). 
For both scenarios, the taxi-in duration is taken from the observed FDRs. Results for 
fuel consumption are shown in Table 4.3. The final row in Table 4.3 (total) refers to 
the sum from the total number of taxi events across all aircraft-engine combinations. 
Table 4.3: Quantification of observed taxi-in fuel consumption, and estimated fuel consumption using 
two methods that assume: (A) 7% thrust or (B) TET thrust for the total taxi-in duration. Percentage 
errors in estimated fuel consumption relative to observed are presented. 
ID 
Observed fuel 
consumption 
(t) 
Scenario A: 
7% thrust fuel 
consumption (t) 
Percentage 
error (%) 
Scenario B: 
TET thrust fuel 
consumption (t) 
Percentage 
error (%) 
A319 90.5 132.1 45.9 132.6 46.4 
A320 70.2 109.7 56.2 103.1 46.8 
A321 28.7 47.7 66.0 41.4 44.3 
B747a 59.9 120.3 100.7 97.1 62.0 
B747b 72.2 146.9 103.4 118.9 64.7 
B777 40.4 63.0 55.9 48.5 20.0 
Total 361.9 619.7 71.2 541.6 49.7 
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Both Scenarios A and B considerably overestimate the observed fuel consumption. 
When considering all taxi-in activities, Scenarios A and B overestimate total fuel 
consumption by 71.1% and 49.6%, respectively. Depending on aircraft-engine 
combination, these errors fall in the range of the 40% reduction expected by London 
Heathrow airport (Heathrow Airport Ltd., 2012). A considerable factor in 
overestimating fuel consumption is the lack of accounting for time spent with one 
engine inactive. Scenario A provides a poorer estimate of observed fuel consumption 
than Scenario B, based on the assumption of constant 7% thrust setting across all 
aircraft-engine combinations. The only aircraft-engine combination for which this is 
not the case is the A319, which recorded a mean average thrust setting of 
approximately 7% across all events. 
When considering NOX, CO and HC, Scenario A overestimates observed emissions 
by 43.7 to 125.9%, -1.6 to 48.0% and 18.8 to 46.1% respectively, depending on the 
aircraft-engine combination. Across all taxi-in activities, this scenario overestimates 
NOX, CO and HC emissions by 79.4%, 18.8% and 36.5% respectively. The NOX 
overestimate is higher than that for fuel consumption, due to the assumption of a 
higher thrust setting, which increases EI(NOX) non-linearly. Conversely the 
overestimation of CO and HC are lower than that identified for fuel consumption, as 
the assumption of a higher thrust setting decreases both EI(CO) and EI(HC). For 
Scenario B, NOX, CO and HC emissions are overestimated by 21.0 to 66.4%, 19.3 to 
54.9% and 18.8 to 46.1% respectively. For all taxi-in activities, this scenario 
overestimates NOX by 49.3%, which is higher than the 30% reduction expected by 
London Heathrow airport (Heathrow Airport Ltd., 2012). Additionally, CO and HC 
emissions are overestimated by 46.2% and 22.1% respectively. Assuming Scenario B 
is true when taxiing with all engines, SET reduces fuel consumption, NOX, CO and 
HC emissions by 33.2, 33.0, 31.6 and 18.1% respectively at London Heathrow airport. 
When adapting these scenarios to represent SET with one engine off for the taxi-in 
duration, as assumed by Guo et al. (2014), Deonandan and Balakrishnan (2010) and 
Kumar et al. (2008), the estimated fuel consumption for all activities would be half 
the mass of fuel consumption shown in Table 4.3. This would lead to underestimates 
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of observed fuel consumption by 14.4% when using Scenario A and 25.2% when 
using Scenario B. Likewise, NOX, CO and HC emissions would be underestimated by 
25.3%, 26.9% and 38.9% respectively when assuming Scenario B and by 10.3%, 40.6% 
and 31.7% when assuming Scenario A. From this, it is clear that a novel approach to 
estimating SET fuel consumption and pollutant emissions is required to yield more 
accurate results.  
4.3.2. Validation of SET taxi-in fuel and emission estimation model 
The first step in validating the model in Equation 4.1, involves analysing the 
suitability of the fitted PDFs, described in Section 4.2.3, to estimate the observed 
input variables. For this, values for taxi-in duration, time before SET initiation and 
thrust setting are estimated from the associated PDFs (as defined for each aircraft-
engine combination) for each observed taxi-in activity. This process was repeated 
1,000 times (Monte Carlo 1,000-member ensembles as used by Stettler et al. (2011)) to 
give average estimated values for the median, 1st, 25th, 75th and 99th percentiles of taxi-
in duration, time before SET initiation and thrust setting. Using the boxplots 
presented in Figure 4.4, the distributions estimated from the PDFs are compared to 
observed distributions for each of the input variables and each aircraft-engine 
combination respectively. 
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Figure 4.4: Observed and estimated distributions of taxi-in duration, thrust setting and time before SET 
initiation. Boxplots show the median, lower and upper quartiles, and minimum and maximum (1st and 
99th percentile) of observed values respectively. 
Figure 4.4 shows that the estimated PDFs represent the observed distributions for 
each of the three input variables closely. Errors between median observed and 
estimated values fall in the range of 0 to 14% for taxi-in duration, 1 to 4% for thrust 
setting and 1 to 14% for time before SET initiation, depending on aircraft-engine 
combination. However, for both the taxi-in duration and the time before SET 
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initiation, the estimated distribution captures very high-duration activities relatively 
poorly, with percentage errors in the range of -35 to -15% and -41 to -17% 
respectively, relative to the 99th percentile of observed values. Furthermore, these 
values underestimate the 1st percentile of the observed values across all aircraft-
engine combinations, with percentage errors in the range of -34 to -1% for taxi-in 
duration, -13 to -1% for thrust setting and -35 to -7% for time before SET initiation. 
The impact of this is expected to be small, due to the low rate of occurrence of these 
events. However, to ensure these distributions are appropriate, further validation of 
the model in Equation 4.1 is used. Fuel consumption and pollutant emissions are 
estimated for all 3,510 taxi-in activities in the emission inventory. This process was 
repeated 1,000 times (Monte Carlo 1,000-member ensembles as used by Stettler et al. 
(2011)) to calculate the mean, 5th and 95th percentile of percentage errors between 
estimated and observed fuel consumption and pollutant emissions for each aircraft-
engine combination. Percentage errors for estimated fuel consumption, NOX, CO and 
HC emissions, relative to the total observed values, are shown in Table 4.4 and are 
discussed below.  
Table 4.4: Errors associated with application of the model to estimate observed aircraft-engine specific 
taxi-in fuel consumption, NOX, CO and HC emissions. 
Identifier 
Fuel error (%) 
[5th, 95th 
percentile] 
NOX error (%) 
[5th, 95th 
percentile] 
CO error (%) 
[5th, 95th 
percentile] 
HC error (%) 
[5th, 95th 
percentile] 
A319 -0.7 [-2.3, 1.1] -1.2 [-2.8, 0.4] -1.3 [-2.9, 0.4] -0.7 [-2.7, 0.5] 
A320 -0.1 [-2.1, 2.1] -0.2 [-2.4, 2.0] -1.8 [-3.9, 0.2] -0.3 [-3.6, 0.6] 
A321 -1.1 [-4.1, 2.0] -2.0 [-4.8, 0.9] -1.9 [-4.7, 1.0] -1.0 [-4.2, 1.4] 
B747a 4.1 [0.0, 8.6]  -1.4 [-5.7, 3.0] -8.2 [-12.1, -4.1] N/A 
B747b 3.2 [-1.2, 7.8] -1.0 [-5.7, 3.7] -12.2 [-16.3, -7.9] N/A 
B777 -2.9 [-6.5, 0.8] -3.2 [-6.9, 0.4] -2.8 [-6.3, 0.9] -2.8 [-6.4, 1.1] 
 
The mean error in total taxi-in fuel consumption falls between -2.9% and +4.1%, 
depending on the aircraft-engine type. These errors are due to differences between 
the observed and estimated distributions for taxi-in duration, thrust setting and time 
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before SET initiation, as shown in Figure 4.4. However, the associated mean and 
range of percentage errors shown in Table 4.4 are considerably less than those 
calculated in previous studies, which differed from the total observed fuel 
consumption by an overestimate of 49.6% when no SET operations are used, and an 
underestimate of 25.2% when SET is implemented (assuming the use of aircraft-
engine specific taxi thrust settings, as discussed in Section 4.3.1). Consequently, the 
derived model is an improvement on previous SET fuel consumption estimation 
methods. 
With regards to pollutant emissions, mean errors are calculated as -3.2 to -0.2% for 
NOX, -12.1 to –1.1% for CO and -2.8 to -0.3% for HC emissions. These percentage 
errors are lower than those calculated in previous studies of -25.3%, -26.9 and -38.9% 
for NOX, CO and HC respectively (assuming SET and using aircraft-engine specific 
taxi thrust settings, as calculated in Section 4.3.1). The differences between these 
errors and those calculated for fuel consumption are due to the non-linear 
relationship between each EI and thrust setting. The percentage errors between 
estimated and observed pollutant emissions are categorical, depending on the 
aircraft-engine combination. In particular, a relatively high percentage error is 
identified when estimating CO emissions from B747 aircraft. This is caused by the 
failure of the distributions to capture high duration events and the relatively low 
average thrust settings that are regularly adopted during B747 activities. 
4.3.3. Application of SET model to proposed optimisation scenarios 
To quantify the potential emission reductions achievable under different taxiing 
strategies, the following three scenarios have been investigated: 
1. SET activities where time before SET initiation (𝑡!"!) is minimised (set equal 
to the 25th percentile of observed durations) and thrust setting (𝐹 𝐹!!) is as 
observed. 
2. Thrust setting (𝐹 𝐹!! ) is minimised (set equal to the 25th percentile of 
observed active engine thrust settings) and both engines are active for the full 
taxi duration (𝑡!). 
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3. SET activities where time before SET initiation (𝑡!"!) and active engine thrust 
setting (𝐹 𝐹!!) are minimised (both operating at the 25th percentile). 
These scenarios are simulated using the model in Equation 4.1 with fixed values for 
time before SET initiation (Scenarios 1 and 3) and thrust setting (Scenarios 2 and 3) 
calculated as the 25th percentile from the corresponding aircraft-engine specific 
distributions, as shown in Table 4.5. In the first instance, all scenarios are evaluated 
using the 25th percentile of observed operations. This is taken to be a feasible target 
for the aircraft operators, given that it is currently achieved during 25% of taxi-in 
events. However, to investigate the proposed optimisation of taxi activities, other 
input values can be selected for differing applications of the model, such as the 10th 
and 50th percentiles. To demonstrate this, the sensitivity of Scenario 1 to the 10th and 
50th percentiles of time before SET initiation is discussed at the end of this section. 
Table 4.5: 10th, 25th and 50th percentile of time before SET initiation and thrust setting for each aircraft-
engine combination. 
Identifier 
Time before SET initiation, 𝑡!"!  
(s) 
Average taxi thrust setting, 𝐹 𝐹!!  
(% of max.) 
10th 25th 50th 10th 25th 50th 
A319 90 105 123 6.4 6.7 7.1 
A320 89 106 126 5.4 5.7 6.1 
A321 93 107 131 4.7 4.9 5.3 
B744a 76 88 109 3.5 3.9 4.5 
B744b 79 92 108 3.9 4.3 4.8 
B777 167 214 288 3.7 3.8 4.0 
 
Fuel consumption, NOX, CO and HC emissions are estimated for all activities using 
Scenarios 1, 2 and 3. Each scenario was repeated 1,000 times (Monte Carlo 1,000-
member ensemble) to identify the mean, 5th and 95th percentage differences. The 
mean percentage difference relative to observed fuel consumption, NOX, CO and HC 
emissions, with error bars representing the 5th and 95th percentiles of the percentage 
difference, is shown in Figure 4.5 for each aircraft-engine combination. The absolute 
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and percentage differences between the scenarios and the observed values are shown 
in Appendix III, Tables III.1 and III.2 respectively, and summarised in Table 4.6. 
Scenario 1 evaluates the impact of reducing the time before SET initiation. Fixing the 
time before SET initiation to the 25th percentile of those observed reduces total fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions during taxi-in activities at London Heathrow 
airport, relative to observed values. Depending on aircraft-engine type, the 
reductions are 3 to 12% for fuel consumption, 6 to 13% for NOX emissions, 8 to 18% 
for CO emissions and 6 to 12% for HC emissions. Across all activities, total 
reductions of 6.7% (24.2 tons) in fuel consumption, 8.7% (139.0 kg) in NOX emissions, 
14.2% (1419.1 kg) in CO emissions and 11.5% (18.7 kg) in HC emissions would be 
achieved. These results are summarised in Table 4.6. 
Scenario 2 evaluates the impact of all taxi-in events using the 25th percentile of the 
observed active-engine thrust settings, without the use of SET. In this scenario, 
increases ranging from 18 to 58% for fuel consumption, 16 to 45% for NOX emissions, 
20 to 55% for CO emissions and 21 to 45% for HC emissions are calculated relative to 
observed fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. Across all activities, these 
results equate to total increases of 45.2% (163.8 tons) in fuel consumption, 37.3% 
(598.7 kg) in NOX emissions, 47.3% (4716.2 kg) in CO emissions and 24.0% (39.1 kg) 
in HC emissions, compared to observed values. 
Scenario 3 evaluates the combined impact of using the 25th percentile of time before 
SET initiation and the 25th percentile of recorded active engine thrust settings 
simultaneously during taxi-in operations. This scenario provides further reductions 
for fuel consumption, NOX emissions and HC emissions of 8 to 15%, 11 to 17% and 9 
to 13% respectively based on the aircraft-engine combinations analysed, relative to 
Scenario 1. However, CO emissions increase by between 6 to 14% compared to 
Scenario 1 due to EI(CO) increasing non-linearly with decreasing engine thrust 
setting. 
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Figure 4.5: The percentage difference between estimated fuel consumption, NOX, CO and HC emissions 
for Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 relative to observed values. Bars represent the mean percentage error and error 
bars show the 5th and 95th percentiles of percentage difference. 
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Table 4.6: Mean percentage difference [5th, 95th percentile] between observed fuel consumption, NOX, 
CO and HC emissions and Scenarios 1, 2 and 3, across all aircraft-engine combinations. 
 
Mean percentage difference [5th, 95th percentile] (%) 
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 
Fuel -6.7 [-9.5, -3.7]  45.2 [39.7, 50.5] -10.1 [-12.8, -3.7] 
NOX -8.7 [-11.4, -5.9]  37.3 [32.2, 42.3] -14.4 [-16.9, -5.8] 
CO -14.2 [-17.5, -10.8]  47.3 [40.6, 53.6] -9.9 [-13.1, -10.8] 
HC -11.5 [-8.5, -14.2]  24.0 [18.6, 29.4] -12.4 [-15.1, -8.5] 
 
Consequently, where possible, efforts should be made to reduce the time before SET 
is initiated during the taxi-in process. Reducing this time by 16 to 74 s, depending on 
aircraft-engine combination, results in considerable reductions in fuel consumption 
and pollutant emissions. Conversely, reducing the thrust setting by 0.2 to 0.6%, 
depending on aircraft-engine combination and without using SET, considerably 
increases fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. The combined use of reduced 
thrust settings and time before SET initiation at the 25th percentile of observed 
activities results in further reductions in fuel consumption (3.4%), NOX (5.7%) and 
HC (0.9%), but increases CO emissions (4.3%). Consequently, optimisation of taxi-in 
activities should be selected based on the specific airport air quality targets. For the 
London Heathrow airport case study, the chosen optimisations are to facilitate 
compliance with EU Air Quality Standards for NO2. 
To demonstrate the use of this model in analysing the impact of reducing the time 
before SET initiation, at a range of different, achievable levels, the effect of using the 
10th and 50th percentiles on fuel consumption and pollutant emissions is evaluated 
for Scenario 1. Across the different aircraft types, the 10th percentile is on average ~20 
s (between 12 and 47 s) less than the 25th percentile, while the 50th percentile is ~29 s 
(between 16 and 74 s) greater than the 25th percentile (as shown in Table 4.5).  
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Table 4.7: Mean percentage difference [5th, 95th percentile] between observed fuel consumption, NOX, 
CO and HC emissions and Scenarios 1 at the 10th, 25th and 50th percentile, across all aircraft-engine 
combinations. 
 
Mean percentage difference [5th, 95th percentile] (%) 
10th percentile 25th percentile 50th percentile 
Fuel -9.5 [-12.3, -6.5]   -6.7 [-9.5, -3.7]  2.8% [0.0 to 5.7%] 
NOX -11.5 [-14.3, -8.6] -8.7 [-11.4, -5.9]  4.7% [1.8 to 7.5%] 
CO -16.8 [-20.0, -13.5] -14.2 [-17.5, -10.8]  10.7% [7.3 to 13.9%] 
HC -16.9 [-19.7, -14.1] -11.5 [-8.5, -14.2]  3.5% [0.6 to 6.6%] 
 
As summarised in Table 4.7, using the 10th percentile of time before SET initiation 
equates to total reductions of 9.5% (34.3 tons) in fuel consumption, 11.5% (184.9 kg) 
in NOX emissions, 16.8% (1679.7 kg) in CO emissions and 16.9% (27.6 kg) in HC 
emissions, compared to observed activities. These reductions are greater than those 
calculated using the 25th percentile by 2.8% for fuel consumption, 2.8% for NOX, 2.6% 
for CO and 5.4% for HC emissions. Using the 50th percentile of time before SET 
initiation equates to total reductions of 2.8% (10.3 tons) in fuel consumption, 4.7% 
(75.3 kg) in NOX emissions, 10.7% (1063.0 kg) in CO emissions and 3.5% (5.7 kg) in 
HC emissions, compared to observed activities. These reductions are less than those 
calculated using the 25th percentile by 3.9% for fuel consumption, 4.0% for NOX, 3.5% 
for CO and 8.0% for HC emissions. Reductions in fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions are still achieved at the 50th percentile due to the lognormal distributions 
for taxi duration and time before SET initiation. Using a median value for these 
variables does not capture events with high duration (represented by the right-hand 
tail of the lognormal distributions). Consequently, estimated fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions are lower than observed. 
Reducing the time before SET initiation by a further ~20 s (on average) relative to the 
25th percentile (equating to a 13 to 22% relative reduction) would achieve a relatively 
small (<3%) additional reduction in fuel consumption and NOX emissions. This 
serves as an example of how aircraft operators could evaluate the benefits of changes 
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to taxiing procedures for fuel consumption and pollutant emissions using the model 
proposed in this chapter. 
Of total ground level emissions at London Heathrow airport, the taxi-in phase 
contributes approximately 4% of NOX, 30% of CO and 31% of HC emissions 
respectively (Stettler et al., 2011). Consequently, at the 25th percentile of time before 
SET initiation, the potential savings identified in this chapter equate to a 0.3% 
reduction in total ground level NOX, a 4.3% reduction in total ground level CO, and a 
3.6% reduction in total ground level HC emissions. These reductions are relatively 
small compared to those currently achieved through the use of SET during taxi-in at 
London Heathrow airport of 33.0, 31.6 and 18.1% for total ground level NOX, CO and 
HC emissions respectively. However, the results presented in this chapter are likely 
to offer benefits if applied at other airports. 
More significant reductions in fuel consumption and NOX emission may be achieved 
if the analysis presented in this chapter is extended to include taxi-out operations, 
therefore, further research should seek to apply a similar methodology to an 
empirical definition of taxi-out operations (as discussed in Section 7.3). Although 
similarities are expected, an additional component of engine warm up (3 to 5 
minutes) is required before the takeoff roll is initiated, unlike SET. Given the current 
results, this is likely to further reduce the fuel consumption and pollutant emissions 
of aircraft activities at airports. 
4.4. Conclusions 
This chapter addresses the second research objective of this thesis, which is to: 
Evaluate the potential of single engine taxi (SET) operations to reduce fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions. 
This chapter demonstrates the evaluation of SET operations at a resolution that 
enables identification of the impacts of taxi duration, thrust setting and time before 
SET initiation on fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. SET and TET operations 
are clearly defined through the empirical analysis of high-resolution FDRs using a 
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case study of taxi in operations at London Heathrow airport. This enables the 
development of a model to estimate fuel consumption, NOX, CO and HC emissions. 
The model is validated against the observed fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions, leading to relatively low percentage errors compared to previous 
methods. The application of the model requires data regarding just three input 
variables; the distributions of taxi duration, thrust setting and time before SET 
initiation. Airlines and airports commonly measure these variables. Consequently, 
the model is expected to be transferable to other airports, subject to validation 
against observed fuel consumption and pollutant emissions at these locations. 
With regards to the London Heathrow airport case study, reducing the time before 
SET is initiated to the 25th percentile of observed values reduces fuel consumption, 
NOX, CO and HC emissions by 6.7%, 8.7%, 14.2% and 11.5% respectively, relative to 
observed levels. However, reducing thrust setting without using SET causes a 
relative increase in fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. While these 
conclusions are specific to the London Heathrow case study, the results are expected 
to reflect taxi operations at other major international hub airports (with similar 
numbers of aircraft movements). Consequently, efforts should be made by all airport 
operators to adopt SET operations and minimise the time before deactivating the 
secondary engine(s) of aircraft after landing. The mandatory use of SET should be 
considered for introduction into airport operations policy. 
This chapter estimates that further reductions of 0.3% in total ground level NOX, 
4.3% in total ground level CO, and a 3.6% in total ground level HC emissions, are 
achievable by reducing the time before SET initiation by ~20 s, based on a London 
Heathrow airport case study. This will contribute towards achieving targets of whole 
flight reductions in fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, to facilitate increased 
airport compliance with EU Air Quality Standards. Indirect benefits can also be 
expected, in addition to the direct benefits of reduced fuel expenses and reduced CO2 
emissions already observed. Fuel loading is a major contributor of aircraft weight, 
and therefore carrying less fuel for taxi phases will reduce aircraft weight. It is 
expected that a 1% reduction in aircraft weight leads to a 0.75% reduction in fuel 
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consumption across the whole flight (Capehart, 2007). The results of this chapter 
provide the potential for reduced fuel loadings and consequently for lower aircraft 
weight, which in turn will lead to a decrease in fuel consumption across the whole 
flight, due to lower thrust requirements during the takeoff (addressed in Chapter 5), 
climb and en-route phases. 
The high volume of data in this chapter facilitates the empirical analysis of variation 
in the thrust setting and duration of taxi operations. However, analyses were limited 
to a case study of taxi-in operations, covering six aircraft-engine combinations of a 
single airline at London Heathrow airport. Consequently, further work should seek 
to ensure the transferability of these results and the associated model in Equation 4.1. 
To achieve this, the methodology should be adopted to estimate fuel consumption 
and pollutant emissions for taxi-out and taxi-in activities, using additional aircraft-
engine combinations, operating for other airlines and at additional airports 
(discussed in Section 7.3). 
Following the evaluation of SET operations, Chapter 5 seeks to analyse variation in 
takeoff roll thrust setting and TIM due to reduced thrust takeoff activities. This 
further evaluates aircraft operations by identifying activities that could contribute 
towards achieving the overarching target of minimised fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions at airports. 
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Chapter 5 
 Evaluation of reduced thrust takeoff 
operations 
 
 
5.1. Introduction 
Chapter 2 identified several aircraft pollutant emission mitigation strategies that 
could improve local air quality (LAQ) at airports. The first of these, single engine 
taxiing (SET), was evaluated successfully in Chapter 4. This chapter investigates the 
second, reduced thrust takeoff. 
Reduced thrust takeoff is observed in the aircraft activities of the case study at 
London Heathrow airport and, as with SET, is expected to have an impact on aircraft 
pollutant emissions. However, this has not been evaluated at a resolution that allows 
the identification of its impact on fuel flow rate, emission rates and activity. 
Therefore, consistency in the use of reduced thrust takeoff and its associated impacts 
on reduced pollutant emissions remains uncertain. Consequently, Chapter 5 seeks to 
address Objective 3 presented in Section 1.3, which is to: 
Evaluate the potential of reduced thrust takeoff operations to reduce fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions. 
5.1.1. Research context 
Across all UK airports, on average the takeoff roll is responsible for approximately 
22% of the total landing and takeoff (LTO) cycle fuel consumption and CO2 
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emissions, 60% of NOX emissions and 50% of BC emissions (Stettler et al., 2011). For 
example, London Heathrow estimated that the takeoff roll is the single biggest 
source of aircraft-related ground-level NOX, contributing 46% of the airport total 
(Heathrow Airport Ltd., 2010). Furthermore, these emissions have a considerable 
impact on local pollutant concentrations; as Carslaw et al. (2012) states, airport-
related emissions account for 23% of NOX measured at receptor locations on the 
perimeter of London Heathrow (13.5 µg/m3). 
Reduced thrust takeoff is an operation primarily adopted to reduce engine wear, 
through the utilisation of less than maximum thrust settings during the takeoff roll 
(Chenghong, 2002). The thrust setting chosen by the pilot is dependent on several 
factors, and under standard operating procedures (SOPs), aircraft takeoff weight 
(TOW) is considered to be the most critical (FAA, 2014b, Suchkov et al., 2003). The 
relationship between aircraft thrust setting and TOW will alter other aspects of the 
takeoff roll trajectory (e.g. time-in-mode (TIM), rate of acceleration, required speed at 
lift off) in addition to the fuel flow rate and emissions profile of the aircraft engines. 
Consequently, this will have an impact on fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions. As the takeoff roll thrust setting is reduced, engine fuel flow rate 
decreases, which may reduce fuel consumption. NOx and BC emissions may be 
further reduced as the EIs for these pollutants also decrease with engine thrust 
setting (King and Waitz, 2005, Timko et al., 2010a, Timko et al., 2010b). Furthermore, 
the mass of CO2 emitted is directly proportional to the mass of fuel burnt, 
approximately 3160 g/kg for Jet A fuel (Stettler et al., 2011), therefore CO2 emissions 
are reduced in line with fuel consumption. However, these reductions depend on the 
impact of thrust setting on takeoff TIM, which may increase due to reduced thrust 
limiting aircraft acceleration. Reduced thrust takeoff operations must therefore be 
evaluated at a resolution that enables the analysis of this trade-off. 
Consequently, evaluation of the impact of reduced thrust takeoff requires a high-
resolution dataset (as identified in Chapter 3). King and Waitz (2005) investigated the 
impact of reduced thrust takeoff on pollutant emissions for 36 Boeing 777 American 
Airlines aircraft operating at London Heathrow and London Gatwick (LGW) airports 
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using flight data records (FDRs). The thrust setting was reduced by 20% on average 
during reduced thrust takeoff operations, relative to maximum rated thrust. This 
resulted in an average reduction of 50.7% for takeoff-related NOX emissions, 
compared to the LTO Reference Cycle assumptions (100% thrust and 42 s time-in-
mode (TIM)) for the same engine type (Trent 892). Furthermore, for each 1% 
reduction in thrust setting, an average 0.7% reduction in NOX emissions was 
identified. However, these findings were not linked to aircraft TOW. Turgut et al. 
(2013) also analysed the NOX emissions for 10 Boeing 737-800 aircraft (engine family 
CFM56) during the phases of takeoff and climb. While reduced thrust takeoff was 
not considered, a strong relationship between fuel consumption, NOX emissions and 
aircraft TOW was identified. Conclusions showed that for every additional tonne of 
aircraft TOW, an extra 0.56 kg of NOX was emitted during the phases of takeoff and 
climb. In both studies, results are limited to a single aircraft-engine combination and 
relatively small sample sizes (36 and 10 FDRs respectively). Consequently, the extent 
and consistency to which reduced thrust takeoff is used in practice has not been well 
characterised. 
5.1.2. Outline of chapter 
This chapter aims to evaluate the impacts of reduced thrust takeoff on fuel 
consumption, NOX and BC emissions, using a London Heathrow airport case study. 
This is achieved through the analysis of aircraft activities at a resolution that enables 
the identification of the trade-offs between thrust setting, TIM and TOW. The study 
is possible through the use of the high-resolution emission inventory described in 
Chapter 2. 
This chapter is split into four further sections. Section 5.2 will describe the dataset 
and methods used to estimate aircraft TOW. Section 5.3 will describe the takeoff roll 
procedure with reference to literature and industry, supported by discussion with 
practicing pilots. This enables the identification of operational constraints and 
potential sources of inefficiency. Section 5.4 presents the results and discussion of the 
analyses in four subsections, which: 
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i. Quantify the observed reduction in fuel consumption and NOX emissions due 
to the adoption of reduced thrust takeoff, relative to maximum thrust at 
takeoff. 
ii. Analyse the relationship between thrust setting and aircraft TOW in order to 
identify the distributions of engine thrust settings adopted for different 
aircraft-engine combinations. 
iii. Identify the engine thrust settings that lead to the takeoff roll trajectories 
corresponding to minimum fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions for 
different TOWs and different aircraft-engine combinations. 
iv. Quantify the total benefit of the consistent application of reduced thrust 
takeoff to fuel consumption and pollutant emissions at London Heathrow 
airport. 
Finally, Section 5.5 will provide concluding remarks and describe the implications of 
the findings. 
5.2. Methodology 
5.2.1. Reduced thrust takeoff data subset 
The analyses in this chapter focus on a subset of the high-resolution emission 
inventory, to ensure that only aircraft operations associated with SOPs are evaluated. 
Aircraft activities from the 4th November 2012 were removed due to periods of 
relatively high wind speed that were above the threshold for SOPs (+6.4 to -11.4 m/s 
resolved in the runway directions). Major aircraft technical issues were also removed 
from the dataset (e.g. takeoff events with one engine shutdown). No additional 
operating incidents were reported over the case study period. Ultimately, 3,336 
takeoff roll events covering six distinct aircraft-engine combinations were analysed, 
as shown in Table 5.1 corresponding to 35.6% of all takeoff roll activities at London 
Heathrow airport stated in the activity schedule. 
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Table 5.1: Aircraft-engine combinations and number of associated FDR observations. 
Identifier Aircraft type Engine type Observation count 
A319 Airbus A319 V2522-A5 1302 
A320 Airbus A320 V2527-A5 1049 
A321 Airbus A321 V2533-A5 388 
B747a Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G 191 
B747b Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G-T 211 
B777 Boeing 777-A GE90-85B 195 
 
The current analyses focus on fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions. Uncertainty 
has been quantified for thrust setting (±10%), EI(NOX) (±30%), and EI(BC) (±50%), 
and is represented by triangular distributions, with minimum, modal and maximum 
values (Stettler et al., 2011). These uncertainties were quantified based on a 
comparison of measured and modelled EIs. Insufficient EI(HC) data was available in 
the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Exhaust Emission Databank 
(EEDB) for the engines of the B747 aircraft (RB211-524G and RB211-524G-T) in the 
range of thrust settings used for takeoff operations. Furthermore, CO and HC 
emission rates are very low at high thrust settings, which are used during the takeoff 
and climb phases (King and Waitz, 2005). Consequently, CO and HC emissions are 
not evaluated in this chapter. 
5.2.2. Calculation of relative aircraft TOW 
Aircraft TOWs were not made available by Airline A due to data confidentiality. 
Aircraft TOWs are a function of both the empty weight of the aircraft and 
passenger/fuel loading policies. While loading is somewhat dependent on the route 
and flight time/season, actual aircraft values are difficult to predict without sufficient 
data. On order to overcome these issues, aircraft TOWs were estimated using a force 
balance equation derived from first principles as shown graphically in Figure 5.1, 
and described in this section. 
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of aircraft takeoff roll force balance equation. 
Several of the input parameters used in the modelling of engine thrust, pollutant 
emissions and aircraft TOW have associated uncertainties, as described in Section 
2.4. These uncertainties were identified through an extensive review of the existing 
literature and empirical analyses and are represented by triangular distributions, 
with minimum, modal and maximum values, as stated where appropriate. These 
uncertainties were incorporated into the analysis following the method adopted by 
Stettler et al. (2011), where a Monte Carlo 1,000-member ensembles was used to 
assign the modelling outputs, with associated distributions to reflect the uncertainty. 
To report the impacts of these uncertainties, summary statistics have been calculated 
(5th and 95th percentiles) and are shown to support the results in Section 5.4.5. 
Through the analysis of observed aircraft trajectory data, both the thrust setting and 
acceleration were found to be relatively constant during an initial phase of the 
takeoff roll, corresponding to the ground speed range of 20 to 50 m/s. This is shown 
for acceleration in Section 5.2.2.1. Therefore the force balance equation was applied 
to this initial phase of each takeoff roll. The TOW for each aircraft is given by, 
TOW kg = 𝐹!! ∙ 𝐹𝐹!! ∙ 𝛼!"# ∙ 𝛼!"##$ − (𝐹!! + 𝐹!)𝑎 ,  (5.1) 
where 𝐹!! is the engine-specific maximum rated thrust in N and is taken from the 
ICAO EEDB for each unique engine type, 𝐹 𝐹!! is the takeoff roll thrust setting 
relative to rated thrust in % (calculated using recorded fuel flow rates, as stated in 
!! =  !! ∙ ! ∙ !! ∙ !2 	Drag 
!!! = !!! TOW ∙ ! − !! 	Rolling resistance 
F = !!! ∙ !!!! ∙ !!"# ∙ !!"##$ 	Thrust 
!!	Lift 
TOW	Aircraft takeoff weight 
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Section 2.4.3). Engine ageing can lead to a 10% decrease in rated thrust due to a 
decrease in fuel consumption efficiency (Lukachko, 1997). Consequently, a factor of 
0.95 has been used for the parameter 𝛼!"#, with an associated uncertainty range of 
0.90 to 1.00. An average engine bleed factor 𝛼!"##$ of 0.9895 is taken from Baughcum 
et al. (1996) with an associated range of 0.9870 to 0.9920, 𝐹!! is the rolling resistant 
force in N (Section 5.2.2.3), 𝐹! is the aerodynamic drag force on the aircraft in N 
(Section 5.2.2.4) and 𝑎 is the aircraft acceleration for the initial phase of each takeoff 
roll in m/s2 (Section 5.2.2.2). These parameters are calculated in the following 
subsections. 
5.2.2.1. Aircraft acceleration calculation 
When using Equation 5.1, aircraft acceleration must be constant. Acceleration is the 
rate of change of speed, and therefore has been derived using recorded values for 
aircraft ground speed and time. Recorded ground speed was provided in terms of 
kts, which was converted to m/s using a constant factor of 0.5144. Aircraft 
acceleration was calculated as the gradient (𝑚) of the line of linear regression, 
calculated for ground speed against time (𝑦 = 𝑚 ∙ 𝑥 + 𝑐). 
To ensure the appropriateness of this assumption, a goodness of fit for the linear 
model is required. A visual example of the goodness of fit is shown in Figure 5.2, 
where ground speed is plotted against time for four randomly selected takeoff roll 
activities and the corresponding linear model is shown. The gradient of these linear 
models represent the average acceleration for each aircraft takeoff roll adopted for 
use with Equation 5.1. 
The coefficient of determination (using ordinary least squares regression) R2 statistic 
was calculated for each activity and found to exceed 0.989 across all takeoff rolls. It 
can therefore be concluded that the linear model is a good representation of the rate 
of change of ground speed during the takeoff roll and consequently that the 
assumption of constant acceleration is fair. Acceleration was assigned an uncertainty 
of ±5% to account for the maximum uncertainty of ~1 m/s resolution for recorded 
ground speed values at ground speeds of 20 m/s. 
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Figure 5.2: Recorded aircraft ground speed versus time for four example takeoff rolls. Dashed lines are 
used to represent the linear regression model, the gradient of which is acceleration. 
5.2.2.2. Rolling resistance force 
The drag due to rolling resistance, 𝐹!!, is given by (Austyn Mair and Birdsall, 1996), 
𝐹!! N = 𝐶!! TOW ∙ 𝑔 − 𝐹! ,  (5.2) 
where 𝑔 is acceleration due to gravity in m/s2, 𝐹! is the lift force in N and 𝐶!! is the 
rolling resistance coefficient. 𝐶!! is dependent on several factors including the type 
and number of tyres on the aircraft, as well as runway surface material. An average 
value of 0.020 with a range of 0.015 to 0.025 has been adopted based on a number of 
sources (Currey, 1988, Austyn Mair and Birdsall, 1996, Gerthoffert et al., 2014). 
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5.2.2.3. Aircraft lift force and lift coefficient 
The calculation of aircraft rolling resistance requires quantification of aircraft lift, 𝐹!, 
which is given by, 
𝐹! N =  𝐶! ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑉! ∙ 𝑆2  , (5.3) 
where 𝐶! is the aircraft lift coefficient, 𝜌 is air density in kg/m3, 𝑉 is aircraft true 
airspeed (TAS) in m/s and 𝑆 is the aircraft wing surface area in m2. Air density is 
given by, 
𝜌 kgm! =  𝑝𝑅𝑇 , (5.4) 
where 𝑝 is recorded air pressure in Pa, 𝑅 is the specific gas constant for dry air 
(287.058 J/kg∙K) and 𝑇 is the recorded ambient temperature in K (Cavcar, 2014). 
TAS is defined as the speed at which the aircraft is moving relative to the air 
surrounding it and was calculated using FDR ground speed and recorded, minute-
averaged resolved wind speeds, taken from the SNAQ dataset (as described in 
Section 2.4.6). TAS is assigned an uncertainty of ±1 m/s to account for the 1 m/s 
resolution of recorded ground speed values. The aircraft wing surface area, 𝑆, is 
taken from the Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) (EUROCONTROL, 2004), as shown in 
Table 5.2. 
The values for aircraft specific lift coefficient, 𝐶!, are estimated through an analysis of 
observed aircraft trajectories corresponding to the lowest recorded aircraft rotation 
speeds (<5th percentile) and highest TOWs (>95th percentile). For these records, 𝐶! is 
calculated by assuming that lift is equal to aircraft weight at the rotation speed (the 
speed at which the aircraft begins to rotate for lift-off). This case is used to estimate 
the aircraft specific 𝐶! for all events; as for cases where the recorded rotation speed is 
higher or TOW is lower, the calculated lift coefficient would be lower. The 
approximated values of 𝐶!  are therefore upper bounds and are given by 
(EUROCONTROL, 2004), 
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𝐶! = 2 ∙ TOW ∙ 𝑔𝜌 ∙ 𝑉!,!"#! ∙ 𝑆 , (5.5) 
where 𝑉!,!"# is the minimum TAS required to achieve aircraft rotation at maximum 
TOW in m/s. The calculated values of 𝑉!,!"# and 𝐶! for each aircraft type are shown 
in Table 5.2. Errors in the assumptions used to calculate 𝐶! are captured using an 
uncertainty of ±20%. 
Table 5.2: Values used in, and results of the calculation of aircraft specific lift coefficient. 
Identifier VR,min (m/s) 
Surface area 
(m) 
Max. TOW 
(103 kg) 
CL 
A319 74.3 122.4 70.0 1.658 
A320 74.1 122.6 78.0 1.857 
A321 85.4 123.0 89.0 1.589 
B747a 87.2 511.2 394.6 1.627 
B747b 89.8 511.2 394.6 1.534 
B777 82.4 427.8 299.4 1.649 
 
5.2.2.4. Drag force 
The aerodynamic drag, 𝐹!, is modelled using the methods specified by the BADA 
(EUROCONTROL, 2004) and is given by, 
𝐹! N =  𝐶! ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑉! ∙ 𝑆2  , (5.6) 
where 𝐶! is the drag coefficient given by (EUROCONTROL, 2004), 
𝐶! = 𝐶!" + Δ!" + 𝐶!" ∙ 𝐶!!  , (5.7) 
where 𝐶!" is the parasitic drag coefficient, Δ!" is the drag due to landing gear and 𝐶!" 
is the induced drag coefficient, given as constants in BADA (EUROCONTROL, 2004). 𝐶! is the aircraft lift coefficient calculated in Equation 5.5. 
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5.3. Takeoff roll operating procedure and constraints 
To place the analysis of reduced thrust takeoff into the applied operational context, 
the general procedure for the successful completion of a takeoff roll is described 
below. This enables the identification of influencing decision factors and limitations 
of the takeoff roll, and is adapted from ATSB (2009).5 The procedure first involves the 
computation of takeoff parameters including the ‘V’ speeds (V1, VR, V2) and the 
takeoff roll thrust setting (Airbus, 2004), using flight performance data based on the 
operating conditions. The required data includes: 
• Estimated aircraft TOW. 
• Runway characteristics (condition (i.e. wet/snow/contaminated), takeoff 
distance available, temporary obstacles, slope). 
• Engine anti-ice on/off. 
• Air conditioning pack on/off. 
• Barometric pressure. 
• Ambient temperature. 
• Wind speed and direction. 
• Runway entry points. 
• Pilot preferences (i.e. flap setting and aircraft defects). 
These data are entered into the Flight Management System (FMS), which computes 
the aforementioned V speeds and allows the pilot to choose from a range of several 
possible takeoff roll thrust settings. In both Airbus and Boeing aircraft, the pilot 
selects a reduced thrust setting indirectly from this range as a discrete ‘assumed 
temperature’, calculated by the FMS. These temperatures correspond to the thrust 
settings required to achieve safe takeoff for different TOWs. This operates on the 
basis that as ambient air temperature increases, air pressure decreases; therefore 
there is a reduced mass of airflow into the engine at higher ambient temperatures. In 
                                                      
5 Two pilots with experience of Airline A and all the aircraft types in the emission inventory 
were consulted to verify this. 
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response to the assumed temperature increase, the FMS decreases the fuel flow to the 
engine and consequently the thrust generated by the engine decreases. For example, 
an ambient temperature of 25°C, correlates to maximum (100%) thrust, and may be 
used for the maximum aircraft TOW. If the TOW is less than maximum, less thrust is 
needed to perform the takeoff roll. The pilot will reduce the fuel flow by selecting the 
assumed temperature corresponding closest to, but not less than, the estimated 
TOW, resulting in a reduced takeoff roll thrust. The indirect application of reduced 
thrust operations may lead to the use of non-optimal thrust settings with regards to 
reducing fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. 
The amount by which the thrust setting can be reduced is limited by safety 
constraints and is aircraft-engine specific. For example, a minimum of 75% of 
maximum rated thrust is a constraint imposed on Airbus A319, A320 and A321s. 
Under certain circumstances, pilots will elect to takeoff with maximum thrust setting 
regardless of TOW. Such circumstances may be due to runway contamination, heavy 
rain, snow, or runway obstacles. Additional conditions where reduced thrust should 
not be used include: when the aircraft brakes are defective; if takeoff is to be 
achieved with a tailwind; or if headwind adjustment has been used to increase 
allowable TOW (Zagoren, 2009).  
Consequently, the selection of aircraft takeoff roll thrust setting is dependent on a 
number of flight performance data. During SOPs, the primary constraint is aircraft 
TOW. Variation in the thrust setting for a given aircraft TOW may be caused by pilot 
subjectivity or the use of indirect input data (assumed temperature) to select the 
appropriate thrust setting. Despite efforts taken to ensure that the takeoff operations 
are reflective of SOPs, operational constraints that are unaccounted for can also lead 
to variation in the selected thrust setting. 
Section 5.4 evaluates the impact of reduced thrust takeoff and makes 
recommendations for optimised thrust settings, based on aircraft TOW, that lead to 
the minimum fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions. Although the use of these 
thrust settings may not always be possible, quantification of the impacts enables a 
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thorough consideration of the potential benefits for London Heathrow and the 
methods are generalised for application to other airport and aircraft operators. 
5.4. Results and discussion 
5.4.1. Comparison of observed and estimated fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions 
This section quantifies the fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions associated with 
the observed data and makes comparisons with the estimated values based on the 
aircraft takeoff trajectory assumption of maximum thrust. As previously stated, it is 
widely reported in the literature and the LTO Reference Cycle that takeoff operations 
occur at 100% thrust (Mazaheri et al., 2011, Kurniawan and Khardi, 2011). Therefore, 
the baseline scenario assumes that 100% thrust is used, and the duration of the 
takeoff roll does not change from observed values. The estimated fuel consumption 
and pollutant emissions from these scenarios are shown in Table 5.3, where the final 
row (total) refers to the sum from the total number of takeoff events across all 
aircraft-engine combinations. 
Table 5.3: Total takeoff roll fuel consumption and NOX emissions for a 100% thrust setting assumption 
and observed thrust settings, categorised by aircraft-engine combination, for all activities. 
ID 
100% 
thrust 
fuel (t) 
Obs. 
fuel (t) 
Red. 
(%) 
100% 
thrust 
NOX 
(kg) 
Obs. 
NOX 
(kg) 
Red. 
(%) 
100% 
thrust 
BC 
(kg) 
Obs. 
BC 
(kg) 
Red. 
(%) 
A319 109.4 86.2 21.2 2679.8 1771.4 33.9 34.3 20.8 39.4 
A320 90.0 75.9 15.7 2384.3 1812.5 24.0 28.4 20.5 27.8 
A321 45.3 34.3 24.1 1651.5 992.0 39.9 13.1 6.7 48.9 
B747a 106.7 75.4 29.3 6261.7 2953.8 52.8 62.3 28.0 55.1 
B747b 117.3 83.1 29.1 3333.7 1762.3 47.1 69.2 30.7 55.6 
B777 53.5 41.1 23.1 2783.0 1740.5 37.5 22.4 11.4 49.1 
Total 522.1 396.1 24.1 19094.1 11032.5 42.2 229.7 118.1 48.6 
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Table 5.3 shows that the total fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions associated 
with all of the observed takeoff roll events are significantly lower than the equivalent 
values for takeoff roll events using 100% thrust. Depending on the aircraft-engine 
combination, the achieved reductions in fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions 
fall in the range of 15.7 to 29.3%, 24.0 to 52.8% and 27.8 to 55.6% respectively. The 
highest percentage reduction in fuel, NOX and BC emissions is identified for the B747 
aircraft, due to the highest relative reduction in thrust setting during takeoff. A320 
aircraft reduce thrust setting by the lowest relative amount during takeoff, and see 
the smallest reduction in fuel, NOX and BC emissions. Across all observed activities, 
the total reduction in fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions due to the use of 
reduced thrust takeoff is 24.1%, 42.2% and 48.6% respectively. Under the assumption 
that takeoff operations contribute approximately 22% of the total fuel consumed, as 
well as 60% of NOX and 50% of BC emitted during ground level phases of the LTO 
(Stettler et al., 2011), it can be concluded that total ground level fuel consumption, 
NOX and BC emissions would be increased by 7.0%, 43.8% and 47.2% respectively if 
all flights were to use a 100% thrust setting during the takeoff roll. The benefits of 
reduced thrust takeoff for reduced pollutant emissions are therefore considerable, 
however it is acknowledged that the utilisation of reduced thrust operations is 
dependent on several underlying explanatory variables. The following sections 
analyse the impact of these variables on the consistency of use and variability in the 
thrust setting and TIM during reduced thrust takeoff operations, to enable 
minimised fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. 
5.4.2. Takeoff roll thrust setting to TOW relationship 
The relationship between thrust setting and aircraft TOW is evaluated to quantify the 
distribution of engine thrust settings adopted for different aircraft-engine 
combinations at London Heathrow airport. Figure 5.3 shows the thrust settings 
adopted for each individual takeoff roll and the corresponding TOW (relative to the 
maximum estimated TOW for each aircraft). To assist this analysis, the continuous 
distribution of aircraft TOWs are assigned to discretised levels (TOW categories) of 
equal width (0.05 intervals) from the minimum (0.6) to maximum (1.0) relative TOW. 
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Figure 5.3: Takeoff roll thrust setting against relative TOW for each aircraft-engine combination. Linear 
interpolation between median thrust setting values for each TOW category is shown with error bars 
corresponding to the 5th and 95th percentile of thrust settings. 
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Figure 5.3 shows a general trend of lower takeoff thrust settings as aircraft TOW 
decreases. However, for the same aircraft-engine combination, there is a considerable 
amount of variability in the thrust settings for a given aircraft TOW, as shown by the 
error bars representing the 5th and 95th percentiles. This variability is highest for B747 
aircraft, for which thrust settings are observed in range of 9% below to 20% above 
the median. The variability is less for other aircraft types and is generally 
characterised by a range of ±6% from the median thrust setting. Quantified values for 
each aircraft-engine combination are given in Appendix IV, Table IV.1. This 
observed variability in thrust settings may be caused by either operational 
constraints or due to the use of an indirect thrust setting selection procedure and 
pilot subjectivity, as described in Section 5.3. Thrust settings corresponding to 
greater than 100% rated thrust for 6.2% of A320 records may be due to differences 
between maximum operating and rated thrust and fuel flows stated in the ICAO 
EEDB or aircraft operations with very high actual TOW as observed at Zurich airport 
by Fleuti and Polymris (2004). 
Observed thrust settings do not go below an apparent low-thrust limit that is specific 
to each aircraft type. This limit is most prominent for smaller aircraft; and, for 
example, is found at median thrust settings of 82% for A319 activity, 92% for A320 
and 87% for A321 (5th percentile thrust setting limits of 81%, 89% and 84% for A319, 
A320 and A321 aircraft respectively). The minimum observed thrust settings can be 
cross-referenced with the 75% limit highlighted in Section 5.3, which suggests that 
pilots operating these aircraft apply a further safety factor. The variation in the lower 
thrust setting limit value is a function of the rated thrust of the engines installed on 
the aircraft, relative to maximum TOW. For example, for a B747 aircraft with the 
same maximum TOW, the thrust setting limit is 79.7% and 77.6% for activities using 
the RB211-524G and RB211-524G-T engines respectively. Therefore it is observed that 
the aircraft pilots adhere to the limit values imposed by the airlines to ensure safe 
activity. Thus, while reduced thrust takeoff operations are used at London Heathrow 
airport, the safety constraints outlined in Section 5.3, limit the degree to which it can 
be implemented. 
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5.4.3. Impact of thrust setting and aircraft TOW on fuel consumption, 
NOX and BC emissions 
The relationship between thrust setting and TOW will affect the aircraft takeoff roll 
trajectory (TIM, fuel flow rate, EIs) and consequently determine the takeoff roll fuel 
consumption, NOX and BC emissions. Therefore, the correct and consistent use of 
this relationship is of considerable importance to aircraft operators. However, the 
findings in Section 5.4.1 show that there is variability in the thrust settings used for a 
given aircraft TOW. This provides scope to identify the takeoff thrust settings that 
result in the TIM, fuel flow rate and EI combination, which correspond to minimum 
fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. In this section, the thrust setting that 
result in minimum takeoff roll fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions are 
identified for different aircraft-engine combinations and TOWs. 
Aircraft TOW discretisation is maintained from the analysis in Section 5.4.2. Further 
discretisation is used to categorise the takeoff roll thrust settings into levels using the 
same method. Equal width discretisation is applied to the continuous distribution of 
thrust settings at 5% increments from 75% rated thrust, within each TOW level. The 
same levels are used for each aircraft-engine combination. For each thrust setting 
category, the average fuel consumed, NOX and BC emitted is calculated for each 
relative TOW level. 
For each aircraft TOW level, the thrust setting is plotted against: total fuel consumed 
in Figure 5.4; average total NOX emitted in Figure 5.5; and average total BC emitted 
in Figure 5.6. This shows the variation in fuel consumption and pollutant emissions 
against the average adopted thrust setting for any given TOW. In Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 
5.6 the thrust settings associated with minimum fuel consumption, NOX emissions 
and BC emissions, for each TOW category, are represented by the solid black point. 
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Figure 5.4: Fuel consumption versus thrust setting for constant aircraft-engine and TOW categories. 
Black points show thrust setting associated with minimum fuel consumption for each TOW. 
 
Figure 5.5: NOX emissions versus thrust setting for constant aircraft-engine and TOW categories. Black 
points show thrust setting associated with minimum NOX emissions for each TOW. 
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Figure 5.6: BC emissions versus thrust setting for constant aircraft-engine and TOW categories. Black 
points show thrust setting associated with minimum BC emissions for each TOW. 
For any specific aircraft-engine combination, there is a large spread of values for fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions over the takeoff roll. Using B747 activities as 
an example, fuel consumption ranges from 267 kg to 487 kg, corresponding to a 
difference of 82% (Figure 5.4). For the six aircraft-engine combinations the average 
difference between the minimum and maximum fuel consumed for a takeoff roll is 
62%. This is dependent on aircraft TOW, which governs the takeoff roll thrust setting 
and consequently the fuel flow rate and TIM. 
There is also variation in the mass of fuel consumed and pollutant emissions for any 
given TOW (for the same aircraft-engine combination); for example, a B777 takeoff 
roll activity with a relative mass of 0.923 to 0.942, consumes between 211 kg and 236 
kg of fuel, corresponding to a difference of 12%. This may be attributed to the 
variation in the thrust setting resulting from the assumed temperature selection 
procedure or operational constraints that are unaccounted for. 
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When considering activities with the same TOW, there is no consistent trend 
between fuel consumption and pollutant emissions and either increasing or 
decreasing thrust setting, for the aircraft-engine combinations analysed. This 
suggests that the thrust setting leading to the TIM/fuel flow rate/EI relationship for 
minimum fuel consumption and pollutant emissions does not consistently occur at 
either minimum or maximum possible thrust setting. For example, it is observed in 
Figure 5.4 that the lowest average fuel consumption often does not correspond to the 
lowest observed thrust setting level; this is particularly evident for smaller aircraft 
types (A319, A320, A321) operating with low relative TOW (<0.8). For a given TOW, 
reduced thrust can lead to an increased takeoff roll TIM and result in a lower rate of 
acceleration, which may outweigh the reduction in fuel flow rate and lead to 
increased fuel consumption. However, this is not true for all aircraft-engine 
combinations and Figure 5.4 shows that B777 aircraft often achieve the lowest takeoff 
roll fuel consumption with the lowest thrust setting recorded within each TOW level. 
Similar results are also identified for NOX emissions (Figure 5.5) and BC emissions 
(Figure 5.6). 
5.4.4. Thrust setting optimisation for minimum fuel consumption, 
NOX and BC emissions 
The analysis in Section 5.4.3 led to the identification of the thrust settings that result 
in the TIM, fuel flow rate and EIs, which corresponds to minimum fuel consumption 
and pollutant emissions for each aircraft-engine combination at any given TOW. This 
relationship between the optimum thrust setting and aircraft TOW is visualised in 
Figure 5.7. 
Second-order polynomials are fitted to the data points using least-squares regression 
and provide a good fit for the majority of aircraft types, as shown by the R2 values. 
The polynomial regression represents the optimised thrust settings that should be 
adopted for a specific aircraft-engine combination, operating with a known TOW, as 
a result of the analysis presented in this study. These optimum thrust settings result 
in the aircraft trajectories (TIM, fuel flow rate and EIs) that lead to minimum fuel 
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consumption, NOX and BC emissions respectively. The coefficients are shown in 
Appendix IV, Tables IV.2, IV.3 and IV.4 for adoption into existing aircraft takeoff 
operations. 
 
Figure 5.7: Thrust setting plotted against relative aircraft TOW for minimum fuel consumption, NOX 
and BC emissions respectively. Quadratic regression curves are displayed and R2 values shown. 
The thrust setting corresponding to the takeoff roll trajectory with the minimum fuel 
consumption, NOX and BC emission varies with relative aircraft TOW. For high 
aircraft TOW, thrust settings that are relatively high for the given aircraft-engine 
combination are found to provide the optimum takeoff roll trajectories for reduced 
fuel consumption and pollutant emissions; due to the reduced TIM, despite the 
increased fuel flow rate and EI associated with high-thrust operating modes. This 
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also reflects that most activities at relatively high TOW were observed to adopt 
higher takeoff thrust settings. 
As aircraft TOW decreases below the maximum relative TOW, the recommended 
thrust setting to achieve the optimum trajectory also decreases. However, for many 
aircraft-engine combinations a takeoff roll thrust setting is reached where reduction 
below this thrust setting does not lead to a trajectory resulting in additional 
reductions in fuel consumption and pollutant emissions (e.g. B747 aircraft). This 
finding is aircraft-engine type dependent and, for example, is not observed for B777 
aircraft, for which it is always favourable to use the lowest thrust setting. For Airbus 
A319, A320 and A321 aircraft, it becomes beneficial to increase thrust setting at low 
relative aircraft TOWs (<0.8) to minimise fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. 
This is due to the reduction in TIM, which outweighs the increased fuel flow rate and 
EI associated with high-thrust operating modes. 
From Figure 5.7, it can be seen that different ranges of thrust settings are required to 
give a trajectory that minimises either fuel consumption or pollutant emissions for 
different aircraft-engine combinations. In most cases, a lower range of thrust settings 
are required to give a takeoff roll trajectory that minimises pollutant emissions than 
is necessary to achieve minimum fuel consumption for the same aircraft-engine 
combination. This is due to the existence of EIs, which increase with increasing thrust 
setting and poses a trade-off between fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, 
which should be addressed in future research, incorporating the environmental 
priorities of aircraft operators (e.g. air quality versus CO2). Engine manufacturers 
should consider this trade-off in future engine design. 
The modelled regression curves are recommended for an aircraft operator to use 
when calculating the optimal thrust setting required to achieve the takeoff roll 
trajectory resulting in minimum fuel consumption or pollutant emissions, dependent 
on aircraft type, engine type and TOW, during SOPs. These recommendations 
adhere to the current operating constraints identified in Section 5.3, as all analyses 
are based on successful takeoff rolls. 
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The necessary information to calculate thrust setting, for a given TOW, is presented 
in the form of quadratic coefficients shown in Appendix IV. Given the operating 
procedure described in Section 5.3, it is suggested that these quadratic coefficients be 
used to inform the thrust setting computation when the pilot is using the FMS. The 
adoption of the regression equations would facilitate minimised variability and 
ambiguity in the thrust setting selection process. The recommendations could be 
integrated with the current assumed temperature method or as a standalone 
alternative method. 
5.4.5. Quantification of fuel consumption, NOX and BC emission 
reductions 
This section quantifies the reductions in fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions 
when operating with the takeoff roll trajectories associated with the optimal reduced 
thrust settings recommended in Section 5.4.4. Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 present these 
reductions in absolute and percentage terms for each aircraft-engine combination, 
where all of the observations in the dataset are assumed to have the trajectory of the 
thrust setting associated with the minimum fuel consumption or pollutant emissions, 
for a given relative TOW. Observed values are taken from the high-resolution 
emission inventory, while ‘minimum’ values correspond to the estimated fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions associated with the aircraft trajectory (TIM, 
fuel flow rate and EIs), if the optimised reduced thrust settings had been adopted. 
Also shown are the 5th and 95th percentiles of percentage reduction based on the 
uncertainty around the modelled input parameters used. The final row (total) refers 
to the sum from the total number of takeoff events across all aircraft-engine 
combinations. 
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Table 5.4: Reduction in fuel consumption using the trajectory of the fuel-optimised thrust settings for all 
observations during the study period. 
Identifier 
Observed fuel 
(t) 
Minimum fuel 
(t) 
Absolute 
reduction (t) 
Median percentage 
reduction (%) [5th, 95th] 
A319 86.39 85.15 1.25 1.5 [1.2, 1.7] 
A320 75.99 74.19 1.81 2.4 [2.3, 2.5] 
A321 34.40 33.61 0.79 2.3 [2.1, 2.3] 
B747a 75.54 73.42 2.13 2.8 [2.5, 3.2] 
B747b 83.25 81.62 1.63 1.9 [1.8, 2.1] 
B777 41.22 39.83 1.39 3.3 [3.2, 3.4] 
Total 396.80 387.82 9.00 2.3 
 
Table 5.5: Average reduction in NOX emissions using the NOX-optimised thrust settings for all 
observations during the study period. 
Identifier 
Observed NOX 
(kg) 
Minimum NOX 
(kg) 
Absolute 
reduction (kg) 
Median percentage 
reduction (%)[5th, 95th] 
A319 1763.33 1698.85 64.48 3.7 [3.1, 4.0] 
A320 1804.22 1745.70 58.52 3.2 [2.9, 3.4] 
A321 987.50 962.78 24.72 2.6 [2.3, 2.8] 
B747a 2940.28 2688.22 252.06 8.6 [7.9, 9.2] 
B747b 1754.25 1645.77 108.48 6.1 [5.7, 6.3] 
B777 1732.60 1629.16 103.43 6.0 [5.8, 6.3] 
Total 10982.17 10370.48 611.69 5.6 
 
Table 5.6: Average reduction in BC emissions using the BC-optimised thrust settings for all observations 
during the study period. 
Identifier 
Observed BC 
(kg) 
Minimum BC 
(kg) 
Absolute 
reduction (kg) 
Median percentage 
reduction (%)[5th, 95th] 
A319 20.89 19.83 1.06 5.2 [4.4, 5.6] 
A320 20.55 19.72 0.83 4.1 [3.9, 4.4] 
A321 6.72 6.39 0.34 4.9 [4.6, 5.3] 
B747a 28.14 25.31 2.83 9.8 [9.1, 10.6] 
B747b 30.62 27.50 3.12 10.2 [9.7, 10.4] 
B777 11.48 10.39 1.09 9.5 [9.2, 10.0] 
Total 118.40 109.13 9.27 7.8 
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For fuel consumption, takeoff roll activities operating at the thrust setting with the 
optimised trajectory leads to a reduction of between 1.5 and 3.3% depending on the 
aircraft-engine combination, relative to takeoff operations as observed. This 
corresponds to a total saving of 9.0 tonnes of fuel (equating to 2.3%) from 3,336 
takeoff roll events. Reductions in NOX emissions range from 2.6 to 8.6% depending 
on aircraft-engine combination. This corresponds to an absolute saving of 612 kg of 
NOX (5.6%) for the combined takeoff roll events. Using the thrust settings for takeoff 
roll trajectories associated with minimum BC emissions results in savings of between 
4.1 and 10.2% depending on aircraft-engine combination. This corresponds to a total 
saving of 9.3 kg (7.8%) for the combined takeoff roll events, relative to recorded 
takeoff roll operations. 
The further reductions identified in this research are relatively small compared to 
those already achieved through observed reduced thrust takeoff, and may be 
explained by the operational constraints identified in Section 5.3. While every effort 
was taken to ensure that takeoff events were reflective of SOPs, other operational 
and safety constraints may not have been apparent in the data available. Therefore, 
reduced thrust takeoff is already implemented near-optimally at London Heathrow 
airport. However, these results may be of relevance to other airports and aircraft 
operators. 
Departure events comprised half of the aircraft activities at London Heathrow 
during the two-week period and FDRs were available for 35.6% of takeoff rolls. 
However, the aircraft-engine combinations used correspond to 46% of all takeoff roll 
activities and the specific aircraft types cover 69%. Under the assumption that the 
takeoff phase contributes approximately 22% of the total fuel consumed by ground 
level activities (Stettler et al., 2011), a 2.3% reduction in takeoff roll fuel consumption 
could achieve a reduction of around 0.5% of total aircraft ground level fuel 
consumed and CO2 emissions. This would contribute towards the SESAR high-level 
target of a 2.8% reduction in fuel consumption across the whole flight, but must be 
combined with other fuel saving strategies (such as SET analysed in Chapter 4) to 
achieve this target during ground operations. 
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The takeoff roll phase contributes approximately 60% and 50% of total ground level 
NOX and BC emissions respectively (Stettler et al., 2011). Consequently, the potential 
savings identified in this chapter equate to a 3.4% reduction in total ground level 
NOX and 3.9% reduction in total ground level BC emissions. These reductions are 
considerably less than those currently achieved through the use of reduced thrust 
takeoff, relative to the 100% thrust case, of 43.8% and 47.2% for total ground level 
NOX and BC emissions respectively. More significant reductions may be achieved 
through improved engine technology as has been shown in Table 5.3 for the two 
engine types installed on the B747 aircraft. In this case, the newer RB211-524G-T 
engine emits consistently less NOX than the older RB211-524G variant. 
These recommendations are based on a case study of observed takeoff roll activities 
and are therefore achievable during SOPs. Given the empirical nature of the analysis, 
the suggested thrust settings will result in safe aircraft trajectories (aircraft 
acceleration, TIM and V2 speeds) and adhere to the operating constraints and limit 
values for thrust setting reduction as currently used at London Heathrow airport. 
Consequently, these thrust settings are applicable to real-world operations. 
However, it must be acknowledged that under certain circumstances, operational 
constraints will mean that the use of optimum thrust settings will not be possible. 
The lack of recorded aircraft TOW is the primary limitation of the analysis in this 
chapter. While uncertainty analysis was used to quantify the potential error, future 
work should seek to validate the TOW estimation methodology against recorded 
data for validation purposes. Furthermore, the high volume of data in this chapter 
facilitates empirical analysis of the trade-off between thrust setting and TIM for fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions during takeoff operations. However, analyses 
were limited to six aircraft-engine combinations of a single airline at London 
Heathrow airport. Consequently, further work should seek to ensure the 
transferability of these results using FDR data for additional aircraft-engine 
combinations, for other airlines and airports. These items are discussed in Section 7.3. 
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5.5. Conclusions 
This chapter meets the third research objective as presented in Section 1.3, which was 
to: 
Evaluate the potential of reduced thrust takeoff operations to reduce fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions. 
Based on a London Heathrow airport case study, this chapter finds that the use of 
reduced thrust takeoff at London Heathrow airport reduces fuel consumption, NOX 
and BC emissions by 15.7 to 29.3%, 24.0 to 52.8% and 27.8 to 55.6% respectively, 
relative to 100% engine thrust setting. This reduction is dependent on the aircraft-
engine combination and corresponds to reductions in total airport ground level fuel 
consumption, NOX and BC emissions of 7.0%, 43.8% and 47.2% respectively. 
A distribution of takeoff roll thrust setting is identified for each aircraft-engine 
combination with constant TOW. From this, the thrust settings that lead to the 
takeoff roll trajectories corresponding to minimum fuel consumption, NOX and BC 
emissions, depending on aircraft TOW, have been identified. These are presented as 
quadratic equations, for six aircraft-engine combinations, to enable integration into 
the takeoff roll thrust setting selection procedure by aircraft operators as part of the 
flight management system. When using optimised thrust settings, the associated 
trajectories lead to average reductions of 2.3%, 5.6% and 7.8% for takeoff roll fuel 
consumption, NOX and BC emissions respectively. This equates to 0.5%, 3.4% and 
3.9% reductions in total ground level fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions 
respectively. 
The further reductions are a relatively small compared to those currently being 
achieved due to the use of reduced thrust takeoff. Consequently, it is concluded that 
reduced thrust takeoff is already implemented effectively at London Heathrow 
airport. However, given the generality of analyses, it is expected that these optimum 
thrust settings will be of relevance to other airports. The thrust setting to aircraft 
TOW relationship is presented and, subject to validation at other airports, should be 
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adopted to achieve minimum fuel consumption and pollutant emissions as deemed 
necessary based on airport targets. The results of this chapter not only benefit airlines 
financially through reduced fuel consumption and emissions charging, but also 
indicate the contribution that reduced thrust operations may offer towards achieving 
the fuel efficiency and environmental targets set by SESAR. 
As with Chapter 4, the results presented in this chapter demonstrate the evaluation 
of a large number of observed aircraft operations at a resolution that enabled the 
identification of variability in thrust setting, activity duration, fuel flow rates and 
emission rates. For the London Heathrow airport case study, reduced thrust takeoff 
activities have been used to identify the thrust settings corresponding to takeoff roll 
trajectories that are optimised for reduced fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions. 
Following this, Chapter 6 seeks to evaluate the amount by which aircraft-engine and 
operational variability, in terms of thrust setting, are able to explain variation in 
measured pollutant emissions, using the case study at London Heathrow airport. 
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Chapter 6 
 Impact of aircraft operations on 
measured pollutant concentrations 
 
 
6.1. Introduction 
The preceding chapters of this thesis have used recorded fuel flow rates to model 
observed thrust settings and pollutant emissions using factors given in the 
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Exhaust Emission Databank 
(EEDB). Consequently, the operating strategies of single engine taxi (SET) (Chapter 
4) and reduced thrust takeoff (Chapter 5) have been evaluated. In both cases, 
variation in aircraft thrust settings and time-in-mode (TIM) were used to identify the 
operations that led to minimal fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. However, 
it remains unknown the extent to which variation in measured pollutant 
concentrations and emission indices (EIs) can be attributed to aircraft-engine 
combination and variability in aircraft thrust settings, due the data restrictions 
encountered in previous studies. Consequently, this chapter addresses Objective 4 in 
Section 1.3, which is to: 
Quantify the extent to which aircraft activities impact measured NOX and CO 
concentrations, and compare modelled and measured emission indices for a range of aircraft 
types while incorporating thrust setting variability. 
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6.1.1. Research context 
As discussed in Section 2.2, airport measurement campaigns are extensively used to 
quantify the contribution of airports and their associated aircraft activities to local 
pollutant concentrations. Although these are most commonly carried out for 
regulation compliance purposes, recent studies have sought to correlate pollutant 
concentrations and EIs to aircraft activities. This enables characterisation of the 
contribution of aircraft to local air quality (LAQ) issues. 
EIs are typically expressed as grams of pollutant per kilogram of fuel combusted. 
Herndon et al. (2005) suggests that the fuel combusted can be estimated from 
measured CO2, with the assumption that the fuel carbon content is constant and 
converted to CO2 with 100% efficiency. EI(CO2) is commonly assumed to be ~3,160 
g/kg fuel, based on the typical carbon-hydrogen content of jet fuel (Schulte et al., 
1997, Herndon et al., 2004). 
The first such study using EIs was conducted by Popp et al. (1999) who measured 
nitrogen oxide (NO) and CO2 for 122 taxi and takeoff activities, covering 90 aircraft, 
at London Heathrow airport. Ratios of NO to CO2 were found to be considerably less 
during taxi (<5 g/kg) than takeoff (15 to 52 g/kg), for the majority of engine types. 
Building on this, Herndon et al. (2004) confirmed the general differences between 
EI(NOX) during the aircraft takeoff (relatively high EI(NOX)) and taxi (relatively low 
EI(NOX)) phases at John F. Kennedy airport (JFK). Measured values of EI(NOX) were 
compared to the ICAO EEDB values (assuming the landing and takeoff (LTO) 
Reference Cycle thrust settings). Percentage differences in the ranges of -56 to -8% for 
taxi activity and -5 to 11% for takeoff activities were identified, relative to values in 
the ICAO EEDB. However, this study was limited to a small sample size, as specific 
engine types could only be assigned to three of the aircraft. Potential for further work 
raised in these studies suggested relating measured EIs to the variation in observed 
thrust settings adopted during aircraft activity, and estimating EIs for other 
pollutants such as CO and HC.  
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Carslaw et al. (2008) measured NOX concentrations at upstream and downstream 
sensors located 180 m north of the northern runway and 1,600 m south of the 
southern runway at London Heathrow airport for four weeks during autumn in 
2005. Simple dispersion and peak matching algorithms were used to identify and 
link 5,618 measured NOX emission plumes to corresponding aircraft movements, 
covering 29 unique engine types. While the use of upstream and downstream 
sensors either side of the airport ensured that the airport pollutant emission source 
was isolated, the use of peak matching algorithms introduced considerable 
uncertainty, due to the assignment of multiple peaks to any single activity. Measured 
NOX concentrations were compared to ICAO EEDB emission rates (as opposed to 
estimating measured EI(NOX) values). Dependency of NOX emissions on variability 
in aircraft takeoff thrust setting was suggested as a source of variation in NOX 
concentrations of up to 41%, for the same aircraft-engine combination. Herndon et al. 
(2008) measured pollutant concentrations 500 m downwind of aircraft activities at 
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International airport (ATL) for four days during 
September 2004. EIs were calculated and linked to specific aircraft, based on 
observed tail numbers for a large fraction of traffic during the sample period, 
covering seven unique engine types. EI(NOX) was approximately 18% lower than the 
rates expected using the ICAO EEDB during takeoff and 15% lower during taxi. As 
with Carslaw et al. (2008), this variability was attributed to aircraft operations, 
specifically the expected use of reduced thrust takeoff. Measured EI(CO) was up to 
100% greater than stated in the ICAO EEDB during taxi. This was attributed to the 
use of taxi thrust settings of less than the 7% stated in the LTO Reference Cycle, as 
well as the non-linear increase in EI(CO) at low thrust settings. Klapmeyer and Marr 
(2012) focussed on the measurement of gaseous EIs from commuter aircraft at 
Roanoke airport (ROA) in Virginia. During a 12-day measurement campaign, 221 
taxi and takeoff events were captured at a measurement site ~250 m from the 
primary departure runway and ~120 m from the associated taxiway, 80% of which 
were associated with five specific engine types. Measured EI(NOX) was less than 
ICAO EEDB values for both taxi and takeoff activities (by approximately 20%) and 
takeoff EI(NOX) was between 3 and 7 times greater than EI(NOX) for taxi. Once again, 
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these trends were attributed to operational factors such as varying thrust setting. 
Mazaheri et al. (2009) measured EI(NOX) for 283 individual plumes between 60 and 
180 m downwind of the emission source for five aircraft-engine combinations during 
the phases of taxi, takeoff and landing at Brisbane airport (BNE). The removal of 
background concentration was not performed, and the exact engine type was 
unknown. In general, EI(NOX) was found to compare well with ICAO EEDB values. 
However, measured EIs were lower than expected during takeoff, and again this was 
attributed to the use of reduced thrust takeoff. Schäfer et al. (2003) and Schürmann et 
al. (2007) used Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR) to measure EIs by 
intersecting aircraft emission plumes directly, however corresponding results have 
high variability relative to the other studies. 
The primary limitation in all of the above studies is that the actual thrust settings 
used by each aircraft activity was unknown. Therefore, the expectation that variation 
in measured EIs can be explained by varying aircraft operations was not evaluated. 
Consequently, the variability identified in these studies has not been assigned to a 
specific source, and is attributed to a combination of the measurement techniques, 
variability in engine-to-engine performance, plume dynamics as pollutant emissions 
travel to the sensor and differences in engine thrust settings from the ICAO LTO 
Reference Cycle (Klapmeyer and Marr, 2012).  
Other studies have measured gaseous EIs under laboratory (sensor probes in the 
exhaust plume connected to sample lines which carry gas to the analysers) or 
controlled conditions (aircraft are grounded and choked while varying thrust 
settings were tested) (Wormhoudt et al., 2007, Timko et al., 2010a). Timko et al. 
(2010a) found that for many engine types, much of the variability can be explained 
by accounting for thrust setting and fuel flow rate. In general the results of these 
studies have shown strong agreement with measured EI(NOX) and EI(CO) to within 
approximately 10% and 25% respectively when compared to EEDB values, across the 
nine unique engine types analysed. However, it has been suggested that emission 
behaviours may differ between engines in operation and when measured at a 
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calibrated, static test facility (Schäfer et al., 2003). Therefore, these results may not 
reflect the EIs of aircraft engines during actual operations. 
More recent studies have focused primarily on the EIs of subspecies of PM (Hsu et 
al., 2012, Lobo et al., 2012, Hsu et al., 2013, Masiol et al., 2016). In general, these 
studies have related peaks in PM and CO2 concentrations with varying levels of 
temporal lag, to observed aircraft taxi and takeoff activities. EI(PM) has been 
estimated for the corresponding engines and correlated to measured emissions. 
However, as with EI(NOX) and EI(CO), these studies have been unable to relate 
variation in measured EI(PM) to operational thrust settings due to data restrictions. 
While, these studies have made progress with regards to the source apportionment 
of measured PM concentrations to aircraft activities, using novel methods such as 
bivariate polar plots developed by Carslaw and Ropkins (2012), they have largely 
failed to address gaseous pollutant species such as NOX and CO. 
6.1.2. Outline of chapter 
This chapter evaluates the extent to which measured pollutant concentrations can be 
explained by variation in aircraft, engine and thrust setting, using a London 
Heathrow airport case study. To achieve this, EI(NOX) and EI(CO) values, measured 
during the Sensor Network for Air Quality (SNAQ) at London Heathrow project, are 
compared to the corresponding modelled EI values in the high-resolution emission 
inventory described in Chapter 2. Unlike previous studies, modelled EI(NOX) and 
EI(CO) values are based on recorded fuel flow rates. This facilitates the evaluation of 
variation in measured LAQ and enables the association of this to the observed 
variability in aircraft thrust setting. 
This chapter is split into three further sections. Section 6.2 describes the instruments, 
data collection, data handling and methods used to estimate and temporally align 
measured and modelled EI(NOX) and EI(CO). Section 6.3 presents the results and 
discussion of analyses in three subsections, which: 
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i. Characterise the air quality measurement data. 
ii. Compare the measured NO2 and CO time series to aircraft activities and EU 
Air Quality Standards. 
iii. Compare measured and modelled EI(NOX) and EI(CO), while accounting for 
variability in aircraft-engine combination and observed thrust settings. 
Finally, Section 6.4 will provide concluding remarks and describe the implications of 
the findings. 
6.2. Methodology 
6.2.1. Measurement data handling 
6.2.1.1. Instrument and site description 
As stated in Section 2.4.6, pollutant concentration and meteorological measurements 
were collected between the 4th and 18th November 2012 as part of the SNAQ at 
London Heathrow project. Although the measurement campaign and data 
processing was carried out independently to the current research, the methods are 
summarised in this section to ensure completeness. The sensor network comprised of 
up to 27 simultaneously active, low-cost, electrochemical gas nodes as described and 
evaluated by Mead et al. (2013). Measured variables include meteorology 
(temperature, wind direction, wind speed) and pollutant concentrations (NO, NO2 
and CO in parts per billion (ppb) and CO2 in parts per million (ppm)) at 1 sample per 
20 s (0.05 Hz resolution). NOX is the sum of the measured NO and NO2 
concentrations. During the two-week measurement campaign the mean recorded 
temperature was 9.2 °C, and mean relative humidity was 86.7%. 
6.2.1.2. Calculation of pollutant concentrations using SNAQ data 
To compare measurements, which are recorded as ppb or ppm to EU Air Quality 
Standards, as described in Section 1.1.4, the ideal gas law is used to estimate 
pollutant mass concentrations for NO2 and CO as µg/m3, given by, 
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𝜒 µgm! = 𝜌 ∙MW ∙ 𝑟8.314 ∙ 𝑇 , (6.1) 
where 𝜒 is the pollutant mass concentration in µg/m3, 𝜌 is the air density in Pa 
(101.325 KPa at International Standard Atmosphere (ISA)), MW  is the pollutant 
species molecular weight in g/mol (NO2 = 46 and CO = 28), 𝑟  is the pollutant 
concentration in ppm, and 𝑇 is the temperature in K. The molecular weight of NOX is 
taken to be 46 g/mol, as stated in Annex 16 to the Convention on Civil Aviation 
(ICAO, 2008). Concentrations are also estimated for NO (MW = 30) and CO2 (MW = 
44). 
6.2.2. Estimation of measured EIs 
6.2.2.1. Sensor node locations 
To ensure the use of appropriate measurement data for estimating EIs, constraints 
are applied to satisfy certain criteria. Two sensor nodes that are located relatively 
close to, and either side of, an area where aircraft activity occurs are selected. This 
enables one set of measurements to be treated as upstream (background) 
concentrations and the second as downstream concentrations, similar to the method 
adopted by Carslaw et al. (2008). Of the potential pairings identified in the 
monitoring sensor network, nodes ‘S29’ and ‘S30’ were adjudged to provide the best 
opportunity for identifying an isolated aircraft runway activity emission source. 
Node S29 is located ~50 m west of the nearest taxiway and ~130 m north west from 
the centre line of runway 09R, while node S30 is located ~120 m south west of 
runway 09R, as shown in Figure 6.1. In this case study the pollutant concentrations 
measured at sensor node S30 are adjudged to be equivalent to the air intake in the 
aircraft engines. 
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Figure 6.1: Case study sensor node locations at S29 and S30, in relation to runway 09R. Green and red 
arrows represent the proposed and operating sensor nodes respectively (map data © Google 2016). 
6.2.2.2. Time period 
Sensor nodes S29 and S30 can be used in the manner described above during time 
periods with favourable meteorological conditions. London Heathrow airport 
reports that runway choice is based on wind conditions (Heathrow Airport Ltd., 
2016). The majority of departures occur from east to west (westerly operations), due 
to the westerly prevailing wind (~270 °), and the preference for aircraft departing and 
arriving with a headwind (i.e. into the wind). These operations will use runways 27R 
and 27L until the tailwind (i.e. wind direction ~90 °) exceeds 5 knots, at which point 
runways 09R and 09L are used instead (easterly operations) (Carslaw et al., 2008). 
Figure 6.2 shows a time series of hourly averaged measured wind directions at 
sensor nodes S29 and S30, and the corresponding total hourly departures and 
arrivals on 09R. 
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of recorded hourly mean wind directions and 09R activities. 
Runway 09R is used for 2,418 departure events during the sample period 
(accounting for 25.8% of all departure activities) compared to 0 departures on 09L, 
3,450 departures on 27L and 3,514 departures on 27R. Furthermore, Figure 6.2 shows 
that the majority of 09R departures occurred on the 5th, 14th, 15th and 16th November, 
when the predominant wind direction was easterly. During easterly operations, 
aircraft activities are most likely to impact the pollutant concentrations at sensor 
nodes S29 and S30, and therefore cause an emission signature associated with the 
aircraft engines. During the same time period, runway 09R is used for arrivals 110 
times (accounting for 1.2% of all arrival activities), with more arrivals landing on 
runway 09L (2,356), 27R (3,442) and 27L (3,478). Arrival activities on 09R during the 
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sample period are therefore unlikely to have a significant effect on measured 
pollutant concentrations. 
To ensure that when departure operations are used on runway 09R, sensor S30 acts 
as the upstream (background) node and sensor S29 acts as the downstream node, 
further constraints based on the wind conditions were applied to the sample data. 
This is similar to the strategy adopted by Klapmeyer and Marr (2012), as described 
below. 
To account for pollutant dispersion, only pollutant concentrations corresponding to 
wind directions between 100 and 180 ° were chosen, to ensure that no aircraft 
emissions would be measured at the upstream sensor node. Consequently, it is 
expected that the emission source signatures associated with the aircraft activity on 
runway 09R will be captured as the wind direction intersects the runway, therefore 
dispersing pollutants towards S29 (the downstream sensor node). Furthermore, any 
periods of ‘calm’ wind (wind speed <2 m/s) were removed from the dataset as 
conducted by Klapmeyer and Marr (2012). 
6.2.2.3. Measured EIs calculation 
To estimate EIs for NOX and CO, the ratio of measured pollutant concentration to 
measured CO2 concentration is used. As stated previously, the mass of CO2 emitted 
is a fuel-specific constant EI based on the fuel type (Hileman et al., 2010), and 
depends on the mass of fuel combusted, as described in Section 2.4.3.4. 
Consequently, the mass of CO2 emitted is used to estimate the mass of fuel burnt, by 
dividing through by EI(CO2). 
For a given pollutant X, EI(X) is calculated using the equation described by Schulte et 
al. (1997) from recorded pollutant concentrations, given by, 
EI X  gkg = EI CO! MW!MW!"! ∆X∆CO!, (6.2) 
where EI X  is the measured EI of pollutant X in g/kg fuel, EI(CO!) is 3.16 kg/kg fuel, MW  is the molecular weight of the pollutant X in g/mol, ∆X  is the measured 
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concentration of pollutant X minus the background concentration in ppb and ∆CO! is 
the measured CO2 concentration minus the background CO2 concentration in ppm. 
This process is used to calculate measured EI(NOX) and EI(CO), as used previously 
by Herndon et al. (2005) and Klapmeyer and Marr (2012). 
In this chapter, S29 is the downstream and S30 is the upstream sensor node. 
Therefore, ∆X is given by, 
∆X ppb = 𝑟(X!"#) − 𝑟(X!"#), (6.3) 
where ∆X  is the measured concentration of pollutant X minus the background 
concentration in ppb, 𝑟(X!"#) is the measured concentration of pollutant X at sensor 
node S29 in ppb and  𝑟(X!"#) is the measured concentration of pollutant X at sensor 
node S30 in ppb. 
6.2.3. Modelled emission inventory data handling 
Modelled emission rates and EIs are taken from the high-resolution emission 
inventory as described in Chapter 2. Each flight data record (FDR) contained 
information regarding the associated aircraft-engine combination, allowing EIs given 
in the ICAO EEDB to be linked to specific engine types unambiguously. 
Modelled emissions were constrained spatially to the area shown in Figure 6.3 to 
isolate the runway emissions source. Latitude was constrained by the runway width 
and longitude was constrained by the location of the runway at the western extent 
and at approximately 800 m along the runway at the eastern extent. 
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Figure 6.3: Modelled aircraft emission spatial constraint with sensor node locations and approximate 
wind direction constraints (map data © Google 2016). 
To identify NOX and CO concentrations that correspond to aircraft activities at the 
sensor nodes, the signatures from the aircraft engines must be relatively strong. To 
ensure that relatively high modelled EI(NOX) values were analysed, only aircraft 
activities operating with over 70% thrust setting were considered as the emission 
source for EI(NOX). This corresponds to high EI(NOX) and high fuel flow rates. For 
the analysis of EI(CO), activities below 70% thrust setting were adopted. EI(CO) is 
highest at low thrust settings, however, at low thrust settings the fuel flow rate is 
low, therefore the aircraft are less likely to produce an identifiable signature at the 
sensor node. Consequently, the range of thrust settings used is taken as 0 to 70%, 
which increases the likelihood of capturing identifiable EI(CO) signatures. 
Following this, total NOX, CO emissions and fuel consumption were summed for all 
activities within the emission source area for every second. To match the resolution 
of the measurement data for comparison purposes, the time series of the emission 
source was aggregated to give 20 s totals for NOX and CO emissions. To facilitate the 
comparison of average thrust setting to EI(NOX) and EI(CO), all 20 s time periods 
during which more than one aircraft was operating within the runway emission 
source were removed. Total NOX and CO emissions were then divided by the total 
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fuel consumption for the same time period to estimate the 20 s averages for EI(NOX) 
and EI(CO). 
6.2.4. Temporal alignment of measured and modelled EIs 
To compare measured and modelled EIs, the two time series require temporal 
alignment to account for the time taken for the pollutant emissions to disperse from 
the aircraft source to the sensor nodes, as well as to compensate for potential errors 
in recorded time between the modelled emission inventory and sensor node data. A 
simple shift of the modelled EI data for alignment with the measurement data is 
utilised in this analysis, as suggested by Carslaw et al. (2008). This was possible due 
to the aggregation of the time series at 20 s, data constraints ensuring minimal 
variation in meteorological conditions and the close location of the emission source 
to the sensor nodes. The appropriate lag term was identified by comparing the 
correlation values of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient ‘r’ and the 
coefficient of determination (using ordinary least squares regression) ‘R2’ between 
measured and modelled EIs, for lag increasing from 10 s to 90 s (the midpoints of the 
aggregated modelled data) in 20 s increments (matching the measured EI temporal 
resolution). As shown in Table 6.1, the highest correlation values were selected as the 
most appropriate dispersion times, 50 s for EI(NOX) and 10 s for EI(CO). The 
corresponding sample size was 262 for EI(NOX) and 505 for EI(CO), the difference 
arising from the availability of more modelled data points at thrust settings of less 
than 70%, as mentioned previously. 
Table 6.1: Impact of varying lag time on correlation coefficients r and R2 for NOX and CO. 
 CO NOX 
Lag (s) r R2 r R2 
10 0.603 0.364 0.468 0.219 
30 0.274 0.075 0.639 0.408 
50 -0.068 0.005 0.659 0.434 
70 0.030 0.001 0.518 0.269 
90 0.052 0.003 0.233 0.054 
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The values of r are moderately high and positive, at 0.66 and 0.60 for EI(NOX) and 
EI(CO) respectively. This indicates that there is a reasonably strong positive linear 
correlation between the measured and modelled EI values. Furthermore, R2 is 
moderate in both cases, with values of 0.43 and 0.36 for EI(NOX) and EI(CO) 
respectively. This states that the variability identified in measured EIs is fairly well 
explained by the variability in the modelled EI values. 
The lower lag time identified for EI(CO) is due to the highest CO emission rates (at 
low thrust settings, which are associated with taxiing activity) occurring closer to the 
sensor node within the spatial extent of the emission source. EI(NOX) is likely to be 
highest further west, where higher thrust settings (associated with aircraft takeoff) 
are more likely to be adopted, corresponding to higher NOX emission rates. The 
location of the emission source will impact the time taken for pollutants to reach the 
sensor node, therefore aircraft takeoff emissions will require an increased lag time 
relative to the time of activity. 
6.3. Results 
6.3.1. Measurement data characterisation 
To investigate the impact of runway 09R operations on pollutant concentrations, the 
data was divided into two operating modes: days when runway 09R was ‘on’ (being 
used for departure activities) and ‘off’ (not being used for departure activities). 
Figure 6.4 shows the wind rose plots for the two operating modes. This confirms that 
the prevailing wind direction when runway 09R was in use was easterly, and 
westerly when not in use, as stated in Section 6.2.2.2. 
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Figure 6.4: Wind rose plots at S29 and S30 using measured data during days of runway 09R on and off. 
When considering 09R operations, at S29 approximately 45% of wind direction 
counts are between south south east and east south east, which support the choice of 
analysis time period and sensor nodes for upstream and downstream measurements. 
At S29, south easterly winds also correspond to the highest recorded wind speeds 
(up to 16.4 m/s) during the sample period; this may be indicative of the influence of 
engine exhaust air velocity on the measured wind speed. The highest wind speeds 
recorded at S30, when runway 09R was in operation, originated from the north east, 
which is the direction of the runway. 
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Figure 6.5: Diurnal profiles of measured hourly mean pollutant concentrations during days of runway 
09R on and off. Shaded areas correspond to the upper and lower quartiles of measured concentrations. 
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The average NOX, NO2, NO, CO and CO2 concentrations increased by 144%, 21%, 
300%, 88% and 7% respectively at S29, when runway 09R was operating with 
departure events (on) compared to measurements at S29 when the runway was not 
in use for departure activities (off). At S30, NOX, NO2, NO, CO and CO2 
concentrations also increase by 46%, 1%, 119%, 47% and 4% respectively, compared 
to measurements when runway 09R is off. Identified increases at S30 were lower 
than those observed at S29. This is due to aircraft operations having a reduced 
impact on measured concentrations based on the sensor locations and predominant 
south easterly wind direction during 09R departure operations, as shown in Figure 
6.4. The reduction in measured NOX concentrations during time periods when 09R 
was not used for departure activities is in agreement with the results presented by 
Carslaw et al. (2008), who noted a clear observed drop in measured NOX 
concentrations following an end to takeoff operations on any given runway at 
London Heathrow airport. 
When runway 09R was not used for departure activities (off), the percentage 
difference in pollutant concentrations measured at S29 compared to S30 were 
relatively small, at 8% for CO, 0% for CO2, 3% for NOX, -8% for NO2 and 22% for NO. 
Conversely, when runway 09R is in use (on) the percentage difference between the 
average pollutant concentrations at S29 and S30 are 38% for CO, 3% for CO2, 73% for 
NOX, 10% for NO2 and 122% for NO. These findings support the use of nodes S29 as 
the downstream and S30 as the upstream sensors in subsequent sections, as 09R 
departure operations have a more considerable impact on measured pollutant 
concentrations at S29 than S30. However, the increases at S30 (between days of 
runway off and days of runway on) suggest that aircraft activities do have an impact 
on measured concentrations at both sensor nodes, which may result in the 
overestimate of background concentrations. 
The percentage increase in NO2, when runway 09R was being used for departure 
activities (on) compared to when it was not (off), is smaller than the percentage 
increase identified for NO. This is due to aircraft departure activities generally 
emitting a higher proportion of NO to NO2 (as component species of NOX) at higher 
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(takeoff) thrust settings (Timko et al., 2010a). Furthermore, at low thrust settings, 
where the proportion of NO2 to NO is higher, fuel flow rate is relatively low. 
Therefore, total NOX emissions were lower and NO2 peaks were less prominent in 
the measured pollutant concentrations. 
When runway 09R was not operating with departure activities (off), the diurnal 
profiles of measured CO, CO2, NOX, NO2 and NO concentrations at both S29 and S30 
may be explained by the emission patterns commonly associated with road traffic in 
the vicinity of airports (Masiol et al., 2016). This consists of morning (7 a.m. – 9 a.m.) 
and evening (6 p.m. – 8 p.m.) peaks associated with rush hour traffic, with relatively 
low concentrations during other periods and may be caused by road traffic emissions 
from the M25, as well as several smaller roads located close to the sensor nodes. 
During periods of no runway activity and when considering the components of NOX, 
the morning peak of NO was higher than the afternoon peak. Conversely, for NO2, 
the afternoon peak was higher than the morning peak. This may be due to the 
oxidisation of earlier released NO to NO2 in the atmosphere throughout the day, 
over regional spatial scales (10s to 100s km). 
Conversely, when runway 09R was used for departure activities (on), CO, CO2, NOX, 
NO2 and NO concentrations increased from 6 a.m., reaching a morning peak at 
approximately 11 a.m., before dropping to a local minimum at 3 p.m. Runway 
switching was ruled out as the cause of this drop, as this measure was not adopted 
on the days of observed departure operations on runway 09R. Pollutant 
concentrations then increase from 3 p.m. until 11 p.m., corresponding to the time that 
London Heathrow airport is scheduled to stop aircraft activities. These patterns were 
relatively consistent across both sensor nodes. However, the measured 
concentrations of CO, NOX and NO were higher at S29 than S30, which may be due 
to the predominantly south easterly wind direction during days of activity on 
runway 09R (on). 
The aircraft schedule is expected to be a contributing factor to these diurnal patterns, 
as the departure and arrival of heavier aircraft, which burn a disproportionately high 
mass of fuel and lead to increased absolute emissions, generally occurred during the 
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mornings and evening peaks. This is shown in Figure 6.6, where the total hourly 
maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) of the arriving and departing aircraft are plotted 
against hour of the day. This total MTOW is averaged across all the days analysed in 
the London Heathrow airport case study. 
 
Figure 6.6: Diurnal pattern of total MTOW per hour, averaged across each day of activity. 
A commonly used method to assist in the source apportionment of pollutant 
concentration measurements is bivariate polar plot analysis as developed by Carslaw 
and Ropkins (2012), where pollutant concentrations are mapped as a continuous 
surface using recorded wind speed and wind direction measurements. This method 
facilitates a preliminary investigation into the locations and relative contributions of 
pollutant emission sources. It has previously been adopted to relate aircraft activities 
to measured pollutant concentrations including CO, NOX, NO2 and NO at Venice 
Marco Polo airport (VCE) by Masiol et al. (2016). 
In Figure 6.7, rows 1 and 3 show NOX, NO2, NO, NO2 to NOX ratio, CO and CO2 for 
sensor node S29, while rows 2 and 4 show the equivalent measurements for sensor 
node S30, plotted for the full analysis time period. 
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Figure 6.7: Bivariate polar plots of measured NOX, NO2, NO (rows 1 and 2 left to right), NO2/NOX, CO 
and CO2 concentrations (rows 3 and 4 left to right) at S29 (rows 1 and 3) and S30 (rows 2 and 4). 
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Concentrations of NOX, NO2, NO, CO and CO2 increase as the wind direction aligns 
with the direction of the runway (south easterly for S29 and north easterly for S30). 
This indicates that aircraft runway activities do have an impact on measured 
pollutant concentrations under certain wind conditions. For all pollutant species, 
with the exception of NO, the increasing pollutant concentration is more prominent 
at S29 than S30 as the wind direction aligns with the runway. This suggests that 
aircraft activities have less impact on NOX, NO2, NO, CO and CO2 concentrations at 
S30, relative to S29. 
Further to identifying the direction of emission sources using bivariate polar 
plotting, wind directions where pollutant concentrations increase alongside 
increasing wind speed indicates the presence of emission sources with buoyant 
plumes, such as aircraft exhaust emissions (Barrett et al., 2013). In these cases, the 
plume is brought to ground level as wind speed increases. Consequently, emission 
sources that are located further from the sensor node will reach higher 
concentrations at higher wind speeds (Carslaw et al., 2006). When focussing on 
sensor node S29, the wind speed corresponding to peak NOX, NO and CO2 
concentrations is approximately 15 m/s, while for NO2 and CO this is lower, at 
approximately 10 m/s. NO2 and CO EIs are higher at low thrust settings, such as 
during taxi, as discussed previously. Emissions corresponding to taxiing activities 
occur closer to the sensor nodes than the takeoff activities, based on the emission 
source locations. Therefore, assuming a sufficiently high aircraft engine fuel flow rate 
it was expected that peaks in NO2 and CO concentrations would be identified at 
lower wind speeds. In contrast, takeoff activities (associated with high thrust settings 
and consequently high NOX, NO and CO2 emission rates) occurred further from the 
sensor nodes and higher measured concentrations of these pollutants are observed at 
higher wind speeds. This also supports the use of a longer lag time for NOX than for 
CO, as stated in Section 6.2.4. 
As identified by Masiol et al. (2016), wind conditions corresponding to the direction 
of aircraft activity result in low NO2 to NOX ratios, in the range of 0.1 to 0.3, relative 
to other directions. This is caused by the proportion of NOX emitted as NO, which 
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increases at high engine pressure and temperature (such as the conditions in aircraft 
engines) due to the equilibrium point of the NO2 to NO reaction moving towards the 
endothermic direction (NO2 à NO + O) (IPCC, 1999). From other directions, aircraft 
activities are unlikely to have a significant impact on the proportions of NO and NO2 
as components of NOX. Consequently, when considering a westerly wind direction, 
the NO2 to NOX ratio is much higher, in the range of 0.8 to 1.0. This is also in 
agreement with the diurnal profiles shown in Figure 6.5, where periods of inactivity 
correspond to higher NO2 to NOX ratios (up to 0.9), compared to when aircraft are 
operating (approximately 0.3). 
6.3.2. Time series analysis of measured data 
As discussed in Section 6.3.1, aircraft operations at London Heathrow airport have a 
considerable impact on measured pollutant concentrations. Therefore it is valuable to 
quantify the corresponding impact relative to EU Air Quality Standards, for the 
regulated pollutants of NO2 and CO as reported in Table 1.1. This enables the 
demonstration of regulatory compliance and identifies areas where pollutant 
concentrations are deemed unsafe. 
NO2 is limited to an annual average of 40 µg/m3, and an hourly average of 200 µg/m3 
(which must not be exceeded more than 18 times per year). CO is limited to 10 
mg/m3, which is specified as an 8-hour rolling average of hourly average CO 
concentrations. While these limit values must be complied with only at certain air 
quality monitoring stations as part of the Automatic Urban and Rural Network 
(AURN), evaluating the measured concentrations against the EU Air Quality 
Standards provides a valuable indication of the airport contributions to local 
pollutant concentrations. Hourly average NO2 and CO concentration time series are 
shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. 
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Figure 6.8: Comparisons of measured hourly mean NO2 concentrations at S29 and S30 with EU Air 
Quality Standards and 09R activities. Dotted line represents the 40 µg/m3 limit, and dashed line 
represented the 200 µg/m3 limit. 
Figure 6.8 shows the hourly average NO2 concentration time series as measured at 
S29 (top) and S30 (middle), along with the hourly departure activity count on 
runway 09R (bottom). It is clear that NO2 concentrations vary considerably between 
the 4th and 18th November 2012, from 39.8 to 129.8 µg/m3 at S29 and from 42.9 to 115.2 
µg/m3 at S30. During the two-week period, measured NO2 concentrations were 
consistently above the 40 µg/m3 annual average EU Air Quality Standard at S30, and 
dropped below for only one hour-long period at S29. Clearly, annual average NO2 
concentrations at London Heathrow airport are considerably higher than would be 
legally allowed if these monitoring stations were regulated. To address this, airport 
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and aircraft operations should seek to implement the optimisation of NOX mitigation 
operating strategies, such as SET and reduced thrust takeoff, addressed in Chapters 4 
and 5 respectively. 
These exceedance rates are higher than those measured at the AURN monitoring 
sites of London Hillingdon and London Harlington. The hourly average NO2 
concentrations measured at the London Hillingdon AURN exceeded 40 µg/m3 for 
88.8% of measured hours, and for 59.8% at the London Harlington AURN (DEFRA, 
2016). This is likely to be due to pollutant dilution, as the AURN monitoring sites are 
located further from the airport emission sources, compared to sensor nodes S29 and 
S30. Consequently, to evaluate the impact of aircraft operations on human exposure, 
pollutant concentration measurements should be taken in the corresponding 
locations. 
At sensor node S29, when considering the time periods during which departure 
activities did not take place on runway 09R, the mean hourly average NO2 
concentration was 70.3 µg/m3 compared to 77.9 µg/m3 when the runway was in 
operation. Similarly, when runway 09R was off, the maximum hourly average NO2 
concentration recorded was 103.4 µg/m3. This is 20.3% less than the maximum NO2 
concentration of 129.8 µg/m3 when 09R was being used. While this indicates that 
aircraft activities do increase maximum hourly average NO2 concentrations, the EU 
Air Quality Standards hourly peak value of 200 µg/m3 was not exceeded during the 
two-week period. 
Figure 6.9 shows a time series of the hourly average CO concentrations as measured 
at S29 (top) and S30 (middle) along with the hourly departure activity count on 
runway 09R (bottom). As with NO2, CO concentrations varied considerably between 
the 4th and 18th November 2012, from 0.2 to 1.6 mg/m3 at S29 and 0.2 to 0.9 mg/m3 at 
S30. During the two-week period, measured CO concentrations were consistently 
below the 10 mg/m3 limit value at both sensor nodes. 
At S29, when considering the time periods during which departure activities did not 
take place on runway 09R, the mean hourly average CO concentration was 0.4 mg/m3 
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compared to 0.6 mg/m3 when the runway was in operation. Similarly, when runway 
09R was off, the maximum hourly average CO concentration recorded at S29 was 0.7 
mg/m3. This is 56.3% less than the maximum CO concentration of 1.6 mg/m3 when 
09R was being used. 
As with NO2, this indicates that aircraft activities do cause an increase in maximum 
hourly average CO concentrations, but would not lead to any additional exceedances 
of the EU Air Quality Standards if these monitoring stations were regulated. 
 
Figure 6.9: Comparisons of measured hourly mean CO concentrations at S29 and S30 with EU Air 
Quality Standards and 09R activities. 
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6.3.3. Correlation between measured and modelled NOX and CO EIs 
The final analysis in this chapter investigates the extent to which variation in 
measured EIs can be attributed to aircraft activities (i.e. aircraft-engine combination 
and thrust setting). This is achieved through comparing the modelled thrust settings 
and EIs, taken from the high-resolution emission inventory estimated in Chapter 2, 
to measured EIs calculated from the ratio of measured NOX and CO to CO2 using the 
methodology presented in Section 6.2.2.3. Figure 6.10 shows a time series of NOX 
(top), CO (middle) and CO2 (bottom), constrained to the 16th November 2012, for 
both sensor nodes S29 (black) and S30 (red), which are treated as the measured 
downstream and upstream (background) pollutant concentrations respectively. 
 
Figure 6.10: Upstream (S30) and downstream (S29) NOX, CO and CO2 concentrations measured at 0.05 
Hz for the 16th November. 
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Observed peaks in the NOX and CO concentration time series were relatively short-
lived compared to CO2 concentration peaks. For NOX, peaks in the upstream sensor 
(S30) have relatively low magnitude when compared to the peaks measured at the 
downstream sensor (S29). With regards to CO, the highest magnitude peaks were 
identified at the downstream sensor. However, peaks of considerable magnitude are 
also identified at the upstream sensor. This indicates the existence of additional CO 
emission sources contributing to higher CO concentrations at the upstream sensor 
node (S30), compared to the downstream sensor node (S29). The upstream time 
series for CO2 was consistently lower than the downstream sensor and upstream 
peaks are of a lower magnitude than those measured at the downstream sensor. 
Using these measurements, the aircraft emission source was isolated by subtracting 
the measured upstream (background) from the downstream time series for each 
pollutant species. The resulting EI(NOX) and EI(CO) time series are shown for a 
further constrained period (to enable visualisation of the associated trends) in Figure 
6.11 (black) and compared to modelled values (red). 
EI(NOX) and EI(CO) peaks often appear to align temporally and the relative 
amplitude of both measured and modelled peaks are similar, although measured 
peaks appear to be consistently higher and the troughs consistently lower. The 
existence of negative values in Figure 6.11 indicates that NOX and CO emission 
sources often contribute to higher pollutant concentrations at the upstream sensor 
node than at the downstream sensor node. The EI estimation in this case study relies 
on the background concentrations being reflective of the pollutant concentrations in 
the engine intake air. However, at some points in time engine intake pollutant 
concentrations may be overestimated as emissions from other sources will have 
diluted as a result of dispersion while travelling the distance between sensor node 
S30 and the aircraft engines. 
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Figure 6.11: Measured (black) and modelled (red) EI(NOX) and EI(CO) for a constrained 4-hour time 
series. 
Previous studies identified the specific engine type installed on the aircraft as an 
explanatory variable for measured EIs, as reviewed in Section 6.1.1. Consequently, to 
explain the variability identified in Figure 6.11, the distributions of measured and 
modelled EIs were categorised based on aircraft-engine combination and compared 
in Figures 6.12 and 6.13 for EI(NOX) and EI(CO) respectively. 
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the distributions of measured and modelled EI(NOX). Boxplots show the 
median, lower and upper quartiles, and minimum and maximum of observed values respectively. 
Figure 6.12 shows that the median measured EI(NOX) is less than the median 
modelled EI(NOX) for A319, A320, A321 and B777 aircraft-engine combinations by 
45.9%, 52.5%, 47.0%, and 33.7%, respectively. In contrast, the median measured 
EI(NOx) for B747a and B747b aircraft-engine combinations are 8.6% and 5.0% higher, 
respectively. This may be explained by the differences between engine intake air and 
pollutant concentrations measured at S30, as mentioned previously. Measurements 
of EI(NOx) display greater variability than modelled estimates. The interquartile 
values of measured EI(NOX), range from -16.4 g/kg fuel to +14.3 g/kg fuel above and 
below the median value, which is considerably higher than that identified for 
modelled EI(NOX) with an interquartile range of –2.4 g/kg fuel to +2.8 g/kg fuel. 
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The median measured EI(NOX) for B747a (42.1 g/kg fuel) is higher than the EI(NOX) 
measured for the B747b aircraft-engine combination (22.1 g/kg fuel) by 90.5%. The 
B747a is installed with the older RB211-524G engine variant, while the B747b is 
installed with the newer RB211-524G-T; this engine assignment difference is due to 
aircraft retrofitting conducted by Airline A. When comparing EIs at 85% thrust for 
two engine variants as given in the ICAO EEDB, the EI(NOX) for B747a (40.5 g/kg 
fuel) is higher than the B747b (21.8 g/kg fuel) by 85.8%. This has a clearly observable 
impact on reducing the NOX emission rate from B747 aircraft (as the fuel flow rates of 
the two engine variants are the same (2.1 kg/s) at 85% thrust) and therefore should be 
extended across the entire B747 fleet. This demonstrates the potential benefits from 
adopting improved engine combustor technology using real world measurements. 
Consequently, policy should be introduced that promotes the installation of these 
engines where possible. Furthermore, this serves to demonstrate how the 
characterisation of variation in measured EIs is achieved by observing variability in 
aircraft-engine combination. 
Figure 6.13 shows that median measured EI(CO) is higher than the median modelled 
EI(CO) for B747a and B747b activities by 5.9% and 19.7% respectively. Conversely, 
median measured EI(CO) is lower than the median modelled EI(CO) for A319, A320, 
A321 and B777 activities by 78.1%, 61.4%, 67.0% and 45.0% respectively. Once again, 
a higher level of variability is identified in measured EI(CO) than modelled EI(CO). 
Of all aircraft-engine combinations, the B747a corresponds to the highest variation 
above and below the median value, with an interquartile range of –26.6 g/kg fuel to 
+85.5 g/kg fuel for measured EI(CO), a value that is higher than that calculated for 
the modelled EI(CO) with an interquartile range of -34.2 g/kg fuel to +52.2 g/kg fuel. 
The variability in EI(CO) is considerably higher for both measured and modelled EIs 
than was identified for EI(NOX). This may be partly due to only thrust settings above 
70% being considered for NOX, and all activities below 70% thrust setting being 
considered for CO, as described in Section 6.2.3. When analysing a larger number of 
thrust settings, a greater range of fuel flow rates and EIs are expected and therefore 
more variability is introduced. Furthermore, EI(CO) increases non-linearly at low 
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thrust settings, which increases the variability in measured EI(CO) relative to 
EI(NOX). 
 
Figure 6.13: Comparison of the distributions of measured and modelled EI(CO). Boxplots show the 
median, lower and upper quartiles and minimum and maximum of observed values respectively. 
As with EI(NOX), the measured EI(CO) for the two engines installed on the B747 
aircraft are considerably different. EI(CO) for the B747a (42.6 g/kg fuel) is 99.0% 
higher than EI(CO) for the B747b aircraft-engine combination (21.4 g/kg fuel). This 
reflects differences in the EI(CO) values in the ICAO EEDB of 28.8 g/kg fuel and 13.7 
g/kg fuel for the B747a and B747b aircraft-engine combinations respectively, at 7% 
thrust (percentage difference of 110.2%). 
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For both EI(NOX) and EI(CO), the smallest percentage difference between measured 
and modelled EI(NOX) is calculated for the B747 aircraft, which may be due to the 
higher absolute mass of NOX, CO and CO2 that these aircraft emit, caused by the high 
fuel flow rate required by the higher power engines. For example, at 100% thrust, a 
B747 aircraft burns 10.5 kg/s, which is more than five times the fuel flow rate of an 
A319 aircraft (1.4 kg/s). Consequently, B747 aircraft create a more prominent 
signature for measurement at the sensor node than the other aircraft-engine 
combinations. Furthermore, due to the high mass of pollutant emissions generated 
by the B747s, overestimates in engine intake air (due to dilution caused by pollutant 
dispersion between sensor node S30 and the aircraft engines as mentioned 
previously) are likely to have a reduced impact relative to smaller aircraft which 
have less dominance of the fresh emissions. 
Previous studies have suggested that variability in measured EIs can be explained by 
the variation in aircraft thrust settings adopted during observed operations (Carslaw 
et al., 2008, Herndon et al., 2008, Klapmeyer and Marr, 2012). However, these studies 
compared measured EIs to specific aircraft phases with the assumption of LTO 
Reference Cycle thrust settings (i.e. 7% for taxi and 100% for takeoff). Building on 
this, Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show the relationship between the average thrust setting 
used by the aircraft during each 20 s period and the corresponding measured 
EI(NOX) and EI(CO) respectively, with categorisation based on aircraft-engine 
combination. Each plot also shows the linear model fit (calculated using ordinary 
least squares regression) for the measured (solid) and modelled (dashed) EI to thrust 
setting relationship. This is provided to illustrate the general trend only, as no linear 
relationship between the two variables is apparent. 
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Figure 6.14: Trend between average thrust setting and EI(NOX) with categorisation based on aircraft-
engine combination. 
When using the linear model to indicate the general relationship, Figure 6.14 shows 
that measured EI(NOX) typically follows the same trend of modelled EI(NOX) and 
increases with average thrust setting, with the exception of B777 activities. In 
particular, the linear models for measured and modelled EI(NOX) for B747 aircraft 
follow a very similar trend. However, for A319, A320 and A321 aircraft-engine 
combinations, there are considerable differences in the magnitude of the measured 
EI(NOX) relative to the modelled values. Furthermore, for all aircraft-engine 
combinations at a given thrust setting, there is considerable variation in the 
measured EI(NOX). This indicates that while aircraft-engine combination and 
average thrust setting explain some of the variation in measured EI(NOX), other 
explanatory variables exist. 
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Figure 6.15: Trend between average thrust setting and EI(CO) with categorisation based on aircraft-
engine combination. 
Figure 6.15 shows that measured EI(CO) follows approximately the same general 
trend as modelled EI(CO), and decreases as average thrust setting increases. For the 
A321, B747 and B777 aircraft-engine combinations, the linear model for the measured 
EI(CO) tends to 0 g/kg as thrust setting reaches approximately 50%. However, as 
with EI(NOX), absolute differences and considerable variation are identified in 
measured EI(CO), when accounting for unique aircraft-engine combinations and 
average thrust setting. As average thrust settings tends towards zero, variability in 
measured EI(CO) values increases. This is expected due to the low fuel flow rate and 
low EI(CO) leading to weak emission signatures. The existence of negative values, 
particularly for the smaller aircraft (A319, A320 and A321) support this conclusion 
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through the indication that other CO emission sources are contributing to higher CO 
concentrations at the upstream sensor node, as previously identified in Figure 6.10. 
There are a number of possible contributing factors to the differences in modelled 
and measured EI(NOX) and EI(CO) identified in Figures 6.14 and 6.15. These are 
discussed first in terms of modelled and then measured EIs. 
Errors may exist in the EI values reported in the ICAO EEDB. As discussed in Section 
2.3.1.3, these values are recorded by the engine manufacturers at a static test facility 
and consequently may not reflect the emissions generated during observed 
operations (ICAO, 2011). The approach used to model EI values (Chapter 2) assumes 
that the impact of engine ageing, engine bleed, atmospheric conditions and changes 
in fuel content, which can cause uncertainty in ICAO EEDB EIs (IPCC, 1999), are 
negligible relative to variation in EIs caused by thrust setting. However, due to 
engine degradation caused by ageing, uncertainty for NOX emissions typically range 
from -1 to 4%, (between -14 and 25% for worst case) (Lukachko, 1997). Furthermore, 
ICAO EEDB thrust is expected to decrease due to engine bleed (Baughcum et al., 
1996) or when either ambient temperature or air pressure decreases relative to 
International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) (Farouk et al., 2013). Future research 
should seek to develop and apply an accurate method to account for these factors. 
The estimation of thrust setting and pollutant emissions used recorded fuel flow 
rates, which require interpolation of the EEDB values to estimate EIs and thrust 
setting. This was carried out as described in Section 2.4.3 using the BFFM2 method, 
however there is uncertainty in the estimated values, particularly for EI(CO) at low 
thrust settings, which increase non-linearly with decreasing thrust setting (Kim and 
Rachami, 2008). However, this method has been subject to validation across the 
range of thrust settings used, therefore the impact of this error type is expected to be 
relatively small for modelled values of EI(NOX) and EI(CO). 
Further errors may be introduced due to the spatial and temporal aggregation of 
modelled emissions as described in Sections 6.2.3. Aggregation is used for the 
identification of 20 s periods of time, during which a single aircraft was operating 
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within the defined spatial area. Subsequently, all emissions of that aircraft were 
aggregated as a single emission source and therefore were treated equally, regardless 
of proximity to the sensor locations within the spatial area. Future research should 
seek to develop a method to weight emissions within an area emission source, in 
favour of those located closer to the receptor. Furthermore, temporal aggregation 
involved calculating the mean emission rate and thrust setting for each 20 s of 
activity in order to match the measurement sampling resolution. However, this may 
result in the obscuring of modelled peaks. Future research should seek to utilise 
modelled concentrations at a higher temporal resolution (discussed in Section 7.3). 
Possible error sources also exist in the measured data set. While efforts were made to 
isolate the runway emission source using an upstream and a downstream sensor 
node, it is likely that airport and other emission sources (e.g. road traffic) will 
continue to have an impact on measured concentrations, due to dynamic 
meteorological conditions. Additionally, these sources will contribute different 
masses of emissions to each sensor, based on their relative locations, which leads to 
uncertainty in the background pollutant concentration estimation method and 
consequently the values used for the engine intake air. This is particularly evident for 
EI(CO) at low thrust settings, where measured EIs are often negative, indicating the 
existence of other emission sources contributing to the measured CO concentrations 
at the upstream sensor node (S30). 
Given the temporal resolution of the measured data, the use of a simple shift time 
alignment was an appropriate solution. However, it is likely that for certain periods 
of activity, varying dispersion time would be more accurate. A preliminary approach 
attempted to account for this by using varying lag, based on the distance between 
emission source, wind speed and wind direction. However, this did not yield 
improved correlations between modelled and measured EIs, which may be due to 
insufficient data resolution, dynamic wind conditions and buoyancy effects. As 
stated by Carslaw et al. (2008) pollutant dispersion is a complex process, and, 
consequently, is difficult to represent. Future research should focus on developing a 
more sophisticated method of temporal alignment supported by sufficient data. 
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6.4. Conclusions 
This chapter addresses the final objective as specified in Section 1.3, which was to: 
Quantify the extent to which aircraft activities impact measured NOX and CO 
concentrations, and compare modelled and measured emission indices for a range of aircraft 
types while incorporating thrust setting variability. 
To achieve this, measured pollutant concentrations from a low-cost, high-spatial 
density network of sensor nodes were utilised for a London Heathrow airport case 
study. The 09R runway emission source was isolated using a pair of sensor nodes 
acting as upstream (S30) and downstream (S29) concentrations to estimate EI(NOX) 
and EI(CO). These were compared to modelled thrust settings and EIs, as taken from 
the high-resolution emission inventory calculated in Chapter 2. 
Analyses first compared pollutant concentrations for periods of runway activity and 
inactivity. Aircraft activities have a considerable impact on measured pollutant 
concentrations downstream of runway 09R at London Heathrow airport. On days of 
09R activities, the diurnal pattern at sensor node S29 reflects aircraft activities, with 
the mean NOX, NO2, NO, CO and CO2 concentrations increasing by 144%, 21%, 
300%, 88% and 7% respectively. While these increases are specific to London 
Heathrow, it is expected that similar increases will be observed at airports with 
comparable levels of runway throughput and fleet compositions. During periods of 
activity and inactivity on runway 09R, the EU Air Quality Standard would be 
consistently exceeded for annual average NO2 if the sensor nodes were regulated. 
However, aircraft activities would not lead to exceedances of hourly average NO2 or 
CO concentrations. The consistent exceedance of NO2 limits reaffirms that airport 
and aircraft operations should seek to reduce pollutant emissions through the 
operating strategies evaluated in Chapters 4 and 5, in order to increase airport 
compliance with LAQ regulations. 
A simple time shift was adopted to temporally align measured and modelled EIs for 
a constrained spatial and temporal case study, based on a number of factors 
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including aircraft activities and meteorological conditions. Using correlation 
coefficients r and R2, the most appropriate lag times were calculated as 10 s for 
EI(CO) and 50 s for EI(NOX). Aircraft-engine combination was found to explain some 
of the variation in measured EIs. For A319, A320, A321 and B777 activities, modelled 
values overestimated average measured EI(NOX) by 33.7 to 52.5% and EI(CO) by 45.5 
to 78.1% respectively, depending on the aircraft-engine combination. However, for 
both EI(NOX) and EI(CO), B747 activities led to the smallest percentage differences 
between measured and modelled EIs (5.0 to 8.6% and 5.9 to 19.7% respectively). This 
is expected to be due to a combination of the overestimate of pollutant 
concentrations in the engine intake air due to dilution between S30 and the aircraft 
engines and the higher fuel flow rate of these aircraft producing a more prominent 
signature at the receptor location. Furthermore, lower emitting engines that were 
retrofitted onto the B747 aircraft have a considerable impact on reducing both 
measured EI(NOX) (by 47.5%) and EI(CO) (by 49.8%). Consequently, retrofitting 
should be extended across the whole fleet. However, aircraft-engine combinations 
associated with high fuel flow rates should be prioritised. This will enable pollutant 
emission reductions at airports worldwide. 
This thesis presents the first study comparing measured EIs to observed thrust 
settings for the associated aircraft activities. When accounting for variation in 
observed thrust setting, considerable variability in measured EI(NOX) and EI(CO) 
exists. This indicates the presence of additional explanatory variables not being 
captured by the current methods. Observed thrust setting is found to explain some of 
the variation identified in measured EIs (modelled and measured EIs follow the 
same general trend). However, further study is required to quantify the relationships 
between thrust setting and measured EI(NOX) and EI(CO). Recommendations for 
future research would be to collect air pollutant concentrations at a higher time 
resolution in order to enable more accurate time alignment with aircraft activities. 
Furthermore, the level of variability in the measured EIs suggests that further work 
should be directed towards quantifying the effects of engine ageing and degradation 
on pollutant emissions. 
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Chapter 7 
 Conclusions and further work 
 
 
7.1. Summary of conclusions 
The research presented in this thesis has analysed aircraft activities at a resolution 
that enables the evaluation of operating strategies, in order to minimise fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions at airports. This has been achieved through the 
use of a case study of high-resolution flight data records (FDRs) for 7,090 landing 
and takeoff (LTO) cycle operations at London Heathrow airport. High-resolution 
data and analyses has enabled the characterisation of variability in aircraft activities 
(i.e. thrust setting, time-in-mode, fuel flow rate and emission indices (EI)), which 
were used to quantify the pollutant emissions from aircraft activities. This chapter 
reviews how the research objectives have been addressed and discusses the wider 
implications of the associated conclusions. 
Following the review of the existing knowledge, four identified objectives were 
addressed in this thesis as stated in Section 1.3, and are discussed in turn in this 
section. 
1. Quantify the impact of using high-resolution aircraft movement data on fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions estimation, relative to low input data 
resolution. 
Aircraft emission estimation methods and previous applications were reviewed in 
Chapter 2. High levels of uncertainty were identified, regarding the errors in aircraft 
emission estimation approaches based on the LTO Reference Cycle relative to 
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observed pollutant emissions. However, previous research had failed to sufficiently 
characterise these errors. Analyses in Chapter 3 found that considerable errors exist 
between the LTO Reference Cycle and the median observed values for thrust setting 
(-4 to 57%) and for TIM (-50 to 31%). Furthermore, the LTO Reference Cycle fails to 
characterise variability around the observed median values for thrust setting (-10 to 
14%) and for TIM (-35 to 58%), as quantified using the interquartile ranges. 
Consequently, the LTO Reference Cycle provides poor estimates of fuel 
consumption, NOX and CO emissions for the observed activities, with errors ranging 
from 24 to 41%, 35 to 68% and -44 to 22% respectively, depending on aircraft-engine 
combination and LTO cycle phase. Therefore, it is concluded that the use of the LTO 
Reference Cycle for the evaluation of aircraft emissions at airports should be 
avoided. Correcting for both thrust setting and TIM (using median observed values) 
reduces the average errors to within -1 to 1%, -8 to 3% and 0 to 8% for fuel 
consumption, NOX and CO emissions respectively, while maintain low input data 
resolution. 
While the initial analysis was confined to the consideration of the London Heathrow 
case study, further analyses considered pollutant estimation for varying ranges of 
activities. This enabled understanding of the likely impact of using average thrust 
setting and TIM for a real-world application (i.e. dispersion modelling input). It is 
observed that as the number of activities increases, the range of errors (relative to the 
average error) in pollutant emission estimation decreases. For example, when 
estimating fuel consumption for one activity (using average observed thrust setting 
and TIM) the average error is 5.1%. However, this error can fall in the range of -27.3 
to 36.0% (at the 5th and 95th percentiles). When estimating fuel consumption for 
100,000 activities the average error is 0.2%, with a considerably reduced associated 
range of 0.1 to 0.4%. Consequently, it is concluded that this approach is appropriate 
when estimating the emissions from a large number of activities (>1,000). However, 
this method still fails to capture the variability in observed fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions, thus it is important for subsequent chapters to maintain the use 
of the high-resolution FDRs. 
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The wider implications of the results presented in Chapter 3 are as follows: 
i. When utilising low-resolution methods, average recorded values for thrust 
setting and TIM are required to minimise the error in pollutant emission 
estimation (0.2, -6.0 and 4.6% for fuel, NOX and CO respectively) for a large 
(>1,000) schedules of aircraft activities. 
ii. To achieve an error within the range of ±5% (from the 5th to the 95th 
percentiles) from the average percentage error when estimating fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions, the activity schedule must consist of a 
minimum of 1,000 activities. 
iii. When seeking to evaluate the impact of variability (i.e. thrust setting and 
TIM) in aircraft activities for the identification of operations associated with 
minimum pollutant emissions, high-resolution thrust setting and TIM data 
must be used. 
 
2. Evaluate the potential of single engine taxi (SET) operations to reduce fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions. 
SET allows aircraft to taxi with half of the installed engines operating, and is 
therefore expected to reduce fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. However, 
SET has not been evaluated at a resolution that enables analysis of the trade-offs 
between thrust setting, taxi duration and time before engine deactivation. 
Consequently, the potential for SET optimisation, with regards to reducing fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions, has not been investigated. The FDR dataset 
provides an opportunity to do this for a London Heathrow airport case study, as 
shown in Chapter 4. 
At London Heathrow airport, SET is regularly implemented once aircraft have 
landed and are taxiing towards the terminal. Without SET during taxi-in, fuel 
consumption increases by 49.6%, emissions of NOX by 49.3%, CO by 46.2% and HC 
by 22.1%. Although these impacts are considerable, they offer no insight into the 
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effectiveness and consistency of current SET use. Subsequently, a model to quantify 
the total fuel consumption and pollutant emissions from SET operations is derived 
empirically, based on the observed distributions of taxi duration, thrust setting and 
time before SET initiation. The model offers reduced percentage errors, relative to 
observed fuel consumption (-3 to +4%), NOX (-3 to 0%), CO (-12 to -1%) and HC (-3 to 
0%) emissions, than previous SET modelling approaches. The application of this 
model for reduced fuel consumption and pollutant emissions during taxi operations 
is demonstrated. Reducing the time before SET is initiated after landing reduces fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions. For example, reducing the time before SET 
initiation to the 25th percentile of recorded values reduces fuel consumption, NOX, 
CO and HC emissions by a further 6.7%, 8.7%, 14.2% and 11.5% respectively, relative 
to observed operations. Conversely, reducing thrust setting without the use of SET 
increases fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. The use of SET is particularly 
beneficial for airports with severe local air quality (LAQ) issues, such as London 
Heathrow. 
The wider implications of the results presented in Chapter 4 are as follows:  
i. SET offers considerable benefits for reduced fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions (~30%), thus should be integrated as the standard operating 
procedure (SOP) during taxi-in at all airports. 
ii. When adopting SET, every effort should be made to reduce the time before 
the secondary engine(s) are deactivated upon landing to minimise fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions. 
iii. Airports and airlines should adopt the derived SET model in order to 
quantify the expected fuel consumption and pollutant emission reductions 
due to the utilisation of SET. 
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3. Evaluate the potential of reduced thrust takeoff operations to reduce fuel 
consumption and pollutant emissions. 
Reduced thrust takeoff allows pilots to use less than maximum thrust during the 
aircraft takeoff roll, which is expected to impact fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions. However, investigation into the trade-offs between thrust setting, TIM 
and aircraft takeoff weight (TOW) has previously been limited by data restrictions. 
Therefore, reduced thrust takeoff has not been evaluated at a resolution that enables 
the identification of the aircraft trajectories, and, consequently, the thrust settings 
that lead to the minimum fuel consumption and pollutant emissions have remained 
unknown. Chapter 5 utilises the FDR dataset to analyse takeoff activities and 
evaluate reduced thrust operations for minimum fuel consumption and pollutant 
emissions using a London Heathrow airport case study. 
Analysis of aircraft activities finds that reduced thrust takeoff considerably reduces 
fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. At London Heathrow airport, the 
reductions in fuel consumption, NOX and BC emissions are 15.7 to 29.3%, 24.0 to 
52.8%, and 27.8 to 55.6% respectively, relative to takeoff at maximum thrust, 
depending on the aircraft-engine combination. The use of reduced thrust takeoff is 
dependent on aircraft TOW, however this data was not available. Consequently, a 
method to estimate TOW using a force-balance equation (derived from first 
principles) was developed and utilised. Variability in thrust settings for the same 
aircraft-engine combination and constant TOW is quantified. This enables the 
identification of aircraft-engine specific optimum thrust settings that result in the 
takeoff roll trajectories leading to reduced fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, 
for different aircraft TOWs. Further reductions of 2.3%, 5.6% and 7.8% for fuel 
consumption, NOX and BC emissions could be achieved, relative to those already 
obtained through the adoption of reduced thrust takeoff. These further reductions 
are relatively small, indicating that the implementation of reduced thrust takeoff at 
London Heathrow airport is near optimal, with consideration of operational and 
safety constraints. However, it is clear that the use of reduced thrust takeoff should 
be explored at other airports. 
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The wider implications of the results presented in Chapter 5 are as follows: 
i. Reduced thrust takeoff offers considerable benefits for reducing fuel 
consumption (~7%) and pollutant emissions (up to 47%), thus should be 
integrated into SOPs during takeoff at all airports. 
ii. When using reduced thrust takeoff, efforts should be made to accurately 
select the thrust setting associated with minimum fuel consumption and 
pollutant emissions, based on aircraft-engine combination and recorded 
aircraft TOW. 
iii. Airports and airlines should seek to integrate thrust setting and aircraft 
relationships, as demonstrated in this thesis, into the takeoff roll procedure. 
This will enable reduced fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. 
 
4. Quantify the extent to which aircraft activities impact measured NOX and CO 
concentrations, and compare modelled and measured emission indices for a 
range of aircraft types while incorporating thrust setting variability. 
Trends in local air quality (LAQ) have previously been attributed to operational 
variability in aircraft activities, the two main sources of which are the aircraft-engine 
combination and thrust setting. However, the extent to which variation in measured 
pollutant concentrations and EIs can be attributed to these sources of variability 
remains unknown, due to the data restrictions encountered in previous studies. 
Through a combination of a low-cost, high-density air quality sensor network and 
the high-resolution emission inventory, Chapter 6 investigated the impact of aircraft 
activities on LAQ for a London Heathrow airport case study.  
On days when runway 09R was used for departure activities, NOX, NO2, NO, CO 
and CO2 concentrations increased by 144%, 21%, 300%, 88% and 7% respectively. 
Furthermore, these aircraft activities influence the diurnal pattern at two air quality 
sensor nodes ~100 m downstream of the runway. Over the two-week period, annual 
average NO2 is consistently exceeded at London Heathrow airport. However, no 
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exceedances of NO2 (hourly average) or CO (8-hour mean) were identified, in 
accordance with EU Air Quality Standards. The 09R runway emission source was 
isolated using a pair of sensor nodes located upstream and downstream of the 
runway. Consequently, measured EIs were calculated, and compared to modelled 
EIs in the high-resolution emission inventory for each aircraft-engine combination 
and thrust setting. For both EI(NOX) and EI(CO) the difference between average 
measured and modelled EIs is relatively high (34 to 78%) for A319, A320, A321 and 
B777 aircraft, but lower (5 to 20%) for B747 aircraft; this is due to the more prominent 
emission signature of these aircraft as a result of higher fuel flow rates. Aircraft-
engine combination explains some of the variability in measured EI(NOX) and 
EI(CO), with considerable differences identified between the two engine types 
installed on the B747. As a result of Airline A’s retrofitting procedures of replacing 
older engines with lower emitting variants, measured EI(NOX) was reduced by up to 
50% (with no associated increase in fuel flow rate or loss in absolute thrust). This 
demonstrates a real-world example of the benefits that Airline A have achieved 
through the adoption of improved engine combustor technology, with regards to a 
reduced EI(NOX). Consequently, policy should be introduced that seeks to promote 
the installation of lower emitting engines where possible, such as through more 
stringent engine emission standards and increased airport emission charging. 
Aircraft thrust setting also explains some of the variation in measured EI(NOX) and 
EI(CO), as the general measured and modelled trends in EI are often similar. 
However, considerable variation in measured EIs for a constant aircraft-engine 
combination and thrust setting is identified, indicating that additional explanatory 
variables, such as meteorology and engine-to-engine variability, influence measured 
and modelled aircraft emissions. 
The wider implications of the results presented in Chapter 6 are as follows:  
i. The volume of aircraft movements appears to impact measured pollutant 
concentrations for several pollutant species at air quality receptors, located 
downwind of aircraft activities at a major international hub airport. This is 
particularly apparent when considering measured pollutant diurnal patterns. 
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ii. Aircraft-engine combination has a considerable impact on measured EIs. 
Consequently, efforts should be made to ensure that installed engine variants 
are relatively low emitting, prioritising aircraft-engine combinations with 
high fuel flow rates. 
iii. Given the exceedance of air quality regulations at London Heathrow, airport 
and aircraft operators should seek to introduce emission mitigation strategies 
(e.g. SET and reduced thrust takeoff) as SOPs with immediate effect. 
7.2. Research implications 
As stated in Section 1.3, it is recognised that aviation provides considerable economic 
and social benefits at global and local levels. However, significant environmental 
issues, including the degradation of LAQ, contribute towards limiting the desired 
growth. This thesis has analysed the impact of aircraft operations management 
(which is judged to be the preferred, immediate solution for mitigating pollutant 
emissions) at airports, to quantify the benefits of, and identify further opportunities 
for reducing pollutant emissions. Consequently, the ability to evaluate the 
contributions of current and future aircraft activities to LAQ at airports has been 
investigated, which may enable the economic and social benefits of aviation to be 
maximised in the future.  
Carslaw et al. (2012) states that airport sources contribute to 23% of the NOX 
concentrations measured at the airport boundary at London Heathrow. 
Consequently, the combined reductions in NOX emissions identified for reduced 
thrust takeoff and SET is estimated to lead to a reduction in NOX concentrations of 
approximately 1%. However, due to the complexity of the NO2 to NOX chemistry, it 
is difficult to predict the impact that this will have on compliance with EU Air 
Quality Standards. The reductions in fuel consumption and pollutant emissions 
presented in this thesis compliment those that may be achieved via other means, as 
referred to in Chapter 1. Such measures include: further improvements to engine 
technology (i.e. improved combustor technology as identified in the two engine 
variants installed on the Boeing 747 aircraft); reductions in the use of auxiliary power 
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units (APUs) (switching to ground power units (GPUs) where possible); the 
development of alternative fuels; and methods for pollutant absorption in the local 
area (e.g. scrubbers). 
Analysis in this thesis relates to a London Heathrow airport case study. London 
Heathrow was found to offer the best economic and social case for airport capacity 
expansion in the south east of the UK. However, proposals for the construction of an 
additional runway have been restricted for several reasons, including the 
requirement for no additional LAQ impacts, as highlighted in the work conducted 
by the Airports Commission (2015). The analysis of observed aircraft activities in this 
thesis demonstrates the potential for reduced aircraft-related emissions through the 
utilisation of operational procedures that are already being achieved at London 
Heathrow airport. Optimal implementation of the pollutant mitigation operating 
strategies of SET and reduced thrust takeoff, as demonstrated in this thesis, will 
reduce emissions below current levels. This is particularly important in light of the 
debate surrounding the potential requirement for additional capacity in the south 
east of the UK, and may enable the delivery of additional runways. However, other 
emission sources (e.g. associated road traffic) contribute to pollutant concentrations 
in the vicinity of airports. These sources must also be considered when evaluating 
the potential for airport expansion, based on LAQ constraints.  
The results presented in this thesis hold wider implications for UK and international 
aviation policy. Aircraft operating at UK airports are currently not legally obliged to 
adhere to any regulations that are set based on air quality concerns. However, this 
thesis finds that certain operations offer greatly reduced pollutant emissions 
compared to those often stated as SOPs. The operations analysed in this thesis are 
SET, as opposed to total engine taxiing (TET), and reduced thrust takeoff as opposed 
to takeoff with 100% thrust. Consequently, it is recommended that regulators (e.g. 
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), national governments, airports 
and/or airlines) introduce policy to either encourage or enforce the adoption of 
operations that minimise pollutant emissions. This may be achieved through more 
stringent SOP guidelines or pollutant emission charging, based on the accurate 
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quantification of airline-operating emissions (e.g. using the modelling approaches 
demonstrated in Chapter 3). Furthermore, a comparison of the two B747 aircraft-
engine combinations has demonstrated that improved combustor technology 
(reduced EI(NOX)) can reduce real-world NOX emissions by up to 50%. 
Consequently, existing policy regarding engine emission standards should be 
tightened in order to promote the adoption of lower emitting engines on new aircraft 
and the retrofitting of aircraft currently in service. 
Based on figures by Stettler et al. (2011), UK airports consume 7.7 x108 kg of fuel, 
emit 2.4 x109 kg of CO2, and emit 1.0 x107 kg of NOX annually. These figures already 
account for reduced thrust takeoff as observed. Using a combination of optimised 
taxi-in (at the 25th percentile of observed time before SET initiation) (as presented in 
Chapter 4), and optimised takeoff thrust settings (as presented in Chapter 5) will 
reduce total UK airport fuel consumption, CO2 and NOX emissions by 3.9, 3.9 and 
4.0% respectively, relative to not using SET or reduced thrust takeoff. This equates to 
savings in fuel of 3.0 x107 kg, CO2 of 9.4 x107 kg and NOX of 4.0 x105 kg annually. The 
combined impact of SET and reduced thrust takeoff will reduce total ground level 
NOX emissions by 3.7% at UK airports. During 2012, the cost of Jet A-1 fuel was 0.90€ 
(£0.73) per kg. Under EU allowances, each tonne of CO2 emitted was allocated a cost 
of 6.30€ (£5.13). Consequently, across all UK airports, airlines may have been able to 
reduce costs by up to £22.0m and £12.3m through reduced fuel costs and CO2 
charges respectively. Furthermore, the NOX emission charge for landing and 
departing aircraft at London Heathrow was £6.69 per kg in 2012, therefore a 4.0% 
reduction in aircraft-related NOX would equate to a saving of £1.2m across all 
airlines. On the basis of these results, policy should be introduced to set targets for 
reducing NOX emissions, in order to improve LAQ in the vicinity of airports. 
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7.3. Further work 
Throughout this thesis, three key areas for future research have been identified. 
These focus on the limitations of the current dataset, transferability of the results and 
implications for LAQ. 
1. Data constraints 
In Chapter 2, several sources of uncertainty were identified in the estimation of 
aircraft emissions using observed fuel flow rates, the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO) Exhaust Emission Databank (EEDB) and the Boeing Fuel Flow 
Method II (BFFM2)/Formation OXidation (FOX) methods. In this thesis it is assumed 
that atmospheric conditions and variability in engine performance will have a 
negligible relative impact on emissions. However, previous research and the analysis 
of air quality measurements in Chapter 6, suggest that these factors may influence 
pollutant emissions. Therefore, further work should seek to develop, validate and 
utilise methods to account for these uncertainties. It is recommended that the testing 
and quantification of ICAO EEDB EIs and the associated errors may be achieved 
through the direct measurement of aircraft engine exhaust emissions, as has 
previously been conducted for road traffic emissions. This will ensure that real-
world variation in engine-to-engine performance, which is not captured by the static 
testing procedure used for the ICAO EEDB as stated in Section 2.3.1.3, can be 
accounted for. 
A primary limitation of the analysis of reduced thrust takeoff activities in Chapter 4 
was the lack of actual aircraft TOW data. To account for this, a method for estimating 
TOW from first principles, using the available data, was proposed and utilised. 
However, recorded aircraft TOW data was not available for validation. Further work 
should ensure that aircraft TOW is accurately accounted for. It is recommended that 
this is achieved through the use of recorded values for aircraft TOW, or that the 
TOW estimation model (Equation 5.1) is validated against a recorded dataset. 
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2. Implications for LAQ 
The quantification (Chapter 3) and identification of optimal aircraft operations for 
reduced pollutant emissions (Chapters 4 and 5) is valuable for airport and aircraft 
operators. However, a considerable limitation of these methods is the lack of 
accounting for LAQ impacts. Chapter 6 quantified the impact of aircraft activities on 
measured pollutant concentrations, but failed to quantify the impact of thrust setting 
variability. Consequently it is not possible to identify the direct impact of these 
emission mitigation strategies on meeting EU Air Quality Standards and human 
health. This is due to three primary limitations, as discussed below. 
Firstly, the spatial and temporal aggregation of modelled emissions (as described in 
Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4) may not adequately characterise all emission sources in the 
locale. Analyses did not distinguish between different emission locations within the 
aggregated source, regardless of the proximity to the sensor locations. It is suggested 
that this be accounted for by weighting modelled EIs in favour of those emitted 
closer to the sensor nodes. Furthermore, temporal aggregation involved calculating 
the mean emission rate and thrust setting for each 20 s of activity, in order to match 
the measurement sampling resolution. However, this may result in obscuring 
pollutant emission peaks. It is recommended that future research account for this by 
increasing the temporal resolution of measured pollutant concentrations.  
Secondly, and despite the use of upstream and downstream concentrations, other 
emission sources, such as road traffic, were identified as having an impact on 
measured pollutant concentrations. This manifested in the existence of other 
emission sources and led to negative EI values in Chapter 6. Consequently, there is 
uncertainty regarding source apportionment and the impact of aircraft operations on 
LAQ. Again, it is recommended that this be addressed through increased spatial and 
temporal measurement resolutions. 
Finally, pollutant emission dispersion is an acknowledged limitation of the research 
presented in this thesis. Future work should consider the integration of aircraft 
activity, pollutant emissions and complex dispersion models. This, allied with 
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superior data resolution and an increased set of explanatory variables, will help to 
evaluate the impact of aircraft operations on LAQ, improve compliance with EU Air 
Quality Standards and reduce the burden on human health. 
3. Transferability of results 
As stated in Section 2.3.2, the work presented in this thesis has extended much of the 
previous research in terms of increasing the absolute number of FDRs analysed. The 
high volume of data facilitates the empirical characterisation of aircraft activities at a 
resolution that enables the characterisation of variability in aircraft operations. 
However, the data are limited to a case study of six unique aircraft-engine 
combinations, a single airline and operations at a single airport (London Heathrow) 
during November. 
The current dataset covers 39% of all activities at London Heathrow during the 
analysis period, however, the unique aircraft-engine combinations analysed 
correspond to 46.2% of all activities and the unique aircraft types correspond to 
74.3% of all activities during the same period. Therefore, the emission reductions 
estimated in this thesis may be expected to cover the reductions possible for these 
additional activities. Based on data available in the OAG airline schedule database, 
these aircraft types are also commonly used at major European airports and account 
for 45.3%, 20.9% and 49.9% of all activities at Frankfurt, Schiphol and Paris airports 
respectively. 
It must be noted that aircraft operations are known to vary between different 
airlines, and Airline A may not be representative of other airlines operating at 
London Heathrow. Furthermore, London Heathrow airport is the busiest two-
runway airport in the world and is located close to several major urban areas. 
Consequently, operations are subject to restrictions including no night-time 
departures or arrivals, takeoff with a westerly preference and runway switching. 
These airport-specific factors must be accounted for when considering the 
transferability of the emission reductions presented in this thesis. Finally, November 
is a relatively low traffic month, therefore the impact of gate delays and apron 
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congestion, which may impact pollutant emissions, may be captured to a lesser 
extent. 
Consequently, the transferability research presented in this thesis and the associated 
results should be investigated. In order to evaluate this, the current analyses should 
be extended to incorporate additional aircraft-engine combinations operating for 
different airlines at other airports during different seasons. If transferability is 
confirmed, the results presented in this thesis may be extended to reduce pollutant 
emissions for airports at a global level. 
This thesis focussed on the impacts of two operating strategies for reduced pollutant 
emissions, due to their observation in the recorded FDRs and occurring at ground 
level. These were SET (Chapter 4) and reduced thrust takeoff (Chapter 5). However, 
additional aircraft activities, such as continuous climb/approach, single engine taxi-
out, electrification of aircraft operations and aircraft holding at stand are regularly 
adopted and are expected to contribute to reduced pollutant emissions at airports. 
The data processing in Chapter 2 and the techniques applied in Chapters 4 and 5 
should be extended to evaluate these activities at a resolution that enables the 
identification of variability in thrust setting and activity duration, in order to 
facilitate airport pollutant emission reduction. This will also enable the quantification 
of total reductions in aircraft-related fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, 
achievable through the optimisation of operations at airports. 
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Appendix I 
This appendix presents the coefficients derived from the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO) (EEDB) to estimate thrust setting, EI(NOX), EI(CO) and EI(HC) 
in Tables I.1, I.2, I.3 and I.4 respectively. 
Table I.1: Coefficients for estimating thrust setting from recorded fuel flow rates for the six unique 
engine types. 
Engine 
Thrust setting 0 - 85% Thrust setting 85 - 100% 
A B C A B C 
V2522-A5 0.104 0.801 0.061 0.152 0.745 0.074 
V2527-A5 0.243 0.741 0.075 0.190 0.801 0.062 
V2533-A5 0.344 0.976 0.066 0.719 0.545 0.162 
RB211-524G 0.764 1.630 0.142 1.558 0.717 0.345 
RB211-524G-T 0.495 1.904 0.124 1.420 0.840 0.360 
GE90-85B 1.013 2.016 0.154 1.074 1.947 0.169 
 
Table I.2: Coefficients for estimating log(EI(NOX)) from the log10 of recorded fuel flow rates for the six 
unique engine types. 
Engine 
Thrust setting 
0 - 30% 
Thrust setting 
30 - 85% 
Thrust setting 
85 - 100% 
m c m c m c 
V2522-A5 0.680 1.285 0.902 1.397 0.948 1.401 
V2527-A5 0.699 1.296 0.905 1.399 0.961 1.402 
V2533-A5 0.690 1.317 0.904 1.404 1.096 1.393 
RB211-524G 0.732 1.094 1.327 1.186 1.604 1.098 
RB211-524G-T 0.845 1.096 0.778 1.088 1.200 0.952 
GE90-85B 0.517 1.049 1.220 1.099 1.251 1.086 
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Table I.3: Coefficients for estimating log(EI(CO)) from the log10 of recorded fuel flow rates for the six 
unique engine types. 
Engine m c Threshold 
V2522-A5 -1.694 -0.444 -0.209 
V2527-A5 -1.783 -0.497 -0.242 
V2533-A5 -1.646 -0.456 -0.311 
RB211-524G -2.636 -0.404 -0.298 
RB211-524G-T -3.063 -0.332 -0.825 
GE90-85B -0.384 1.377 -1.009 
 
Table I.4: Coefficients for estimating log(EI(HC)) from the log10 of recorded fuel flow rates for the six 
unique engine types. 
Engine m c Threshold 
V2522-A5 -0.524 -1.473 -1.387 
V2527-A5 -0.595 -1.510 -1.387 
V2533-A5 -0.622 -1.538 -1.347 
RB211-524G N/A N/A N/A 
RB211-524G-T N/A N/A N/A 
GE90-85B -0.669 0.135 -1.126 
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Appendix II 
Appendix II presents figures that support discussion in Section 3.3.1. Figure II.1 
shows a comparison of the distributions of taxi distance associated with each aircraft-
engine combination. Figure II.2 shows scatter plots of climb thrust setting, time-in-
mode (TIM) and gradient, including linear regression model. 
 
Figure II.1: Distribution of taxi in and taxi out distances, categorised by aircraft-engine combination. 
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Figure II.2: Scatter plot and linear regression between thrust setting, TIM and gradient during the climb 
phase, categorised by aircraft-engine combination. 
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Appendix III 
Tables III.1 and III.2 show observed fuel consumption, NOX, CO and HC emissions 
and as optimised for scenarios 1, 2, and 3, as absolute values and as percentage 
differences respectively. 
Table III.1: Absolute values for fuel consumption, NOX, CO and HC emissions for SET scenarios 1, 2 and 
3 and as observed. 
Identifier Fuel/pollutant Observed Scenario Mean 95th perc. 5th perc. 
A319 
Fuel 
consumption 
(kg) 
90542.905 
1 
83255.321 84620.669 81890.314 
A320 70212.795 65866.281 67212.570 64482.856 
A321 28720.548 25885.626 26640.460 25163.703 
B747a 59937.987 57661.063 60148.190 55147.755 
B747b 72222.370 69760.938 73230.554 66752.174 
B777 40442.211 35480.173 36748.848 34285.054 
A319 
NOx 
emissions (g) 
413434.813 378254.516 384369.669 372118.381 
A320 319892.647 299658.951 305661.434 293413.485 
A321 138744.492 123867.251 127612.558 120401.662 
B747a 257438.597 234975.551 245541.847 224564.154 
B747b 260036.511 241230.056 253509.594 230335.509 
B777 217638.699 190152.460 197015.469 183633.852 
A319 
CO emissions 
(g) 
1197518.068 1095066.121 1113112.098 1076758.747 
A320 970793.132 893830.162 911953.148 875349.009 
A321 336704.583 301010.607 309946.110 292724.742 
B747a 1508736.128 1284321.184 1340340.865 1225728.292 
B747b 4302246.292 3523782.562 3709905.662 3350613.571 
B777 1663062.960 1461989.505 1513937.291 1414299.557 
A319 
HC emissions 
(g) 
9257.183 8517.298 8656.980 8377.093 
A320 7610.249 7115.988 7260.444 6968.561 
A321 3117.208 2812.210 2893.559 2734.195 
B747a 243744.451 NA NA NA 
B747b 5992074.054 NA NA NA 
B777 142712.822 125587.542 130000.496 121588.813 
A319 
Fuel 
consumption 
(kg) 
90542.905 
2 
128863.229 126097.147 131552.362 
A320 70212.795 100466.812 97702.418 103207.788 
A321 28720.548 39849.304 38412.154 41298.973 
B747a 59937.987 94411.793 89948.367 98963.743 
B747b 72222.370 114126.041 108047.202 120021.968 
B777 40442.211 47899.433 45612.060 50047.961 
A319 
NOx 
emissions (g) 
413434.813 572744.630 560450.524 584696.734 
A320 319892.647 446743.767 434451.394 458932.012 
A321 138744.492 185832.566 179130.582 192592.928 
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B747a 257438.597 371113.392 353568.579 389006.174 
B747b 260036.511 376124.962 356090.944 395556.158 
B777 217638.699 252513.211 240454.782 263839.689 
A319 
CO emissions 
(g) 
1197518.068 1783514.391 1745230.811 1820732.984 
A320 970793.132 1438303.707 1398728.080 1477544.093 
A321 336704.583 490251.712 472570.962 508086.469 
B747a 1508736.128 2338835.510 2228264.369 2451599.632 
B747b 4302246.292 6637823.935 6284265.145 6980744.163 
B777 1663062.960 1997398.280 1902015.213 2086991.562 
A319 
HC emissions 
(g) 
9257.183 13400.130 13112.493 13679.766 
A320 7610.249 11058.051 10753.783 11359.741 
A321 3117.208 4426.136 4266.509 4587.153 
B747a 243744.451 NA NA NA 
B747b 5992074.054 NA NA NA 
B777 142712.822 173067.179 164802.588 180830.106 
A319 
Fuel 
consumption 
(kg) 
90542.905 
3 
80786.248 84620.669 79519.368 
A320 70212.795 63900.869 67212.570 62490.967 
A321 28720.548 24983.247 26640.460 24229.625 
B747a 59937.987 55120.670 60148.190 52835.322 
B747b 72222.370 66134.301 73230.554 63203.787 
B777 40442.211 34427.339 36748.848 33303.452 
A319 
NOx 
emissions (g) 
413434.813 359062.008 384369.669 353431.244 
A320 319892.647 284146.720 305661.434 277877.337 
A321 138744.492 116506.446 127612.558 112992.022 
B747a 257438.597 216668.046 245541.847 207684.815 
B747b 260036.511 217958.681 253509.594 208300.592 
B777 217638.699 181491.877 197015.469 175567.041 
A319 
CO emissions 
(g) 
1197518.068 1118111.327 1113112.098 1100577.250 
A320 970793.132 914818.092 911953.148 894633.643 
A321 336704.583 307359.930 309946.110 298088.398 
B747a 1508736.128 1365488.099 1340340.865 1308873.865 
B747b 4302246.292 3846517.769 3709905.662 3676072.565 
B777 1663062.960 1435614.247 1513937.291 1388748.354 
A319 
HC emissions 
(g) 
9257.183 8400.738 8656.980 8268.999 
A320 7610.249 7033.358 7260.444 6878.175 
A321 3117.208 2774.935 2893.559 2691.229 
B747a 243744.451 NA NA NA 
B747b 5992074.054 NA NA NA 
B777 142712.822 124390.669 130000.496 120329.912 
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Table III.2: Percentage difference in fuel consumption, NOX, CO and HC emissions for SET scenarios 1, 2 
and 3 relative to the observed. 
Identifier Fuel/pollutant Observed Scenario Mean 95th perc. 5th perc. 
A319 
Fuel 
consumption 
(kg) 
90542.905 
1 
-8.048763 -6.5408062 -9.556343 
A320 70212.795 -6.190486 -4.2730452 -8.160819 
A321 28720.548 -9.870712 -7.2425093 -12.384322 
B747a 59937.987 -3.798800 0.3507005 -7.991980 
B747b 72222.370 -3.408129 1.3959442 -7.574102 
B777 40442.211 -12.269452 -9.1324442 -15.224579 
A319 
NOx 
emissions (g) 
413434.813 -8.509273 -7.0301637 -9.993457 
A320 319892.647 -6.325152 -4.4487465 -8.277515 
A321 138744.492 -10.722761 -8.0233338 -13.220583 
B747a 257438.597 -8.725594 -4.6211992 -12.769819 
B747b 260036.511 -7.232236 -2.5100003 -11.421859 
B777 217638.699 -12.629298 -9.4759019 -15.624449 
A319 
CO emissions 
(g) 
1197518.068 -8.555357 -7.0484089 -10.084134 
A320 970793.132 -7.927845 -6.0610219 -9.831561 
A321 336704.583 -10.600977 -7.9471662 -13.061848 
B747a 1508736.128 -14.874367 -11.1613462 -18.757941 
B747b 4302246.292 -18.094355 -13.7681711 -22.119438 
B777 1663062.960 -12.090550 -8.9669286 -14.958147 
A319 
HC emissions 
(g) 
9257.183 -7.992545 -6.4836448 -9.507103 
A320 7610.249 -6.494674 -4.5964986 -8.431892 
A321 3117.208 -9.784330 -7.1746458 -12.287050 
B747a 243744.451 NA NA NA 
B747b 5992074.054 NA NA NA 
B777 142712.822 -11.999819 -8.9076273 -14.801759 
A319 
Fuel 
consumption 
(kg) 
90542.905 
2 
42.256155 45.2227761 39.327644 
A320 70212.795 43.253913 47.2610949 39.436307 
A321 28720.548 38.636673 43.8342085 33.525672 
B747a 59937.987 57.778448 65.6319593 50.587202 
B747b 72222.370 58.181366 66.7066247 49.592070 
B777 40442.211 18.324864 24.0799089 12.680771 
A319 
NOx 
emissions (g) 
413434.813 38.468333 41.3559630 35.617799 
A320 319892.647 39.815197 43.7261891 36.089230 
A321 138744.492 33.830834 38.8481970 28.897006 
B747a 257438.597 44.396463 51.5838776 37.815142 
B747b 260036.511 44.790521 52.5940742 36.928352 
B777 217638.699 15.912031 21.5497210 10.383030 
A319 
CO emissions 
(g) 
1197518.068 48.864459 51.9688910 45.799909 
A320 970793.132 48.328307 52.4774324 44.375472 
A321 336704.583 45.485664 50.9399714 40.122168 
B747a 1508736.128 55.278017 63.0070679 48.200736 
B747b 4302246.292 54.444613 62.7684779 46.058224 
B777 1663062.960 19.987640 25.8235584 14.264233 
A319 HC emissions 9257.183 44.686052 47.7033469 41.707519 
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A320 (g) 7610.249 45.472151 49.5413828 41.595430 
A321 3117.208 41.876057 47.1950387 36.645633 
B747a 243744.451 NA NA NA 
B747b 5992074.054 NA NA NA 
B777 142712.822 21.152464 27.0450367 15.373495 
A319 
Fuel 
consumption 
(kg) 
90542.905 3 -10.775728 -9.2400992 -12.174932 
A320 70212.795 -8.989709 -7.0975197 -10.997750 
A321 28720.548 -13.012641 -10.4665800 -15.636620 
B747a 59937.987 -8.037169 -4.1146292 -11.850022 
B747b 72222.370 -8.429617 -4.1441858 -12.487244 
B777 40442.211 -14.872756 -11.9030835 -17.651751 
A319 
NOx 
emissions (g) 
413434.813 -13.151482 -11.6567420 -14.513429 
A320 319892.647 -11.174351 -9.3275827 -13.134191 
A321 138744.492 -16.028057 -13.5702552 -18.561076 
B747a 257438.597 -15.837000 -12.2471510 -19.326466 
B747b 260036.511 -16.181508 -12.2588605 -19.895637 
B777 217638.699 -16.608637 -13.6995205 -19.330964 
A319 
CO emissions 
(g) 
1197518.068 -6.630943 -5.0239788 -8.095144 
A320 970793.132 -5.765908 -3.8066933 -7.845079 
A321 336704.583 -8.715252 -6.0434093 -11.468862 
B747a 1508736.128 -9.494571 -5.6341951 -13.246999 
B747b 4302246.292 -10.592804 -6.4086086 -14.554576 
B777 1663062.960 -13.676494 -10.6650897 -16.494541 
A319 
HC emissions 
(g) 
9257.183 -9.251676 -7.6898165 -10.674779 
A320 7610.249 -7.580445 -5.6589564 -9.619581 
A321 3117.208 -10.980094 -8.3745421 -13.665385 
B747a 243744.451 NA NA NA 
B747b 5992074.054 NA NA NA 
B777 142712.822 -12.838477 -9.7978384 -15.683881 
 
Figures III.1, III.2 and III.3 show histograms of the average thrust setting in operating 
engines during taxiing, taxi duration, and time before SET initiation, respectively. 
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Figure III.1: Histogram of average taxi thrust settings in operating engines, fitted normal distribution, 
calculated R2 and Kolmogorov-Smirnov P statistic. 
 
Figure III.2: Histogram of taxi duration, fitted log-normal distribution, calculated R2 and Kolmogorov-
Smirnov P statistic. 
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Figure III.3: Histogram of time before SET initiation, fitted log-normal distribution, calculated R2 and 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov P statistic. 
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Appendix IV 
Table IV.1: Median thrust setting [absolute difference in thrust setting to the 5th and 95th percentile] used 
for each aircraft-engine combination and each mass category. 
Mass category 
Median takeoff roll thrust setting [5th, 95th percentile] 
A319 A320 A321 B747a B747b B777 
[0.636,0.655] NA NA NA 
79.09  
[-0.62 to 0.62] 
NA NA 
(0.655,0.674] NA NA NA 
79.55  
[-0.12 to 0.65] 
NA NA 
(0.674,0.693] NA 
90.92  
[-0.07 to 0.07] 
NA 
80.35  
[-3.92 to 1.06] 
77.12  
[-2.46 to 4.05] 
NA 
(0.693,0.713] NA 
92.81  
[-1.85 to 0.65] 
NA 
87.23  
[-9.38 to 9.38] 
NA NA 
(0.713,0.732] 
81.10  
[-0.08 to 1.05] 
92.32  
[-4.33 to 2.38] 
87.98  
[-3.72 to 0.83] 
80.36  
[-2.47 to 14.33] 
77.48  
[-2.59 to 20.30] 
NA 
(0.732,0.751] 
82.57  
[-2.46 to 2.97] 
92.01  
[-3.45 to 3.13] 
86.60  
[-4.59 to 2.26] 
79.48  
[-1.70 to 1.80] 
78.09  
[-2.22 to 7.50] 
NA 
(0.751,0.77] 
81.80  
[-1.61 to 3.64] 
91.06  
[-2.63 to 3.33] 
87.14  
[-4.06 to 1.63] 
81.04  
[-1.68 to 1.18] 
78.06  
[-1.00 to 1.72] 
NA 
(0.77,0.789] 
82.03  
[-2.06 to 2.55] 
92.31  
[-6.23 to 3.22] 
87.34  
[-4.95 to 1.64] 
81.12  
[-0.85 to 11.24] 
79.61  
[-2.02 to 6.86] 
81.52  
[-2.92 to 0.56] 
(0.789,0.808] 
82.15  
[-2.36 to 3.17] 
91.96  
[-4.24 to 3.09] 
87.11  
[-1.72 to 1.57] 
81.77  
[-2.19 to 1.88] 
80.21  
[-3.07 to 8.92] 
82.88  
[-2.77 to 0.97] 
(0.808,0.828] 
82.63  
[-1.96 to 3.35] 
91.66  
[-4.02 to 3.42] 
87.24  
[-5.66 to 1.63] 
82.28  
[-2.24 to 3.55] 
79.89  
[-2.50 to 17.21] 
84.67  
[-1.71 to 2.05] 
(0.828,0.847] 
83.21  
[-2.15 to 3.99] 
92.23  
[-3.21 to 2.99] 
86.71  
[-4.12 to 2.61] 
82.22  
[-2.26 to 6.96] 
80.87  
[-2.45 to 1.83] 
86.23  
[-2.58 to 4.12] 
(0.847,0.866] 
84.47  
[-2.76 to 5.23] 
93.02  
[-2.70 to 4.16] 
86.95  
[-3.53 to 2.14] 
81.83  
[-1.96 to 2.25] 
80.80  
[-1.63 to 6.26] 
87.67  
[-1.63 to 1.77] 
(0.866,0.885] 
86.27  
[-3.94 to 5.17] 
93.78  
[-2.84 to 4.74] 
87.13  
[-1.79 to 2.85] 
84.68  
[-3.05 to 6.12] 
82.50  
[-3.48 to 6.99] 
88.81  
[-1.88 to 3.19] 
(0.885,0.904] 
87.19  
[-3.34 to 6.35] 
95.20  
[-2.90 to 4.70] 
87.78  
[-2.96 to 1.69] 
85.90  
[-3.51 to 13.22] 
86.34  
[-4.87 to 14.37] 
91.17  
[-2.23 to 1.92] 
(0.904,0.923] 
88.99  
[-3.92 to 5.91] 
96.80  
[-2.91 to 4.76] 
89.10  
[-2.38 to 2.84] 
86.96  
[-3.86 to 8.58] 
84.99  
[-3.15 to 18.12] 
92.50  
[-2.50 to 2.26] 
(0.923,0.943] 
91.31  
[-4.80 to 4.17] 
99.21  
[-4.62 to 3.84] 
90.95  
[-3.22 to 4.88] 
86.77  
[-2.03 to 1.76] 
90.02  
[-5.41 to 9.88] 
93.73  
[-2.58 to 2.03] 
(0.943,0.962] 
91.73  
[-3.51 to 4.66] 
99.69  
[-2.95 to 3.75] 
94.39  
[-1.75 to 2.38] 
89.32  
[-2.58 to 2.64] 
89.94  
[-3.26 to 8.56] 
95.62  
[-1.34 to 2.91] 
(0.962,0.981] 
93.01  
[-0.56 to 1.87] 
103.35  
[-3.43 to 4.08] 
96.11  
[-4.59 to 2.96] 
92.58  
[-3.95 to 6.11] 
94.47  
[-1.92 to 1.92] 
95.33  
[-0.47 to 2.62] 
(0.981,1] 
97.53  
[-3.22 to 3.22] 
108.08  
[-5.67 to 5.67] 
96.92  
[-1.35 to 2.32] 
94.49  
[-2.97 to 2.97] 
98.73  
[-1.01 to 1.01] 
97.42  
[-0.20 to 0.20] 
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For any of the given aircraft-engine combinations, the coefficients in Table IV.1, 
Table IV.2 and Table IV.3 give the thrust setting required to minimise fuel 
consumption, NOX and BC emissions respectively, under regular operating 
conditions. The equation takes the form 𝑦 = 𝐴𝑥! + 𝐵𝑥 + 𝐶 where: 𝑦 is the required 
thrust setting as a percentage of maximum rated thrust and 𝑥 is the known aircraft 
TOW as a percentage of maximum aircraft TOW. 
Table IV.2: Coefficients of the second-order regression equation to give optimum thrust setting based on 
aircraft TOW to minimise fuel consumption. 
Aircraft type Engine type A B C R2 
Airbus A319 V2522-A5 3.246 -5.223 2.926 0.819 
Airbus A320 V2527-A5 0.659 -0.844 1.180 0.438 
Airbus A321 V2533-A5 0.118 0.077 0.732 0.705 
Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G 1.300 -1.852 1.457 0.880 
Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G-T 0.568 -0.509 0.838 0.852 
Boeing 777-A GE90-85B -0.198 1.128 0.045 0.973 
 
Table IV.3: Coefficients of the second-order regression equation to give optimum thrust setting based on 
aircraft TOW to minimise NOX emissions 
Aircraft type Engine type A B C R2 
Airbus A319 V2522-A5 4.427 -7.246 3.785 0.870 
Airbus A320 V2527-A5 2.709 -4.227 2.555 0.644 
Airbus A321 V2533-A5 2.669 -4.144 2.451 0.643 
Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G 1.521 -2.227 1.611 0.877 
Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G-T 1.147 -1.490 1.244 0.900 
Boeing 777-A GE90-85B -0.131 1.021 0.086 0.985 
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Table IV.4: Coefficients of the second-order regression equation to give optimum thrust setting based on 
aircraft TOW to minimise BC emissions 
Aircraft type Engine type A B C R2 
Airbus A319 V2522-A5 4.857 -7.974 4.091 0.868 
Airbus A320 V2527-A5 4.091 -6.556 3.525 0.754 
Airbus A321 V2533-A5 3.257 -5.135 2.864 0.679 
Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G 1.521 -2.227 1.611 0.877 
Boeing 747-400 RB211-524G-T 1.265 -1.691 1.327 0.939 
Boeing 777-A GE90-85B -0.131 1.021 0.086 0.985 
 
From Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 it is clear that a number of explanatory variables will 
have an impact on the mass of fuel consumed and NOX emitted. Total fuel consumed 
is a function of the fuel flow rate and TIM; total NOX emitted is a function of both of 
these variables plus the emission index. All three of these variables are dependent on 
the takeoff roll thrust setting, which is primarily chosen based on aircraft TOW. The 
variables of acceleration, takeoff roll TIM, maximum ground speed, average fuel 
flow rate, EI(NOX) and EI(BC) are plotted against relative TOW and average takeoff 
roll thrust setting in Figure IV.1 and Figure IV.2 respectively. Loess smoothing is 
used to show the general trend with shading representing the position of the general 
trend with 95% confidence interval. 
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Figure IV.1: Identified variables, with impact on fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, plotted 
against relative TOW. Loess smoothing is used to show the general trend with shading representing the 
95% confidence interval. 
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Figure IV.2: Identified variables, with impact on fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, plotted 
against average takeoff roll thrust setting. Loess smoothing is used to show the general trend with 
shading representing the 95% confidence interval. 
